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THOMAS STINSON JARVIS, CANADIAN AUTHOR 

Je~~rey L. Wollock 

The present study is intended to provide a general 

introduction to the li~e and works o~ the Toronto-born 

author and lawyer, Thomas Stinson Jarvis (1854-1926). As 

~ar as can be ascertained, this is the ~irst such study 

ever undertaken. 

The justi~ication ~or the study is provided in a 

brie~ general discussion in Chapter 1, in whiCh some o~ 

the problems involved in the research are also mentioned . 

A review o~ Jarvis's biography is a~~orded by the second 

chapter. The ~allowing three chapters deal with Jarvis's 

ideas and philosophies in relation to the period in which 

he was writing. Finally, in Chapter 6 his ~ictional works 

are surveyed and criticized. 

Special notice should be made o~ the bibliography, 

which lists every known printed source of in~ormation on 

Jarvis, and ~or the first time provides a list o~ every one 

o~ his known books, articles, and reviews. 

It is hoped that this study will help to bring about 

renewed interest in this ~orgotten Canadian author. 
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The first of Jarvis's six books was published in 

Toronto when he was only twenty-one; the last, in Los 

Angeles, a few years before his death. But the great bulk 

of Jarvis's writing was done in New York City between 

1892 and 1903. His canon comprises a book o:f travel in 

the Middle East; a semi- or pseudo-scientific book which 

applies Darwin's principles to the domain of "mind science"; 

a purported history of the Druid domination of the world; 

and three admirable novels; also a number of philosophical 

essays; a large amount of writing on the subject of yacht- · 

ing; and quite a few theatre reviews. 

The study is motivated by the ide a that modern 

students of Canadian literature would find Jarvis a most 

interesting figure once introduced to his works; and with 

some familiarity wi th J.::his li.fe and times, their knowledge 

would be broad enough to allow them to undertake their own 

further investigations. 
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Thomas Stinson Jarvis, Canadian Author 

Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

The present study is, to the author's knowledge, 

the .first ·to deal with the Toronto-born author, Thomas 

Stinson Jarvis. The content and organization have been 

in large measure determined by this .fact. 

No one specific aspect of Jarvis's writings has 

been given detailed treatment. Instead, the author's 

purpose has been to provide a general introduction to the 

man and his works, one which he feels is necessary before 

any detailed analysis o.f Jarvis's work be undertaken. In 

.fact, it is hoped that this study will to some extent al

low the reader to decide for himself whether or not 

Jarvis's writings merit such detailed analysis. And even 

more basically, the study is meant to provide some kind 

of .factual record o.f Jarvis and his work, inasmuch as no 

such record has previously been compiled. 

The three-pronged approach of the present study in

dicates its general scope: biography, bibliography, and 

criticism are the major ingredients. 

The biography proper is given· in Chapter 2. All bio

graphical information available to the author has been giv

en, and a certain amount of speculation has been engaged i n. 
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The ~allowing three chapters deal with the ideas and 

philosophies of Stinson Jarvis, as gleaned ~rom his many 

essays and reviews. This section of the study has biograph

ical overtones, in that it rurther illuminates Jarvis 1 s 

personality. To some extent it is also historical, recall

ing the zeitgeist in which Jarvis lived and thought. In 

discussing why much o~ this philosophy has been discredit

ed since that time, the section is somewhat philosophical, 

and may also be looked upon as criticism. 

Finally in Chapter 6 Jarvis 1 s fictional writings 

are discussed, and here the emphasis is more strictly lit

erary. 

The reader may perhaps feel that certain points 

which should have been pursued have been glossed over. 

Ideally, his fiction, ~or example, could have received 

fuller treatment. If the reader wi l l bear in mind, how

ever, that the aim of this study throughout has been to 

introduce Jarvis, he will see that a study of this type, 

by its very nature as an introduction, will raise many 

questions, and indicate points of departure for further 

studies. What is the point of discussing "Sexual Symbol

ism in Jarvis's Subconscious, 11 "Jarvis t s Geoffrey Hampstead 

and Herbert Spencer, 11 or "Byronic Elements in the Works of 

Stinson Jarvis"? Some day these might be good chapter 
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headings, or even thesis topics in themselves, but clearly, 

the primary question at the moment is, 11 Wb.o was Stinson 

Jarvis?" 

The peesent study does not answer this question de

finitively or completely, but it does make a start. Short

age of time and limited resources have determined the 

amount of' information that could be gathered. At present 

there are great gaps in the story of Jarvis's life which 

only speculation can fill, but it is hoped that the present 

work can serve at least as a base upon which to build. 

Aside from the question of nWho?n, there is another 

which cannot be avoided, and that is, "\fuy?" True, Jarvis 

is an obscure figure, and indeed, until the present author 

tackled what Prof. M.G. Parks of Dalhousie University has 

called n the large and little-known area of Canadian fiction 

from 1880 to 1920, 11 Jarvis's obscurity appeared to be with

out parallel. But apparently there are many English Canadian 

authors remaining in utter oblivion. 

To be totally forgotten, such authors should by 

rights have turned out books of unrivalled mediocrity, 

but investigation indicates that the books may be far from 

mediocre, and of vast historical and sociological interest 

besides. Certainly this is the case with Jarvis. 

This then is the answer to the question of "\vhy 

Jarvis?tt -- simply because his work, while not truly great, 



is yet rar too good and rar too interesting to be ig

nored, particularly in view of the present state or 

Englisg Canadian literature. 

4. 

As Canada embarks upon her second century, English

speaking ·canadians are still searching for their literary 

heritage, without signal success. The best-known and most

studied Canadian authors are, almost without exception, 

those who have become widely-read beyond the borders of 

Canada, as if this foreign recognition is necessary before 

Canadians can accept their own writers. Morley Callaghan, 

Hugh lvlaclennan, Robertson Davies, John Harlyn, lviordecai 

Richler -- these are the exceptions that prove the rule. 

For every one Callaghan there have been ten Mazos romantic-

izing the Ontario farmer or some other Canadian type be

yond recognition. Few Americans realize that Stephen Lea

cock made his home north or the border. The same is true 

or Ernest Thompson Seton, who has had many imitators, not 

all of them Canadian. 

In short, few or Canada's most popular writers are 

recognizably Canadian. The bulk or Canadian writing con

sists or sentimental romances and books :for children, few 

o.f which can give true glimpses or Canadian life. Herein 

lies the dilemma which has led to the claim that there is 

no English Canadian literature as such, or that if there 

is, it is something which has begun only recently with 

writers such as Callaghan, Maclennan, Davies, Narlyn, and 

Richler (all of whom are still alive). 
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But there is a Canadian literature, and was, even in the 

nineteenth century. Most of the books which are notably Canadian 

in locale, or national character, or both, today lie forgotten in 

attics across the country. These books were read by the Canadian 

public, but not by critics, for there were virtually bo critics 

in Canada during the 1800s. Consequently there is little record 

of them, astonishingly little. But these represent an indigenous 

literature which should be resurrected and re-appraised. 

An example of this phenomenon is seen in the following 

true story, christened nThe Search for Violet Keith." On page 

182 of Stinson Jarvis's novel, Geoffrey Hampstead, there appears 

a most unfamiliar allusion. "Let us not speak of them,n says 

l4:argaret, referring to 'priests'. "They make me think of Violet 

Keith, and all that sort of thing. n Violet Keith? Some time 1-1as 

spent in trying to discover whether this was a person of note, 

a fictional character, or even the title of a book. Meeting with 

no success, however, the elucidation of this relatively minor 

point was abandoned. 

Several months later, however, when the present author 

was in Toronto, browsing through piles of dusyY books in the 

rear of an antique shop, he came upon a novel "by the Author 

of 'Violet Keith'." The author was l-1rs. Ellen Ross, and a copy 

of Violet Keith was procured from a library as soon as possible. 

It is a rather impressive book. The strength and weakness 

of Violet Keith lies in its overwhelming gloom and stoicism, 

not used as a device, but sensed as an atmosphere which pervades 
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the authpr's outlook. At times the darkness is so unrelenting, 

that it is q~ite literally difficult to continue reading , as 

when the reader finds all the sympathetic characters dying 

young. But after all, this is part of what Victorian life was. 

}~s. Ross is a most powerful writer, and a complete 

reading of Violet Keith is rather exhilarating than depressing. 

There are many unforgettable scenes -- life in a French board

ing school for girls, poverty and alcoholism in the slums of 

Edinburgh, the repressive life in a Quebec convent, and especial

ly a long, sustained sequence of Violet Keith's imprisonment 

in the vault of the convent, which culminates in the burning 

of the building. This gothic-like episode is all the more 

harrowing because none of' the events are supernatural, or even 

"stagey". Except fbr an oppressively devout, even evangelical 

tone in some places, and consistent grammatical errors in 

others, the entire book is a work of great skill. 

Violet Keith was f'irst published in Montreal in 1868, and 

was evidently quite popular, judging from the f'act that it went 

into several editions, and that Jarvis, writing twenty-two 

years later, exp ected his readers to catch the allusion. 

Despite all this, very little information is available on 

the subject of' Yws. Ross and her novels. In fact, one can only 

admire the scholar who eventually undertakes to do a study of 

Ellen Ross. As f'ar as the present author can ascertain, she is 

mentioned in exactly two books, Wallace's Dictionary of' Canadian 

Biography, and the same author's Encyclopedia of Canada; both 
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articles - are identical. Not even Klinck's usually trustworthy 

Literary History o~ Canada breathes a word of her or Violet 

Keith's existence. Because Mrs. Ross belongs to an earlier 

generation than Jarvis, it will be even more difficult to 

find pertinent material. Already, even under the best circum

syances for research, a great deal o~ information has been 

irretrievably lost, because of the laxity, one might almost 

say the timidity, of Canadian literary scholarship. 

The situation with regard to Jarvis is slightly better, 

though not much. I first encountered Jarvis's name quite by 

accident, while reading through Klinck's History. 

"Toronto ••• is depicted ••• skilfully in 
the detective thriller with society and 
psychological overtones, Geoffrey Hampstead 
(1890), by a prominent young Torontonian 
lawyer, Thomas Stinson Jarvis. n 1 

Checking the index, I discovered elsewhere in the book a four-

paragraph consideration of Jarvis which mentioned tv.Jo further 

books of his. 

The few paragraphs on Jarvis in Klinck's History are 

essentially the work of Prof. Ross Beharriell, of the Royal 

Nilitary College, Kingston. He is very probably the only 

scholar in the last fifty years who has read Jarvis's novels, 

and certainly the only one to offer any critical opinion in 

print. If it had not been for his brief but enthusiastic 

remarks in Klinck, the present work would never have been 

undertaken. 



At _the time completely un£amiliar with Canadian lit

erature, I was not surprised at my ignorance or Jarvis. My 

curiosity had been whetted, however, and the next step was 

8. 

to look ror his books in the library of the Memorial University 

of Newfoundland, where I was then studying -- but there were 

none to be found. 

Soon I realized that not only I, but everyone else, 

seemed to be ignorant or Stinson Jarvis. Attempting to augment 

my knowledge or the writer, I looked far biographical and 

bibliographical material dealing with him, but came up with 

very little. It was found that he had written a total or six 

books, and that several articles of his had been published in 

a Boston magazine called ~he Arena, in the 1890s. I also came 

across vague references to him as a yachtsman and drama critic. 

It was also round that he had moved to New York City in 1891, 

and IDme time later, to Los Angeles, where he died in 1926. 

And that was about all that could be discovered Hithout in

itiating extensive research. To this day, I have seen no more 

than ten reference books that even mention Jarvis's existence. 

Three or these do no more than that, while six of the others 

have taken all of their facts from the remaining one book, 

Henry J. Norgan' s Canadian Men arrl \-I omen of the Time ( 1898). 

\fuen finally I did get to read Geoffrey Hampstead (no 

easy book to locate), I decided that it would be worthwhile 

to do a study of its author. The book is not great , but in 

some respects very good. It is as good as the best Canadian 
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writing of the time, and has the added attraction of being 

truly Canadian in subject matter and idiom. Its author was 

obviously a widely-read and cosmopolitan person , and Geoffrey 

Hampstead , although a first novel, has little ofi.i.B amateur

ishness that mars so much of' the Canadian literature of that 

period. 

In fact, Jarvis was a manifestation of' that rara avis, 

the Canadian artist who is both Canadian and artistic. The 

fact that he has fallen into oblivion is due not romuch to 

any defects his books may have -- for despite their defects 

most of his books remain eminently readable today -- but 

rather to those ude:fectsn in Canadian literary scholarship 

mentioned in connection with Violet Keith . As Alan Gowans 

writes in the pre:face to his Building Canada: an Architectural 

History o:f Canadian Li.fe (1966): "I wish it were possible to 

say that ••• Canadian studies generally now enjoy at least some 

respect and prestige in Canadian academic and cultural circles 

comparable to that accorded the study of European and partic

ularly British culture. Unfortunately this is still far from 

the case. In many areas of national life -- and indeed even 

sometimes among people who write about Canadian culture them

selves -- colonialism remains incorr:ig ible, hope and glory 

are still looked for overseas. 113 
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Because o~ the dearth o~ books on the subject, much of 

the research for the present study was carried out by corres

pondence. Much information was also derived from old magazines 

and newspapers. But as newspapers are rarely indexed, and as 

the magazines for which Jarvis wrote are, with one,exception, 

not to be found indexed in any periodical bibliography, the 

work has been done by the slow and inefficient method o~ page

by-page searching. Many discoveries were merely fortunate 

accidents. Since Jarvis was on the regular staff o~ several 

publications, many articles by him were apparently published 

anonymously. Sometimes these can be recognized, but it is 

probable that many are overlooked. Regrettably , it is also 

quite likely that so~ areas of fruitful research have been 

missed entirely. 

Owing to the nature of the research involved, this study 

would have been impossible without the help of many people in 

libraries, newspaper and magazine publishing houses, and other 

institutions in the United States and Canada. In particular I 

should like to thank Pro~. C.J. Francis , of the Memorial 

University of Newfoundland, for his instructive criticism and 

genuine interest; Prof . S. Ross Beharriell, for his encouraging 

remarks and very helpful suggestions for research; Miss Lois 

Mercer of St . John's, Nfld., and Miss Ann Wollock of Brooklyn, 

N.Y., for their dedicated assistance in some of the tedious 

research tasks; and Mr. J .F. Rowny, of Santa Barbara, Cal., .fb r 
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his invaluable personal recollection o~ Jarvis. In addition, 

I should like to thank three librarians who were particularly 

generous o~ the·ir time, and who each per~ormed well-nigh 

incredible feats of information retrieval: Flora s. Patterson, 

of the Serials Section, National Library of Canada, Ottawa; 

william Donovan, of the Newspaper Service, Chicago Public 

Library; and Yetive Applegate, General Reading Services, Los 

Angeles Public Library. 

This, then, is rrry introduction to Stinson Jarvis. If I 

have created from the dry words of a short entry in a reference 

book the image of a man and his ideas, then I have succeeded 

in what I set out to do. 

Jeffrey L. Wollock, 

Department of English, 

Memorial University of Newfoundland 

May 10, 1968. 



Chapter 2: BIOGRAPHY lOb. 

The personality of' a man born fnto an old, historic 

family is invariably influenced by that fact. All men 

have equally lengthy and detailed family trees; however, 

few know much about them, nor is it possible in many cases 

ever to find out much more. But when a family has been 

an imp~rtant economic, political, and social entity for 

generations , its progeny is well able to look back and 

find food for thought and for egoism in a rich past. 

Indeed, such a person may often have the feeling , rarely 

expressed consciously but there just the same, that he is 

the culmination, or even the goal, of all that which has 

preceded him. 

The Jarvis family is just such a one, and Stinson 

Jarvis possessed a family pride great as that of the 

noblest of old-country noblemen. This unavoidably 

coloured his views and helped to mould his interests. It 

can therefore be seen that a review of his genealogy 

properly figures in a study of the man himself. 

The branch of the family to which Stinson Jarvis 

belonged boasts a curious set of loyalties. As an off

shoot of one of the oldest U.S. families, it was American. 

Yet it was teo British to remain in the United States 

a f ter the Levolution. Stephen Jarvis and other loyalists 

in the family migrated to Canada, establishing one of the 
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most important .families o.f Ontario. In consequence, 

Stinson Jarvis considered himself at various times an 

American, an Englishman, or a Canadian -- always in 

capital letters. 

In 1656, Stephen Jarvis, an English lawyer , settled 

at Huntington, Long Island. The .family had been English , 

although the name comes originally from the Norman French , 

Gervaise. 

The family produced such men as the Right Rev. Abram 

Jarvis, Bishop of Connecticut, who was the first bishop 

ever consecrated in America-- Stinson Jarvis's great-great

grand-uncle; and the bishop's son, Rev . Samuel :..'armar 

Jarvis, who was a scholar and literary man. 

Colonel Stephen Jarvis (Nov. 6 , 1756 - Apr. 12, 1840) 

of Danbury, Copnecticut, was the first Jarvis to settle in 

Canada. He was the son of Stephen Jarvis and Rachel 

Starr. During the American Revolut ion , he .fought bravely, 

but on the "wropg--side". As a re~ard for courage he was 

given a commis sion in the South Carolina Dragoons, in 

which regiment he re~ained until the end of the war , 

retiring as lieutenant. Upon returning home to Danbury , 

he .found the prejudice against him as a loyalist so strong 

that he feared for his life, and decided to leave the 

country for good, making the arduous and dangerous trip 
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to New Brunswick, where he settled at Fredericton. In 

ll309 he removed permanently to York , Upper Canada --

present-day Toronto. Later, Col. Jarvis served as 

Adjutant-General of Militia ; Registrar of Deeds for the 

Home District; and Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod to 

the Legislative Assembly of Upper Canada. His wif'e was 

Amelia Glover llr~6-lol9~, also of Danbury , Connecticut. 

The memoirs of Col. Jarvis, although never intended 

for publication, make interesting reading. As edited 

by Stinson Jarvis, they appeared in print for the first 
l 

time in 1~06, under the title Reminiscences of a Loyalist. 

The Colonel's eldest son was g rederick Starr Jarvis 

\Aug. 4, l7~o- June 2, lo52). He served in the War of 

lol2 and the Rebellion of lt531-3(); and, like his father, 

held the post of Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod in the 

Legislative Assembly. He married Susan Merigold , who bore 

him several children. Their third son was Stephen Haule 
2 

Jarvis, born on November 22, lt522. 

Stephen Maule Jarvis studied for the bar and became 

a lawyer in Toronto . On September 10, l()5U,he married 

Mary Stinson, the daughter of Tnomas Stinson, of 

Hamilton, Ontario, and their first child, Margaret 

Isabella Maule Jarvis, was born four and a half months 

later, on January 2o, 1~51. 3 
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The second child o~ Stephen Maule Jarvis was 

Thomas Stinson Jarvis~ the subject o~ the present study, 

who was born in Toronto on May 31, 1854. 

Other children were Stephen Jervis White Jarvis, 

born May 3, 1861, and Edward Robinson Jarvis, born on 

February 28, 1e73. Another child, Mary Catherine Jarvis, 

was born in February , lo63, and died on July jl at the 

age o~ five months. 

Little is known of Stinson Jarvisis early child-

hood. One can only conjecture, bearing in mind the ~act 

that the Jarvis ~amily was at the axis o~ Toronto high 

society, and that they probably did all the things that 

high society people do when they are under no f'inancial 

pressure. The .family house was ca:iled "Bertie Cottage'1
, 

and there one can imagine a precocious child eager:iy 

looking forward to a day when he would be able to ride 

horses and sai~ yachts, meanwhi~e assuag1ng his 

restlessness w~th books. He surely must have learned 

to read earlier than September, 1863, when, at th~ age 
h 

of nine, he was enrolled at Upper Canada College, Toronto.· 

At that time u.c.c., .founded in 1~29 , was the most 

prestigious Canadian preparatory school, as it still is. 

As a child Jarvis read widely. At U.C.C. he took 

some classical prizes, but also f ound time for fox-hunting 
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twice a week at the meets of the 13th , Hussars. He held 

the bowling prize at school for two years, and was 

captain of two cricket teams. In the passage in which 

he describes his school days, (quoted in full further on 

in this present study), Jarvis places emphasis on the 

deliberate cultivation of both spheres of activity, the 

mental as well as the physical. It is worth noting that 

he had to state spec i fically that he divided his time 

between scholarly and athletic pursuits, as if trying to 

justify one or the other. 

Jarvis graduated from U.C.C. in 1~:5'71, and nat 

seventeen was sent away for a year's travel, his father 

judging this to be more profitable than a University 
~ 

course." His rather's principle was passed on and 

accepted by him, so that we find in an 1e93 account of 

Stinson Je.rvis that n in his idea, a college education is 

merely the preparation for the real education which 

continues throughout one's life.n
6 

This was another of 

his principles. We may suspect with reason that the 

ttdivided-activity systemn also originated 1.-rith his father. 

There is nothing remarkable in themselves a b out these 

ideas, but Stinson Jarvis apparently considered them part 

of his c~edo. 
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The first part of the tour was spent in Europe, 

and after passing a winter in Italy-- "two months' 
'( 

study of Ramen -- Jarvis went on to visit the Hol·Y Land, 

Egypt, Syria and Lebanon. The actual dates of this 

tour are a puzzle. It is known that whenever it was, 

the tour occupied a year's time, and that it extended 

from one calendar year into the next, since he passed 

the winter in Europe and then went on. Morgan's account--

probably written by Jarvis himself -- says, as we have 

seen above, that he left at age seventeen. That would 

be 1871-2, soon after he graduated. The Arena article 
() 

says "he left at the age of eighteen." This would 
r 

therefore be lt$72-3. According to The Jarvis Family 

ll~7~), a genealogical record, the tour was made in 
'-) 

1~73-4, when he was nineteen. 

Upon return~ng to C~Dada, Jarvis wrote his first 

book, Letters From East Longitudes, which is a narrative 

complled from letters he had written to his parents 

while he was in the Middle East. It was published in 

1~7~, but by Jarvis's own account, was written before 

he was twenty. The Arena also gives this information; Leslie's 

more specifically says 11 nineteen". So we are to conclude 

that Stinson J a rvis travelled when he was seventeen, 

eighteen, or nineteen, and wrote a book on it before 
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he was twenty, which was published when he was twenty-one. 

But there are other £actors which con£use the issue 

even further, -because the Rolls of the Law Society of 

Upper canada reveal that J a rvis was admitted as a student 

for Easter Term, l(f(l, or in other words, directly upon 

graduation from U.C.C. The only explanation for this is 

that he enrolled but had no intention of b eginning for 

another few years. He actually started the law course, 

by his own statement, in ltj?~. The answer may lie in the 

fact that Osgoode Hall Law School was not established 

until ltYt3; it was then closed in 1d/o and re-estab_t_ished 

in lt3(:) l. 

All in all, knowledge of Stinson Jarvis in the first 

half-decade of the lorus is generalized and hazy. However 

a few revealing bits of information do survive. 

On SeptemberS, 10(2, two days bef ore the Prince of 

Wales Cup regatta at Toronto, Jarvis was aboard a yacht 
10 

tied up at Charlotte, New York. The Brunette, a sloop 

of the Royal Canadian Yacht Club, belonged to his uncle 

Harry Stinson, and young Jarvis, aged elghteen, was a 

crew member. Probably they had been sailing Lake Ontario 

on a pleasure cruise, but for three days now high winds 

and a rough sea had prev....,nted their departure if:_o:r·~- Toronto. 

Harry Stinson was "crazy to get back in time for the race," 11 

and accepted the offer of a tow line £rom the b ig side-

wheel Mail Line steamer Abyssinian, commanded by Capt. Es tes. 



Three days earlier he had taken his ship twelve miles out 

and been !'arced to tunn around and head ror port . 

'l'he two boats set out, and there was no meant> o1· 

communl.cB.t.J..on oetween them as tne storm began to grow 

1ncreas1.ng~y worse. By even1ng the Brunette had ~ost 

mos t o.f her r1.gg1.ng and was raJ:J:L.d~y tak1ng on ~..rater.. By 

the greatest o.f ~ucK they managed to make it into Toronto 

harbour, and although the Brunette was too badly damaged 

to compete 1.n the r a ce, everyone on board was thanK~~ 

just to b e al1.ve .. 

It is p~ain that Jarvis's interest and participation 

in the sport of yachting was already well developed at 

this time. It was to remain a life-long pursuit. 

Other events dating .from this period are the birth 

o.f a brother, Edward Robinson Jarvis, on February 2o, 

lut3; and the marriage of his sister Nargaret to 

Benjamin Read Clarkson, a shi~ping merchant in Toronto , 
12 

un December 5, ~o(j. 

In 101~, as mentioned previously, came the 

publication of Stinson Jarvis's first book, Letters From 

East Longitudes, by the firm o.f James Campbell and Son, Toronto, 

who advertised that they nare prepared to furnish 

estimates to authors for publication of their MSS ••• 

the .facilities possessed by Jas. Campb ell and Son for 
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the Publication of Books in the best Modern Syyles , at 

the Lowest Yrices, and their lengthened experience 

warrant them in undertaking the Publication of any work 

submitted to them, and in orfering their services to 

Authors who desire to publish on their own account.u 

While on the tour, Jarvis had by his own admission 

utilized almost every spare moment in preparing lengthy 

letters home. Upon his return, these were compiled into 

a narrative in which the mannered striving for effect is 

so consistent that it b egins to take on a certain 

viability. The self-consciousness itself constitutes a 

style. Though far from natural, the writing is quite 

skillful. Letters From East Longitudes abounds with 

contrived wit, snips of Latin and Greek , allusions from 

mythology and literature, and all the other hallma rks of' 

a young, very bright student who is doing all he can to 

impress his readers. 

The book is a real period- piece : the Grand Tour as 

seen through the eyes of a young , tenth-generation 

British colonial. All the strange customs and marvellous 

sights of the Near East are detailed, with that air of 

condescension so typical of the British traveller of 

that period when Britain ruled half the world. 
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Jarvis's Preface,dated April , lo(~, gives a fair 

sanwle of the style of the rest of the book. He writes, 

nEvery person who bas b een bold enough to publish what is 

ominously termed a Book , which is to be scanned and 

criticised by that very awful drill sergeant, Public 

Opinion, has experienced, I suppose, the same doubts and 

hopes as I feel myself. 

nlt is very pleasant to spend the long winter 

evenings refreshing one rs memory and re-writing about 

places visited; but having now publ~shed the work, l 

dread 1 ts being actually read by others, and l 1'eel like 

~eaving r~r a leng~nened tr1p 1nto the coun~ry to esc~pe 

chaf'f'. 

"It must, however, be considered as merely a compil.ing 

and arrangement o.f tue .lo.ug .Letters sent home at every poss1ble 

opportunity, and as they were often written by the 

f~~ckering llght of tne tent, on up-turned trunks, in 

Arab mud huts, or by the fading light o.f Eastern sunsets, 

and generally under most adverse circumstances, any 

11 jerkiness 11 of composition must be attributed to my 

continually unsettled situations. 

"The pleasure of spending my spare hours in this way 

has, for the last few months , almost equalled the enjoyment 

of the trip itself, and if any others can pass a pleasant 
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hour or two in reading the result, I shall feel that, 

after all, the greatest pleasure or travel is 

experienced after it is over. I feel, too, that my friends 

will excuse some defects on account of my youth, and for 

the same reason I hope that even the general public will 

give some latitude to my ,East Longitudes.'u 

It is not likely that the book was well known outside 

of circles close to the fan1ily, and the only review the 

present writer has ever come across is a brief notice in 

The Jarvis Family, by George A. Jarvis and others, published 

in Hartford, Connecticut, in lt>"(~ ~p.l24.) While these 

remarks are faintly redolent of nepotism, the fact remains 

that Letters From East Longitudes is a delightful book, 

impressive from one so young, and well worth reading today. 

The author himself was obviously pleased with it and 

particularly with the fact that the Earl of Dufferin ~ 1826 -

1902), then Governor-General of Canada, had shown him 

"a 13 
good deal of favorn, and had allowed his name to appear 

in the dedication, penned 11 in humble appreciation of' his 

distinguished abilities as a statesman, a scholar, and a 

yachtsman." 

As with many precocious talents, virtually all of his lat-

er . ideas and eccentricities can be found in some form 

in this early work. There is his skepticism of organized 



religions, his interest in the effects of heredity, his 

afEectionate and candid interest in women, his fondness 

for slang expressions and clever puns, and his great 
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des criptive ability . Indeed it may well be that his whole 

mental set had already been formed by the age or twenty. 

F1rom 1e75 to ltf(9 "the studies of law and yachting 

were made together, in his usual division of outdoor and 

indoor work".
14

Jarvis studied law at Osgoode Hall , and 

was articled to Sir 0. Mowat . When called to the bar , 

Easter Term , 1879, he passed second of forty competitors. 

(This date is given in the Rolls of the Law Society of 

Upper C&nada. All other s ources give 1880, probably 

stemming from Jarvis's own error.) 

As for yachting , Jarvis was a member or the Royal 

Canadian Yacht Club during this period, despite the fact 
1.? 

that the Club has no record of it today. Details of this 

are few, but it is said that Jarvis was given command of 

numerous yachts in the annual \R.C.Y.C.J and international 

regattas, and that he was a particular favourite of Arthur 

hadc..Liffe Boswell \,loJo- 1':1 ?), Commoaore oi· tne H .G • ..r...i..i., 

wnopreferred, nLm to a professiona~ . Also perhaps refer-

to this period is a sentence found in an 1D92 magazine 

article by c)arvis: nNow th.:t-r; Lord. l.Ju.fferin has been 

appointeu minister at Paris , he will be in easy range of 



that single-handed r a cing wh1ch the writer having many 
16 

times contested with him, can certify he likes best." 
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Lord Dufferin will be rememb ered as Jarvis's early patron. 

The Arena article on Jarvis mentions general reading 

and occasional experiments in regard to psychic phemomena, 

including, presumably, mesmerism, as additional occupations 
17 

undertaken in 11 the latter part of the seventies.n 

Probably in 1~~0, Jarvis set up a legal practice 

in the town of Niagara Falls, Ontario. Not long afterward, 

on May 27, l~dl, he was married to Anne Louise (Annie) 

Croft, second child of Prof. Henry Holmes Croft of the 

University of Toronto. Prof. Croft \ld20- ldd3), born 

in London, was the well-known chemist who held the chair 

of chemistry and experimental phi~osophy at King's College 

\later University of Toronto) from ld42 to l~uO, when ill 

health forced him to resign. The bride's mother, Mary-

Anne Croft, nee Shaw, came fr om a prominent Ontario family. 

The marriage was performed by Rev. Sept imus Jones at the 

Church of the · Redeemer, Toronto. 

Between 1880 and 1883, Stinson Jarvis nmade some 

name for himself in regard to certain important extradition 

cases in which he was counsel ••• his successes were chiefly 
18 

in the criminal courts." These cases were fully reported 
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at the time. 19unfortunately, with the exception of a 

few scattered issues in the Public Archives at Ottawa, 

there are in existence today no Niagara Falls newspapers 

for the period of the 1880s. The office of the Welland 

County Clerk is likewise unable to supply any information. 

Because they were tried in special court, extradition 

cases are not found among the records of the Supreme 

Courts, Surrogate Courts, or County Courts. In fact, it 

seems probable that in the present instance such records 

no longer exist. A number of other cases in which Jarvis 

was counsel have been brought to light, however~ 

In the High Court of Ontario, Jarvis was counsel 

for the plaintiffs Annie Kerr , Mary Jane Kerr, Nell ie 

Kerr, and Elizabeth Kerr , ninfants under twenty-one and 

heirs at law of Mary Kerr, deceased, by Samuel Patton, 

their next friend", who were suing The Canada Southern 

Railway Company for damages on a writ issued August 28, 

1882. He was counsel for Edna C. F a irbanks, who was 

suing Havins J. Crysler as administrator of ~dna Crysler, 

deceased, .for money paid ; the writ was issued December 2, 

1884. He also represented Thomas W. Read in an account 

case versus Elisha Joseph Fessenden ; the writ was issued 

December 29, 1885. 



In the Weiland County Court, Jarvis represented 

landlords in two cases against tenants. The case o~ 

Orrinul B. Scott versus Higb Oeer (sic) commenced Sept

ember 24, 1882. The case o~ Thomas Goodes versus Mrs. 

x. Ferguson commenced April, 1883. All the ~oregoing 

cases were tried in Welland, Ontario. 

Despite the absence of records we may assume that 

Jarvis's competence in extradition matters was high and 

his reputation excellent, for in October, 1883, he was 

appointed b. the Dominion Government to act jud icially 

in extradition matters in the Province of Ontario. The 

document which records his appointment by a committee o~ 

the Privy Council, on the recommendation o~ the Minister 

of Justi9e, is dated 13 October , and waG approved two 

days later. 

The Canadian Extrad ition Act of April 28, 1877, 

makes provision for the extradition of fugitive criminals, 

defining the instances in which extradition proceedings 

may be instituted against an individual, and laying down · 

proper procedure in such instances. Intended to super

sede all previous acts and agreements, the Act specifically 

lists every crime to be considered an indictable offense 

under the new law. 



Section 8 o r the Extradition Act states that from 

time to time commissi oners who will act jud ici a lly in 

extra dition matters may be a ppointed in a n y Frovince or 

Territory, a nd that evsry ap~ointee will, for the pur pos es 

or the Act, have all the powers and jurisdiction of any 

judge or mag istrate in that particular Province or Territory. 

Stinson Jarvis was appointed to preside in Ontario under 

these terms. 

Again, neither the Ontario Department of Publi c Records 

and Archives at Toronto, nor the Department of Justice at 

Ottawa, have any other inforwation on this phase or his 

law career. It is not even clear how long Jarvis held the 

judicial post, or how long he was living at Niagara Falls . 

The Ontario Gazetteer and Business Directory for 1886 - 7 

lists Thomas S. Jarvis, barrister , in the town of Niagara 

Falls, but there is no further inrormation. The Canadian 

Law List of 1891 lists him as a lawyer in Toronto. The 

Public Archives of Canada were unable to determine the 

d&te at which Jarv i s's appointment might have been termi

nated, but suggest lt might welJ_ heve been 1891. This 

was the last year he practised law, a nd the last in which 

he resided in Canada. 
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It is stated by Morgan that during the nine years 

after Jarvis's appointment "he was twice sent to England 
20 

to arrange settlement of estates for clients in America . tt 

Geof:frey Hampstead seems to have ori g inated "during 

"2l ll•t leisure moments -- 1 was written for amusement during 

odd hours" 2~way from Jarvis's law practice .. The book 

was published in September, 1890, by the firm of D . Appleton 

and Cc., New "I:ork, as No. 57 of ·the nAppleton' s Town and 

Country Library" series. A haracover and a paperback 

edition were priced respectively at r? l.OO and Sot, although 

apparently the original issue was in paperback only. 

Shortly thereafter an identical Canadian edition, also 

labelled "Appleton's Town and Country Library, No . 57", 

was issued by the National Publishing Company, Toronto. 

Geoff·rev Hampstead was the last o.:f Stinson Jarvis's books 

to be brought out in a Canadian edition. 

In this book the author drew upon a knowledge of 

crime and c~iminals gleaned from his work in the criminal 

courts. Far from being a mere mystery story, however, 

the book displays the author's wide familiarity with 

yachting, banking, and various other subjects; and an 

intuitive, unscientific theory of heredity which was a 

part of nineteenth- century "popular science". ~lore im

portant, Jarvis was able to give a colourful and convincing 

picture of Toronto as it was in the late l880s. 



"This was the most widely reviewed and praised 
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novel of its year in this country", claimed the New 

York weekly Frank Leslie's Illustrated. The statement 

is echoed in 1v1organ's account of Jarvis, and probably 

came directly from Jarvis himself. It would be diffi -

cult, if not impossible, to verify. Best-seller lists 
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were not kept in those days. The fact is, however, that 

the book received at least 163 reviews. (As only an author 

would keep count of the number of' reviews of a particular 

book, this information must have come from Jarvis himself.) 

The present writer has seen much evidence ~or ascribing 

to Jarvis a decided lack of' modesty , and a peculiar care-

le~sness about dates; but has had no reason to believe 

that Jarvis spread deliberate falsehoods about his success. 

Be that as it may, the 163 reviews have proven most 

elusive. Only one is listed in the Readers ' Guide to 

Periodical Literature: it appeared in The Nation . A part~al 

check o.f New York nev-1spapers of the time shows that of the 

Times, Tribune, ..... vening Post , and Sun, only the last 

mentioned carried a review. One has also been found in 

the Chicago Times . Probably a large proportion of the 

r~iews ap~eared in Canadian newspapers, and would there

f'ore in 1 vo ve a formidable search. The few reviews seen 

were most f' b avora le, and it is apparent that Geoffrey 

Hampstead was popular . Witness the fact that as late as 
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1902 , the book was still listed in the United States 

catalog Books in Print. 

The success of this novel and the pleasure he h~d 

in writing it determined Jarvis to lsave Canada to begin 

a literHry cart:;;er in New York. So, at the age of' thirty

seven, some time in 1891, he left Canada permanently. 

Exactly what Jarvis originally meant to accomplish 

in New York is not known. Geoffrey Hampstead's usuccess 

suggested that works of' fancy were really pleasanter than 
24 

addressing juries," and therefore the author moved to 
25 

New York "to take up the life of' letters.n The Arena 

article intimates that there was some amount of' altruism 

in the change. "It is natural," it states, "to desire that 

a lifetime of' study and generalization should not be lost 

as to its results. We are not surprised that Stinson 

Jarvis abandoned the more lucrative practice of' the law 

ror the life of' letters. We believe it was his duty to 

make this venture, and that to .hold secreted in his own 

brain such a sequence of' . ideas ••• would be a wrong t o 
26 

others as well as to himself'." As explanations of' 

Jarvis's hopes in c oming to New York both these passages 

must be taken cum grana salis, the one being flippant, 

the other, pompous. 

The first fruit of' his new career ~ppeared in 

February, 1892. In a weekly magazine called Sport, 
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~usic and Drama (through a series of title and editorial 

changes eventually to become the famous Vanity Fair) 

there is a column entitled 11 A Regatta Committee's Report", 

by Thomas Stinson Jarvis. Significantly, Jarvis, still 

very much the lawyer, deals in this article with a fine 

point in yacht racing rules. 

If Stinson Jarvis could not a f f ord to be a member 

of the ' yachting set', at least he could associate with 

those who were, through his real skill as a yachtsman. 

There is no doubt that Jarvis sincerely loved the 'sport 

of millionaires'. But he loved also the millionaires 

themselves, and yachting offered the means of ma intaining 

frequent contact and convmvial relations with them • . 

Whether de a ling with yachting science j histvr y , 

rules. sossip, humor, or its social as p ects; Jarvis's 

columns are almost inevitably interesting even to the 

layman. Jarvis wa s so fond of the sport himself that he 

could not write about it without enthusiasm. Most of the 

readers of his columns followed yachting as one of man y 

sports; some had a passing knowledge of sailing ; but 

very few would ever have the opportunity of participating 

on a regatta or goin g on a cruise. •rhese reEders must 

have :found the glimpses o.f the yacht:ine; mystique '"rhlch 

(_T;:. !•vj s provided most entertaining. 

Some of the articles are extremely :factual , and 

there is enough historiaal and technical inf orma tion to 
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indicate that Jarvis knew his subject thoroughly. He 

never confounds the layman, however. In this respect 

Jarvis's yavhting articles are models of' good journalism. 

As long as there is any substance to the topic at hand, 

Jarvis manages to make it interesting. Such columns are 

quite readable, usually spiced with wit and containing a 

~ew nicely-turned phrases. Too, occasional remarks may 

relate to some of his other interests, or provide adjuncts, 

as it were, to the novels: In Geoffrey Hampstead and its 

sequel Dr • .J:'eFdue, there are long sequences depicting 

yachting cruises. This proved an effective device for 

character and plot development, while allowing the author 

to f~miliarly portray his favorite sport without breaking 

up the story-line. 

Therefore most of Jarvis's yachting articles are of 

some worth as literature; an exception is the Hork he did 

for the New York Tribune, which will be discussed later 

on in this study. 

In all, Jervis did seven articles for Spor_t, }!usic 

and Drama between February 17 and April 27, 1892. After 

this date he seems to have been replaced by Capt. ~.J. 

Kenealy. 

Aside from articles, Jarvis also contributed to 

Snort, Music and Drama a rare attempt at poetry, or at 

least verse. "A Cry of Victory-- How I Beat the Vamoose", 



published in July, lampoons Munro and Hearst, two 

t onists in a then-cur~ent yachting news item. pro ag 

Jl. 

One month a.fter beginning in Sport, Hus ic and .Drama, 

Jarvis did his .first coluwn .for Leslie's Illustrated 

eekly, a paper with which he was to be associated .for 

many years. 

ff Conaueror , 

'I•his :f\1arch, 189 2 article, "The Steam Yacht 

comments on F • . Vanderbilt's eff ort to bring 

his ~77,750 British-built yacht back to the U.S. without 

having tc p&y a J35,000 duty on it. Again, this early. 

article is written from a lawyer's standpoint, Jarvis 

giving a summary of the legal proceedings involved in 

what was then a test case. 

Jarvis's early contributions to Leslie 1 s deekly were 

for the most part yachting articles. However there also 

we.s the character study "The Pride o.f :r-:argaret Alleyne, n 

perhaps the only short story Jarvis ever published; and 

"A Foreigner's View of' the World's Fair", a rather empty 

panegyric o.f the Chicago Exposition. He continued to 

contribute occasional yachting art1cles to Leslie's weekly 

through 1899, but the bulk o.f his work a.fter March, l dY4, 

was to be in the sphere o.f dran:atic criticism. 

During August, lt$92, J arvis competed in two regattas . 

In that o.f the Atlantic Yacht Club, he was on J. rtogers 

Maxwell's Shamrock. In the Larchmont Yacht Club regatta, 
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he was on the Viator, the yacht or W. Gould Brokaw. 

Rarely is there round specific mention, as there is in 

this case, of - Jarvis's participation in y~chting events. 

But it is certain that he not only wrote about, but was 

involved in, many other regattas during the time he was 

living in New York. 

On August 10 the fGmily celebrated a marriage: Stinson 

Jarvis's brother Stephen wed Agnes Scott. 

The most importEnt event of the year, however., was 

the publication of a second novel. The Chicag o rirm of 

Laird and Lee had initiated a new series of paperback 

novels. As an incentive to writers and readers alike, 

they offered a pri 2 e for e a ch manuscript chosen f or publi-

cation. The justly-named "Laird a nd Lee's Prize Novels" 

were priced at 5o¢ each. They were to be issued quarterly, 

and subscriptions could be takeri out. The first of these 

prize novels was Cortlandt Laster, Capitalist, by one 

Harley Deene, and J a rvis' s ~octor ~erdue was the second . 

Although this latter bears the date , November, 1892, it 

is not likely that the first printing had wide distribution; 

perhaps it went only to subscribers. Deene's book had 

reached its seventh edition (i.e., seventh printing) by 

the time Doctor Perdue appeared ; this is an indication 

that these books were .printed in small, frequent lots. 



At any rate, no press reviews earlier than February 18, 

1893 have been found. 
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Doctor erdue bore on its wrapper the caption : 11 This 
~~..::::...=.~-~~-

novel has been award~d the ~1 ,000.00 Cash Prize offered 

by Laird and Lee f'or the best original American· nciv·el - sttbmi tted 

Tvlay 2 and September 30, 189211
• them between ... Indeed, it 

was selected from among over six hunared rival manuscripts, 

according to one report?7 Like Geoffrey Hampstead, to which 

it forms the sequel, its popularity is evident in the .fact 

that it v-1as still in print in 1902, although no1r1 in the 

11 ..-.stime Seriesn, and. priced at 25)£ . 

In the same month that Doctor Perdue was .first pub-

lished, the Century printed an essay by Jarvis entitled 
'" 

"Female Humorists and American Humor 11
, and the previously 

mentioned "Pride of l·iargaret Alleyne" appeBred in Leslie's 

Weekly. These were px•obably the .first of' Jarvis 1 s purely 

literary works to be published in magazines. 

By 1893, Stinson Jarvis was a f'requent contributor 

to Leslie's Weekly, besides holding a regular position as 

yachting editor of' the New York Tribune. It is difficult 

to ascertain precisely when Jarvis joined the newspaper 

because the Tribune did not print by-lines on articles by 

staff' members. The information given in an obituary of 

Jarvis published in the Los Angeles Times , that he edited 



the Tribune yachting section for thirteen years , cannot 

be accurate. He did not even live in New York so long. 

As most of the yachting items in the Tribune were 

quite restricted in scope, offering no opportunity for 
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the columnist to show peculiarities of style, they might 

have been written by Jarvis or by any competent journalist. 

Certain1y Jarvis, as editor, was writing only some of these 

articles and news reports. 

That Jarvis bec@me yechting editor in 1893 is there-

fore a conjecture inferred largely from an examination 

of the Tribune index. In the year 1891, the earliest 

Jarvis could have been writing for this newspaper, all 

yachting articles are listed under the heading, "Regattas". 

These are few in number, and represent nothing but simple 

news reports of the regattas of various clubs. The listing 

for 1892 is similar, showing no great increase in the 

number of items. 

The 1893 articles, however, are now listed under 

"Y ht" 11 ac ~ng , and there is a significant increase in number . 

There are yachting editorials, for the first time. These 

facts suggest the establishment of a specific yachting 

editorship in the y ear 1893. 

In &daition to these activities , Jarvis was putting 

the finishing touches on a manuscript for another book . 



that he had been gathering material ~or It would seem 

A =nt of Life over a period of years. Jarvis's The SCv 

interest in psychic phenomena dated back to his days as 
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a law student. Towards the end of 1893, Jarvis succeeded 

in interesting the publishers of The Arena magazine in 

his new book, and arrangements were made to serialize it. 

The Boston periodical, Arena, was a dignified and 

respected magazine of what would today be called the social 

sciences: history, philosophy, politics, religion, sociology, 

and last, but not least, psychic science. It must be realized 

that at that time the philosophy o~ empiricism had not 

developed the strength it wields today. Darwin's findings, 

themselves empirical and properly belonging only to biology, 

were in fact exerting great influence in each of the fields 

mentioned above. Disciplines were not so rigidly defined , 

and tended to agglomerate, so that there could exist for 

example such thing as a "chair of chemistry and experimental 

philosophy", an actual post which was held by Jarvis's 

rather-in-law at King's College. 

Likewise, the line between science and pseudo - or 

metaphysical science tended to be blurred. Intellectu&_ls 

of the day gave equal repute to the studies of geology 

~na. , for example, physiognomy. The standards o.f empirical 

proo.f .for all branches o.f study were equally non-rigorous; 

the idea was more important than the fact. 
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All this helps to explain why Jarvis's Ascent of Life 

created such a flurry of excitement among readers of 

The Arena, almost all of' whc.m were educated people. The 

book, which today app ears a curious h y brici, WbLS then 

regarded as a profound app lication of Darwin's theories 

to the study of psychic phenomena, among which hypnotism 

was then placed. The less empirical a sub ject was, the 

less it was likely to be appreciated b y non-intellectuals. 

so it was that The Ascent of' Life, which J a rvis considered 

to be his g reatest work, was extravs.gantly (and sincerely) 

praised in a few quarters , yet remained unknown elsewhere. 

With the beginning o.f volume nine _ o£ the Arena, the 

work appeared in six installments, from December, 189 3, 

through :ray 189~- · I t was publi s hed 2 s a b o ok shortly 

thereaf'ter. 

This work gained for Jarvis the respect of intellect

uals, and the 'stature o.f an intellectual himself'. So 

enthusiastic about his own ideas was he that he soon 

completed a novel written to illustrate them, to show 

the "ascent of lif'e" at work in a story. The novel, 

She Lived in New York, shows Jarvis at his best; it stands, 

irrespective of' whatever it was meant to illustrate, as 

a far mo 1 re mportant book than The Ascent of Life. 



on March 29 Jarvis published a sketch of the 

actress, Ellen Terry , in Leslie's Weekly . 
famous 
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It is 

even from the article =itself', that he was immensely clear, 

d of having been g ranted the rarely-interviewed Miss prou 

Terry's permission to ttsay a fe1-v wordsrt, and that he 

fairly worshipped her as an ideal woman. It must have 

been with her voice still in his e ars that h e dedi cated 

the book e dit ion of' The Ascent of' Life to her. 

According to Morgan , " The Ascent of Life was issued 

early in lb94, the author spending the remainder of' the 

year in Paris and London, where his works had made him 

friends in t h e artistic community.' The aates of' this 

trip can be fairly well established. A March 13 letter 

addressed from his home at 345 ~est 34th Street, New 

York; a yachting article in Leslie's, June 14, which had 

to have been written in New York; and an August 17 report 

in the same paper, datelined Cowes, l s le or Wi gh t (in 

Lesl1e ' s, August 50), ali indicate that Jarvis went to 

Europe in late June, July, or early Au gust . A December 

27 review of' a drawatic adaptation of' Hall Caine's 

The Manxman indicates his return to the U . S . 

During 1894-5, Jarvis carried on a brief' correspond-

ance Hi-ch Henry J. Horgan , a Canadian who was interested 

in including an entry on Jarvis in a reference book he was 

then compiling, Canadian Men gnd Women of the Ti me . Some 
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. 's letters to Morgan are extant -- an earlier 
of: Ja.rvls 

. alluded to in the fi rst of these and there may 
letter J.S 

have 
been others. They reveal so much of Jarvis !s 

ality th-at is has been thought best to reprint them person , 

here in their entirety: 

1. 

Dear Mr Morgan 

3~~ West 34th St . -
New York - 13 Mch - 94 

I enclose to you the notes previously referred to,28 
and also a copy of Arena (Dec 93) in the prospectus 
of wh. you will find (at the back) a re-print of the 
Arena's record of my work, &c-

I shall be glad to hear from you as to how far the 
enclosed notes can be used by you, and if you care to 
read a copy of the Boston work I shall be happy to send 
it to you -

Henry J. Morgan esq 
Ottawa -

Yours very sincerely 

Stinson Jarvis 

P.S. (on back of envelope) I have not been able as yet 
to get back from the Arena the reviews referred to, so 
cannot at present forward the duplicates of those quotea 
Irow notebook. 

2. 

I think you wrote to me berore about supplying 
material for biography. I cannot remember whether I 
sent it. Perhaps you will kindly write as to this? 

Address: 

Stinson Jarvis 
Dramatic Editor -
Leslies Illd weekly 
New York City 

11- June _ 94: 



3· 
34;, \.vest .54th bt 
New York - 10 Mch: 95 -

Dear 1r l' organ 

Tha~):}s .for your letter and the mention of the work by 
Chadwick ~hich my rather is looking up ~or me in Toronto . 

I have written to Boston to recover some reviews and 
ther printed material lef't with the Arena l"'iagazine when 

~hiS publication produced an account of my lif'e-works & 
but I fear these are hopelessly mislaid . I can however 
send you what the Arena issued, which to some extent copied 
the previous account printed by "Leslies ~'\leekly" o:r Ne~J 
York . .1. am arranging some short extracts rro:m these, as a 
form of suggestion, ir l may speak or it as sucn , to you -
and possibly to save you trouble . 

As to your query as to other Canadians living in U . S . 
l beg to say that my f'riend E . W. Thomson , .former~y eaitor 
or '.L'he G-lo oe , vD.uugn a con.:::>erva-c:ive in every ins-cinct) and 
no\...r UI!6 o:r-:GJ.l6 eaJ.. "GOi. ... S or " 'l.1ne ~ou ths Cornpbnion , boston -
He is son, OJ. .... gr&Yla.scn, or old. Colonel Thomson or 'l·oronto & 
lS one or ~ce old stock . he 1s the bes"G ~J.."Gerarv crit1c . . v 

that Cctn~da ever possessed and you should by all means have 
nim in - actdress him, n.B.:di torial hoom lv, "The You-chs 
Companion", boston, f.lass . n_ "'Tou can tell 'l'homson that l 
sald 10 was his duty to be in your book . 

~ours very S.Lncerely , 

Stinson Jarvis 

rl.J. 1organ ~sq -

J:Jrobably a"t""G2C:1.c0_ to tne aoove J..et-cer, but at any ra-ce 

d.o."G~ng rrorn about the same time, is this fragment in 

Jarvis's own hand: 



Stinson Jarvis 

revious to ~ne issue of this work , \i.e. horgan·s 
kJ two records or the life and works or ~tinson Jarvis 

bOO al.i.·eady been published -:J.p. the l;ni ted bta tes: - by 
~ave lies • ~ekly" o.f New York''""and by the Arena magazine 
Le~oston)i This account is therefore chiefly clipped from 
~!blisnea m~terial and Irom dirreren t rev1ews oi nis books . 

.. .rvnen mu.(.;n variation ctppe<::L.l',:, in the account o.f a li.fe 
one is 8_pt to acquire one-: side~ impress ~ons. Nany young 
eople are omnivorous readers rrom earl1est years and yet 

;
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ea.rnestly seek various sports that the real balance 
between the out-door and in-door occupations is lost s1ght 
of. That Stinson _ Ja~vis ,took s<;me cl~ssical prizes does 
not seem to accora Wlth 1oxnunt1ng tw1ce a week at the meets 
or the 13th. Hussars . ~et the book on or1ent&l travel , 
written before he was 20 , sug6ests that in the previous 
school aays he was do1ng sorrething more tnan play lSlC) 
cric.l:{et. Th&t he he.lli tne oowling prize ror t1rJO yes_rs at 
his college anu. has oeen captain or two cricket te.s.ms does 
not necessariJ..y imply that c~'losen stud1es ceased.u 

".::>tinson Jarvis ·Has born at; .1'oronto, jl l"~o.y l.b;>4, o._ . :id 

rece1vea the e&ri1er p&rt or his education &t Upper C&n&da 
CoJ..lege. At l1 he was sent away ror a year~s trav~J.. . His 
rbther, ~tephen Jarv1s~ nuw one oi ~ne o~dest members or 
-che Canadian Bar~ judged that this Has more proritaoie --chan 
a univers~~Y course. ~fter seeing ~urope and pass1ng a 
w1nt8r in J.1J o..Ly tne son vis1 tea various oriental. <.;oun-r:;r·le;:;; 
i::a.HU at n2s :r·e ~u1.·u nC:ta perhb..ps trave~led more wiaej_y tnan 
any other Canadian . His :first e _-r :.:-_·ort in literature, •.....•• " 

Tne t1-vo ;:;;c..J...lSHu .f:JbJ.:;:;;,vnaJ.. characteristics that are eviaent 

these letters are absent-mindea.nes~ 2and ego1srL, oath 

eveloped to an extraordinary aegree . The appearance or the 

etters sug5 ests that they were written in great haste and with 

ittle care ~or neatness . On the other hand , Jarvis's well-

eaning, i~ boisterous, humour makes itself felt in the re.f-

erence to E. w. Thomson . Here, too, writing to a Canadian , about 

a C&nad · -lan, Jarvis is discovered in the act of considering 

imselr a C .... n...,ct· 
a. a lan. 
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The book by E.:r-1. Chadwick vJhich is mentioned in 

one of the letters ia Ontarian Families, published 

in 1894· A genealogy of' the important families of 

ontario, it includes the Ontario branch of' the 

;.·arvises. Stinson Jarvis himself is noted in volume 

one, pag e 128. The entry is of' interest because it 

shows that Jarvis had no children at the time, 

although he had been marri,ed for approximately 

thirteen years . Yet it is known that he eventually 

did have three children. The point will be taken up 

later in this study. 

In connection with E . W. Thomson, mentioned in 

one of the letters, it may be interesting to note that 

Jarvis had seven items pub lished in Thomson 's magazine, 

The Youth's Companion, between 1893 and 1896. 

Earlier , it was mentioned that there was a 

complementary novel to The Ascent of' Life: She Lived 

in New York appeared in the fall of' 1894, brought out 

by The Judge Publishing Company. This .firm published 

not only The Judge, a .famous humour magazine, but also 

Leslie's Weekly , which makes it clear why Jarvis gave 

the manuscript to them. It is possible that he might 

have had trouble with other publishers, because the 

book is unusua lly bold for its time. Jarvis is 
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lJ_·cit about such Victorian taboos as sex, alcohol, 
e.xp 

drugs, and squalor. Yet it would be a mistake to 

think of the author as a sensationalist; the purpose 

of the book was to depict moral disintegration, and 

to show that "the wages of' sin is death". Such a book 

written without such an ultimate purpose would have 

been considered grossly immoral by Jarvis. 

However, She Lived in New York created no stir, 

and probably is the leas~-known of' all Jarvis 1 s little-

known works. 'fue present writer has not uncovered a 

single press review of the book; there may well have 

been a few, but because it was issued only in paper

back, without even a thousand-dollar prize to attract 

attention, it would have been considered beneath the 

dignity of' most newspapers and magazines in those da7s 

to review it. 

At the beg inning of 1895, Jarvis was still 

writing for Leslie's Weekly indeed, almost every 

week. Occasionally he even had two articles in the 

same issue. These were all on theatre topics, mostly 

reviews of plays, except f'or one, a short tribute to 

the recently-deceased Canadian prewier, Sir John 

Thompson. 

Then, a f' ter the February l~-, 189 5 issue, there 

were no more si gned articles. Jarvisrs name was not to 
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ear in Leslie's again until March, 1899. But this 
a.pp 

does not necessarily indicate that he left the paper. 

All during the time that Jarvis had been doing 

the "Our Players" column, a weekly review o.f the New 

York stage, he had been only one o.f a number o:f con

tributors to it. Harry P. Mawson, a playwright himself, 

had done more reviews than Jarvis; Henry Tyrrell, 

Lyster Sandf ord, and Kate Jord&n, had each written 

quite a number. In addition there had been some 

anonymous reviews. 

The reason f or this is that Jarvis was not only 

contributing his own reviews and articles , but editing 

all drama material. In the June ll, 1894 postal card 

to Henry J. Morgan previously quoted, Jarvis gave his 

address as "Dramatic Editor, Leslie's Ill ' d Weekly" . 

Af'ter February, 1895, when his na1ne stopped appearing, 

he may have given up writing reviews and spent all 

his time editing. (It should be noted here that he 

was still working .foD the N.Y . Tribune as yachting 

editor). A .few unsi gned theatre reviews after 

February , 1895, may have been written by him. 

After 1896, particularly, the need for a full

time dramatic editor must have increas ed, due to a 

change in f ormat. Regular reviews were no longer 

done; instead, theatre news consisted mainly of 

Photographs, with an accompany ing text, never more than 



a ragraphs in length, which may have been 
a feW P 

written by Jarvis. Because of the nature of this 

sort of writing, however, it is of no particular 

interest even if he did do it. 

Besides two pieces in The Youth's Companion, 

perhaps the only other article by Jarvis to appear 

during 1895 was a contribution to the Arena, 

t . - l " "How Evolu 10n .,l:!;VO ves • In effect this was a 

restatement of The Ascent of Life. 

4J+. 

Little can be said of Jarvis's activities during 

the year 1896. He published a final article in 

The Youth's Companion, and three items in Rudder , a 

yachting publication, one of which is a detailed 

history of yachting on the Great Lakes. 

Of possible significance is the fact that the 

heading in the Tribune iLiex changed in 1896 from 

"Yachtingn, to "Sportsu, sub-heading "Yachting." 

This changed back in 1898, and remained so. It is 

kno1..rn that , J8rvis s-tlll working :for the Tribune later 

on, from references in Morgan (1898), and Leslie's 

Weekly (1899). The change may be indicativeo:f the 

reversion of yachting material to the office of the 

Sports Editor during the two years. 



In 1897, it will be recalled, the format of the 

drama page in Leslie's Weekly was changed, and it is 

likely that J 2 rvis was back~ if he had ever left, al

though there were still no signed articles. Between 

April, 1897, and April, 1898, four more articles of his 

were printed in The Arena. These were "The Priesthood 
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of Art 11 (April, 1897); "The Creative Mann (August, 1897); 

"The Truly Artis tic viomann (December, 1897); and ·~erica 

a Power" (April, 1898) • This made a total. of eleven 

articles published in The Arena, if each installment of 

The Ascent of Life is considered an article . The only 

mention of this by Jarvis is the somewhat vulgar comment 

that "a Boston publication, which pays the largest prices 

in America, accepted eleven of his stories" .33 

1898 was also the year in which Morgan's Canadian 

Men and Women of the Time was issued. The entry for 

Jarvis is one of the longest in the book. Perhaps one 

re~son for this, as has been shown, is that Jarvis took 

pains to send Morgan as much material as possible, almost 

as though he expected Morgan to be writing a book on him 

alone. The fragment of autobiography which Jarvis sent 

to Morgan is very near to what actually was printed, as 

far ES it goes, although there is more detail in the manu

script: it would seem that Morgan took Jarvis's suggestion, 



J arvis's notes and writing little of his own. 
using 

It is of course unfortunate that the rest of the manu-

script has been lost, but similarities in style, and 
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the reference to "his usual division of' outdoor and 

indoor work 03~n the latter part of lVIorgan' s article 

indic&tes that it, too, was virtually written by Jarvis. 

Uther phrases in 1'-.!.organ' s article are taken f'rom the 

biographical sketches of' Jarvis in Leslie's Weekly 

and The A~ena, which Jarvis had sent to Morgan.Certain 

quirks of style suggest that sections of these also 

were written by Jarvis himself. It can be seen, then, 

that wherever Morgan has been cited in this study, 

it is usually Jarvis, in effect, who is actually being 

quoted. 

How long Jarvis's f'&me was to last is symbolized 

by the fact that when a second edition of Mor5an's 

~ork was published in 1912, the article on Jarvis had 

been cut to less than ten percent of its original length. 

Again, in this 1898 source, there is no mention 

of Jarvis's having children. 

In March of 1899, Jarvis's name once again appeared 

in Leslie's Weekly, under a short article entitled 

nThe Sport o.f the Merciless Sea", a description of an 

unusual shipwreck in which the boat had run aground 



during a storm and demolished a house on shore. 

In the ~all of 1899, Jarvis did a number of 

articles on the America's Cup race, both before and 

a:fter it had been run. Like the Sport, Nusic and Drama 

articles years before, these reveal an inexhaustible 

knowledge of the science and history of yachting . 

"Why I Fear the Shamrockn bears the caption: "A well

known yachting ex~ert thinks .America mey lose the 

International Cup, and he tells why he thinks so," 

and concludes; "IVTr. Jarvis is the conscientious yacht-

ing expert of the New York Tribune, and his opinion 

will be read with no little interest.u35rt may be 

mentioned in passing that the Shamrock lost. 

On October 28, 1899, Leslie's Weekly carried a 

column, "The Drama in New York" , which was signed 

"Jason", a portmanteau o.f "Stinson Jarvis" which pro-

vices a logical and appropriate pseudonym . Only a 
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shor-t time before, Leslie's had reverted to a regular 

drama column, after h a ving printed ~ery little drama 

material of any kind during 1898. However , this October , 

1899, column was the .first one which was signed. During 

the next four years , over one hundred articles by 



I 
n were to be printed. 

' Ja.s on -

" JE- sonn does write like the f&miliar Jarvis, 

h . " d" '"'l•t• but tends to put more emp asls on goo qua l les 

of Christian morality found in the various plays than 

seemed Jarvis's wont in the past. While his views 

are the same as they were earlier, the tolerance which 
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was so apparent in his 1894 - 5 reviews seems diminished. 

At this point Jarvis was almost forced to write for 

the tastes of the general theatre-going public . It is 

likely .1owever that his true views were very much the 

same as theirs. A case in point was his reaction to 

the famous Sapho scandal of 1900, for a discussion of 

which see chapter 3 of the present study. 

Actually, very few of the Jason columns are as 

interesting as his "Sapho Not :iorth Seeingn } 6 In most 

of them, productions are reviewed perfunctorily, and 

many of these are light opera or vaudeville of no artistic 

pretentions. Jarvis vastly prei'erred Weber and Fields 1 

Sg~olio, a burlesque travesty, to the original Sanho. 

"The Perils of OrientEl Journalism"~? a hun;Jorous 

little f'iller which tv-as printed in June, 1901, was seem

ingly the last article in Leslie's to bear the name of 

Stinson Jarvis. 
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In October, 1903, the last "Jasonrr column appeared. 

Jarvis also left the Tribune in 1903. At the end of 

h lef t New York the year e entirely, to settle in Southern 

California . While his literary career was not wholly 

at an end, his chance for fame was. Jarvis disliked 

routine, and perhaps it was the routine of his literary 

occupations in New York that had gradually extinguished 

his enthusiasm. Now, at fifty, he wes virtually going 

into retirement. 

Between the tirre he began studying law and the 

time he moved to Southern California, Stinson Jarvis 

was , in one way or another, a public figure . He had 

published books, written essays and regiews; publicity 

notes had appeared in newspapers and magazines . Pro-

ductive activity did not cease when he left New York . 

Yet certainly Stinson Jarvis was not heard from as much 

as in former years, and little is known about this final 

period of his life . 

Aside from having been a creative artist , Jarvis 

tried to make his mark in a more· deliberate way: many 

o:f 'the particulars of his life would be unknown today 

were it not that he had written about them himself and 

made th b · h d sure ey were pu lls e • He wrote his publicity 



notes for posterity. The phrase "the li:fe and works 

of Stinson Jarvis", used by Jarvis hims el.f in one o.f 

his communications to Morgan , is &n indication o:f this. 

The article on Jarvis which was printed in The Arena 

is permeated with the same feeling. 
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From what is known about the l ast twenty-two years 

of Stinson Jarvis's li:fe, however, the conclusion may be 

drawn that he had, as it were, given up on posterity . 

During the remainder of his li:fe, the last biographer 

who cared to inclu de a :few paragraphs on Jarvis in a 

book was Archibald l"'&civlurchy , in his Hcs..ndbook of Canadian 

Literature (1906) . After this, Jarvis was ignored by 

Canadi ans and Americans alike . 

It is interesting to speculate on Jarvis's meteoric 

plummet to utter obscurity and his a~parent resignation 

to it. Jarvis had at one time been almost a celebrity, 

rrom a Canadian point of view. What had happened? 

It was his le.aving Canada whi ch brought about his 

effacement there within such a short time . It c ould 

hardly have been otherwise. By 1894, a s c&nt threA 3 ears 

&fter having g one, he had written his last book, with 

the exception ~l the much later Price of ?ea ce. 



to the point, J arvi s had ne ver emphasized his 
More 

canadian-ness. There was no question of Canadian identity 

in those days; an English Canadian was a British subject 

and an Englishman. The Ontario Jarvises, though descended 

a man who had arrived in Americg in 1656, had never :from 

been anything but English. Though Jarvis, in Geoffrey 

Hampstead, had unconsciously written a truly Canadian 

novel, this was due to his ability :for local colour and 

vivid character portrayal, rather than any deliberate 

nc.tionalism. 

As rar as Jarvis's place in the history of u.s. 

literature is concerned, there is no indication that he 

was ever considered an American writer. The longer he 

remained in the u.s., the more American he considered 

himself, but even admitting this, his total contribution 

to American literature was a mere four books, a :few 

essays, and some ephemera. He is not mentioned in any 

works on American literature. 

The curious ambivalence or his position vis a vis 

Canada and the U.S., and the relatively short span of 

time during which he actually was a "proressional 

w •t It r~ er -- little more than ten years -- are partially 

responsible for his neglect by both countries. Added 

to this is the undeniable :fact that Stinson Jarvis was 



l "fic· he simply did not write enough. 
not pro 1 ' 

WhY Jarvis took the important step of leaving 

may never be known , but it would seem to have 
New Yorl{ 

t of personality at least as mu ch as been a mat er 

circumsts.nce. ~~y , for that matter, did he earlier 

Up a successful law c areer? give 

The answer that suggests itself is that J arvis 

abhorred being trapp e d by routine. The position of 

extradition judge was a safe one, and seems to have 

come to him easily. But gradually it became stifling 

to his creativity: he wrote a book and burst out of 

the old life. Likewise the positions of yachting 

editor for a l a r g e newspaper, and dramatic critic 
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:for a popular weekly, were both comfortable posts. But 

they stifled the man. He loved both the drama and yachting, 

but both these posit ions were imbued with routine, and his 

writing shows it. The "Jasontt reviews represent some of 

the worst writing he ever did, and the Tribune work need 

hardly be considered. And so Jarvis left it all behind, 

and went to California. 

Jarvis settl ed in Los Angeles, which at that time 

was a city of only about 100, 000 people. A mailing 

address dating from 1912 is given as Box 116, Station 

C, North Angeles, California . Mr . W. C . Potter of the 



d states Post Off ice at Los Angeles has pointed 
unite 

that the name ttNorth Angeles" is etymologically 
out 

d that no such place ever existed either senseless, an 

as a postal or administrative entity; obviously, Los 

Angeles is meant. Until the early l'730s Station "en 

was located at Arcadia and Main Streets in the central 

down-town district of Los Angeles, although whether 

Jarvis actually lived near there is not known. 

In 1~06 Jarvis made a substantial magazine contrib-

ution, but it was not his own writing. "Reminiscences 

of a Loyalist", the memoirs of his great-grandfather, 

Colonel Stephen Jarvis, appeared in four installments 

in The Canadian Magazine, January through April . Jarvis's 

editing of these memoirs involved one large cut, as 

well as the insertion of numerous foot notes. Most of 

these are simply explanatory, but in one or two, Jarvis 

manages to get himself into the picture. A trace of 

Jarvis's romantic spirit comes through in a fairly long 

'~Editor's Noten at the conclusion, and serves as a 

sample of Jarvis's prose style at this period. As 

early as 1893 Jarvis had the idea of bringing this 

manuscript to light. In that year The Arena wrote that 

Colonel Jarvis's life, "as it still appears in his own 

manuscript, was a romantic one, and will be published 

in the f orm of a his tori cal novel." 38 
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lt is ~HuW.Ll that during the winter o:f l90t5, Jar v .is 

ru ise to Lower California (part o:f Mexico) 
went on a c -

is lands o:f:f its coast. The boat was Mr. F rank 
and the 

Garbutt's auxiliary schooner Skidbladnir, and the 

following year, Jarvis published an illuminating 

account o:f their experiences in this little-known part 

of the world. This wa s one o:f three articles printed 

in Yachting magazine between 1909 and 1911. 

In 1912, the second edition o:f r~organ ' s Canadian 

Meu. aud vvomen o:f the Time was puc out. Even at this 

late date, no children are mentioned, but it is certain 

that Jarvis did have chi~dren by this time. The 

eldest was Ruth Jarvis, ~nd there were two boys, Edward 

Peters and Stephen Maule Jarvis. 

In 1913 and 1914 appeared a very curious group o:f 

articles by Jarvis, which were published in the Los 

Angeles Times . "Homer's History of Britain" (January 

1913), 11 The Statesmanship o:f Religiontt (August 3), 

Record Showing British O:rigin o:f the Aztecs" (Octob er), 

and "The Original Heaven and Hell" (January, 1914) 

were apparently al l excerpts :from something called 

"The J arvis Lettersn. As two o:f the articles were 

from "Chapter XIV" o :f this work, it was evidently a 

complete or well-advanced manuscript. 
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It seems an unlikely work to appear in a news

Jarvis's main point is that a 13,000-year-old ps.per. 

Druid priesthood had originated and controlled the 

civilizations and religions o~ the world, including 

North and South America. At first sight these 

articles are unreadable, bec~use they are so overloaded 

with lists of words in various languages which are 

supposedly shown to be related. Most of these 

etymologies are far-fetched and the whole is reminis

cent of the rt..~-vord salad" o~ a psychotic. But a.fter a 

while a pattern emerges, and the work takes on a 

peculiar logic o~ its own. It is a powerful example 

of non-scientific science. Jarvis 1 s supposed facts 

seem absurd, and ~mpiricists would scorn it. And yet, 

a reading of' these articles is worthwhile, for most of 

what Jarvis is say ing is absolutely true. His theories 

about the bringing-on of war are most convincing. 

Jarvis's error was only that he didn't realize that 

these "Druidstt were no separate race, but are a class o~ 

men who exist in every culture in every age. The 

Druids are all around us even today; in America, they 

are called "Hawks". To Jarvis's mind, they had to be 

a concrete existence; the idea that they could originate 

among us was apparently too horrible for him to 
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contemplate. Years earlier, when he had perhaps b een 

stronger, he had written of one of these men; his 

name was Geo:ff'rey Hampstead. But Hampstead had been 

redeemed, through a new understanding of himself. 

And Jarvis believed that the world could be redeemed 

if it would heed his explanation of' the origins of' 

war. Jarvis was being naive, and hopelessly visionary, 

but he was not wrong . 

Jarvis's conclusions as to the meaning of the 

catastrophe of' World War One apparently spurred him 

to rewrite "The Jarvis Papers." This new book, 

The Price of' Peace,is not long. While similar in 

content to the earlier articles, it has been completely 

reworked. It is a strange book, but its overwhelming 

sincerity imparts to it an eir of poignancy. All 

that has been written above about the Times articles 

applies to this book. It is a puzzle, and the reader 

may well question the sanity of the author, who makes 

sweeping generalizations which purport to be historical 

fact, and never for a moment questions his own views, 

though they bear no resemblance to any that have ever 

been expounded bef ore. Yet the conclusions he reaches, 

which the present author considers to be the real 

substance of' the book, are quite valid. 
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In 1921, Jarvis took the manuscript to J . B . hotvny , 

of a publishing company which continues to this day to 
beao 

i 
t literature of a theosophical nature. The J. F . Rowny 

pr n 

press, Los Angeles, issued the book in December , 1~21. V~. 

Rowny, now of' Santa Barbara , California, recalls: "I first 

met Ir. Jarvis through the kindness or the late Dr . Hazeldine39 

of Los Angeles, Calii'ornia , evidently an old f' riend or his •.. 

IJ.be book was virtually sold out by the early 19 30s. rr Rowny 

describes Jarvis a s a "Gibraltar-likett character, as lS 

certainly ll.J.us trated in The Price or .t'eace, in which r irm-

ness and unshakeable self-confidence are amply illustrated. 

"Not on~y was he a barrister or Judge ln Canada , 1 con~~nues 

Mr . howny, "but evlo.ently a lll'e-J.ong student of' archaeology. 

He travelled in many parts of' the world to substantiate his 

claims about the ancient Druids, their religion, arts, a nd 

sciences." 

ll.ir . and Nrs • J a rvis, along with their two children, 

lived in Balboa, Calirornia~ Balboa is on the coast about 

sixty mlles soutn or Los Angeles , and is still known today as a 

yachting resort community. Jarvis moved there in 1921. His 

daughter had meanwhile married f"lr . Andrew r'lcKay :::> cott, who is 



incidentally listed in the Cumulative Book Index as 

the distributor o~ The Price of Peace; exactly what 

business A.M. Scott & Co. were engaged in is not known, 

but they were not publishers. According to Mr . 

Row-.ay, Jarvis 11 lived in retirement and enjoyed 

spending some of' his leisure hours on his small yacht. 11 

The Price o~ Peace was not the sort o~ book 

that could ever enjoy wide popularity, but it has 

apparently maintained a small fol:owing among West 

Coast theosophists~0 

Jarvis married a second time, but it is not 

known when this occurred, or what became of his first 

wife. The second wife, Emily Jarvis, is described as 

u a prominent Balboa club woman." No further inform-

ation has been found on this score . 

On Thursday , December 31, 1925, Jarvis journeyed 

to Los Angeles to the home o~ his daughter, Mrs . Scott, 

at loll West Fifth Street . Shortly after, he became 

seriously ill, and succumbed on Saturday, January 2, 

1926. He was 71 years o~ age. 

Funeral services were held on Monday , January 4, 

at the Little Church o f the fflowers, Los Angeles , at 

1 p.m. A death notice which was printed in the Times 

of· the preceding day had carried the postscript, "Toronto, 

Can · . , New York City and Boston papers please copy." 

was a genteel , but useless gesture ; these cities had 

f'orgotten him. 

It 



chapter 3: ABS'I'HETIC PHILOSO.PHY AND R LATBD IDEAS 

~tinson Jarvis expressed his aesthetic principles 

auite clearly in various essays and in the earlier 

drama revie1,.,rs. It will be seen that these correspond 

closely to his evolutionary theories . 

Jarvis's favorite artists were George Eliot, 

'l'hackeray, and Balzac in prose fiction; Tennyson and 

~ir ~dwin Arnold in poetry; henry Arthur Jones, Sydney 

Grundy, and Arthur \, ing .t-inero in drama . In painting , 

he adn~ired Millais . Byron , ~ola , de l~upassant, and 

S&rdou he considered in~erior , and for Aubrey Be&rdsley 

and other followers of' the Aesthetic movement he evinced 

a patent dislike . In Jarvis's view , the question of' 

greatness in an artist rr1ust include value. The purpose 

of all ar>t is to exert an improving influence on mankind . 

1jhe artist is a person 1-...rho is more in tune with 

nature than the ordinar~ man . Thus he has it within 

his power to interpret nature, which was to Jarvis an 

improving, benevolent rorce showing definite intentions 

and requirements :for art . Like more primitive animals , 

man too, is evolving into something greater . Art is 

the greatest motivating force in this process of' 
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evolution -- really an evolution o~ the soul, or, to 

use Jarvis's term, a usoul-school." 

Therefore the artist is nature's priest, and by 

revealing to the world what Jarvis calls "the higher 

susceptibilities of man's nature n he tends to bring 

the more ordinary members of his audience up to his 

level. The artist ordinarily has no thought or doing 

good. To outsiders, he o ften seems to be the most 

irresponsible creature on earth. And yet, by allowing 

his own creations to advance himself, the artist 

affects others over whom he has an unseen influence; 

he can give nhealthy and lovely ide2.ls to those who 
l 

imagine poorly.n 

By the same token, the artist can also hurt 

mankind. "The faculty f'or imaging, and the tendency 

to become that which is imaged, are continually being 

utilized in degrading ways. He who creates has in him 

the shaping of other lives. This terrible truth of 

human life is the one most ignored ••.• when the artist, 

by producing fascinating kinds of lower-grade nature, 

causes retrogression, he is in effect personating the 

mediaeval devil, in presenting ideals which degrade . 

The best value in art is not arrived at by truth to 

any kind-of nature, but by truth to the bette~ more 

advanced kinds." 2 



so the question of' nwhat is art? 11 is a relative 

one . Jarvis believed in a hierarchy of ideals just 

as firmly as he believed in a hierarchy of biological 

evolution. Depending upon what stage of this hierarchy 

a particular person is at, a given work of art may be 

helpful, inoperative, or harmful. nsome can saf'ely 

gain a salutary recoil and an unpleasant wisdom by 

descending with Zola to the lower world"~ he writes . 

The emphasis is on "someu. Or again, nsome tastes in 

human nature are not ~s high as others. But we did 
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not make, and are not responsible for, nature . In deal-

ing with the masses of mankind the best judgment is 
4 

always a compromis e'1
• 

Likewise, he feels that much of the art of the 

past has lost its value to the modern man. The stage 

of evolution which it represents as an ideal has long 

been surpassed, just as christianity has superseded 

paganism. 

Jarvis's whole philosophy, being evolutionary, is 

on a sliding scale. He was always willing to take a 

constructive view of an artist's efforts, no matter 

how inferior he, personally, may have felt it to be. 

For there were some at least who would benei'it by it. 
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Even pessimism ltse..Lf, whJ..t.;u Jarvis called "that burial 

of the livingrr, could "not be called asinine, because 
5 

with many it is a necessary soul-school process ... 

However, the aesthetic movement was one which he 

could not justify. "Perhaps no saying", he writes, 

"H&.S done more harm than 1 art f'or art's sake', which 

has provided f'or the countenancing of so many unprof'it-

able pictures and plays. If' these were true to some 

kind of nature, no matter how low, they were accepted. 

The advocates of this phase have often been criminally 

disobedient to their own intuitions when giving high 

rank to low-grade expressions merely because they were 

true to nature. They never seem to see that when human 

beings have arrived at higher grades they are intended 

to abandon the lower ones, and sometimes even to hate 

them. u 6 

The "unprof'i tablen work of younger artists could 

be excused on the grounds that they had not yet discovered 

the superior value of uplif'ting creations, because they 

were still going through the soul-school. But if they 

did not rise from the depth of art for art's sake, they 

were to be strongly criticized. 
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The artist does not lecture. He coaxes, and his 

audience comes away unaware that they have been improved. 

one of the artist's most valuable means toward this end 

is humor. ttHow v a luab le is the sense of' absurdity; 

How it winnows the wheat: And how gently it may displace 
i 

the unnecessary. "7 Wha t a useful rectif ier it has become! 

And, in another article, " The s ermon or novel which causes 

change is generally , now, the one which makes weakness 
8 

seem a~sur·d; ~' 

The origin of humor is man's c apacity to see truth, 

or at least, to discern untruth. nAccustomed since child-

hood to see the sawdust dropp ing out of everything , he 

ceases to allow his early passion for something to adore 
9 

override his growing desire for truth~~ Theref ore the 

humorist is the truest sort o f artist, a nd all real art-

ists hsve to so~e extent be e n humorists . 

Woman, however, is not c apable of re a l humor. She 

makes idols, and is too nruch in earnest over her devotion 

to indulge in what would seem to her the worst kind of 

sacrileg e. I :f in spite of her e i'fort, the idol is thrown 

down, or throws itself down, ushe becomes bitter , or 

s.sd, or savag e, or religious -- but never humorous~ 1110 

And so a female artist will never produce h umor. Then 

how can she be called an artist? Here Jarvis's argument 



is not firm. He admits that women do appreciate many 

kinds of humour when they are put before them, but 

singles out George Eliot (the novelist he admired most) 

as the only woman to have ncreated a Pecksnif'f" . lf.Jomen 

may arrive at a knowledge of' human weakness, but only 

to condemn it. They are idealists who spend their lives 

imagining future happiness, or seeking consolation 

because it is lost, or never arrives. 

~itty women do exist, Jarvis admits, but they dis

cern incongruities only in channels outside those in 

whi·ch their devotions ·run; they never attain the generc,l 

view. In their writings, the thoughts which are part 

of or an&~ogous to such gods as they possess always absorb 

them first . 

vfuat puzzles Jarvis is that there are a few women 

about whom these observations do not seem to hold true. 

He was fascinated with the figure of' what he called 

"the truly artistic "L-voman". His f'avouri te au thor 1vas 

George Eliot , who nmore than any other authoress, attained 

the general view"; he also admired Vernon Lee, a female 

writer whose real name was Violet Paget; his favorite 

stage personality was Ellen Terry. All were artists, 

yet they did not behave like other women. Y.Jere they as 

nature intended them? Was this the authentic 'new woman'? 
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These questions preoccupied Jarvis in a number of his 

~ritings. 

Writers h ad avoided portraying the intensely 

artistic woman, Jarvis felt, because hers was a nature 

more complex than their own; and even if the portrayal 

had lain within their reach, it would rarely have been 

understood. nMuch that is admirable would be brought 

into peculiar alternation with weakness ·. "ll 

In some respects she is like other women. Though 

an artist, nshe produces only while her idols exist. 

When life ceases to be in some way holy, or at any rate 

ideal, .for her, then her creative .faculty terminates. 
12 

She ends where man's talent as a hurr.orist begins -~'.! 

George Eliot was .for many years living with a man 

without being married to hin. Ellen Terry had a success-

ion of lovers, a few illeg itimate ch ildren, and a numb er 

of' legal husbands . Yet these two women were admired by 

millions .for their evocation or the highest grades o.f 

existence. How could a Victorian reconcile this anomaly? 

In his essay on "T'ne Truly Artistic 1.1oman' 1
, Jarvis 

quotes a lengthy passage which illustrates her character 

one of t he .few such examples in literature, he .feels. 

Ostensi b ly it is taken from a story which had been pub

lished anonymously , years earlier, in a F rench magazine . 



Be that as it may , 1'1adame Zerga bears a remarkable 

resemblance to Ellen Terry, although the latter name 

is not mentioned once in the article. The point illus-

trated is that nthe world has va guely :felt that its 

greatest artists have in some undefined way been dif

ferent from the rank and file , and has often shown its 
13 

thanks by determinedly ignoring private histories.'! 

(emphesis supplied.) 

In Jarvis's view the truly artistic woman, a very 

rare creature indeed, could be explained by the :fact 

that artistic natures are extremely susceptible to new 

impressions . In their work , they ' feel ' rather than 
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thi~k -- using chie~ly their intuitions. nAnd the pecul-

i arity is this, that the same a b ility which produces 

world-delighting creations oi-. a wholesome kind is equally 

powerful in idealizing pleasures or persons to such an 

extent that she is sometimes whirled away from common 

sense and business interests and even from accepted 
14 

forms of propriety . - TI 

O:f course she had a counterp&rt within the aesthetic 

movement, a creature Jarvis christens "the aesthetic 

.femalen, and describes colorfully as " ... slim, willowy , 

sometimes skinny, with red lips, tired eyes, end a hunger 

~or art . For many years she has been hanging.over the 



tacks of chairs or draped against mantelpieces with 

one foot on the fender ; seeking classic attitudes on 

hearth-rugs and sof"as; has :folded herself down like a 

jack-knife on the ottoman and sat like a letter K on 

the footstool; wistful, earnest, tired -- hungry :for 

t She has rhapsodized over pictures of slim creatures ar • 

that might be either male or female , with wan faces and 

bad mouths, looking as if the originals had died in some 
15 

· " And so on. orgy · . Obviously he finds this kind of woman 

the Beardsley woman -- disgusting. 

Among those things which belong to the lower grad es 

of life is woman's purely sexual aspect. Like most 

Victorians, Jarvis rarely mentions sex (outside of' his 

novel She Lived in New York, an unusual book for the 

period). Still, some interesting revelations about the 

mcr·es o:f the day may be gathered from a few passages 

culled from his writings. 

" ••• while we personally may from an artistic stand-

point object very strongly to the undraped woman, we 

still c&n realize how o:ft~n sh~ may divert others from 
16 

cri · 1 d · · 1 ·· " m1na an 1nsane 1mpu ses . ~ 

none of our party ••• not content with seeing the 

l1ving ladies :from the :front, was admitted by the manager 

behind the scenes •.• Across corridors girls were passing 
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in scanty and most unattractive white cotton •.• In their 

coarsely-ribbed cotton garments the diff·erent tnudi ties t 

seemed to be nothing more than advertisements for •Holmes' 

b • t · i n l7 Union Com 1na 1ons • 

"This untrammeled intermingling at the seacoast is 

more free from sex than any other extensive public com-

munion. Nothing but a sentry-box or ba_rrel would protect 

the outline from discovery while in the surf; but nobody 

cares. The human form divine is a drug on the r11arket. 

1his ocean bathing non-sexes without unsexing. It post-

pones. It provides an inter-regnum. It claims the whole 

mind for its own frivolities . Men who have mummified 

their lady friends in summer sand are sometimes amused 

at the extreme c are with vJhich a dress is managed in the 

winter. Some o f' them have an idea that the winter mod-

esty of summer girls is l argely a matter of fashion and 

an appanage of the realm o:f allurement. Autres temps, 

autres moeuT'S . Nature never ceases to be odd in the 

eru~orcing of her temporary necessities. Cast iron rules 
. ~8 

of .Puritans do not always hold g ood . - ~ 1 

In one of the foregoing passages Jarvis, perhaps 

unconsciously, drew an interesting parallel between the 

actress and the ordinary "respectable" Victorian woman, 

who was also , after all, a kind of actress. Neither would 



r scrutiny backstag e, where the illusion v a nishes. 
be a 

The seaside provides a rare opportunity f or a woman to 

herself'; but at such times it is better not to •be 

hold her responsible for being a woman -- it is better 

to forget the f act. When sex rears its ugly hea d, it 

must be ignored, 1·or al thougn not in itself evil, it 

leads to we akness. 

His attitud e toward wom2n ' s r ol e i s p erhaps 

best summed up in the essay nFemale Humorists and 

American Humor," where he writes, "If' women are not 

up to (man's) humoristic level, it is bec ause they 

cannot as y et tread the s ame arduous path. For his 

part, he thinks they su~f er too much already; and he is 

content that they retain their power ~or worship --

especi a lly of him." 
19 

The que s tion of' the "new woman" Has beg inning to 

make itself heard at the time Jarvis was doing most of 

his writing. Woma n's traditional role in society was 

being d e bated for the f irst time, particularly on the 

stage. Even the concept of marriage wa s undergoing 

reappra isal. In conjunction with his comments on the 

new theatre, Jarvis contributed some remarks on the 

"wom&n question." 
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Ibsen had first brought the woman q~estion to the 

stage. In England , Henry Arthur Jones, Arthur Wing 

Pinero, and Sydney Grundy were his apostles -- the most 

"advancedn playwrights . Today our estimation o:f their 

views would range from "cautious" to "stodgy.n At the 

time, however, they were true pioneers. They pursued 

a new path in the development of' the British and 

American theatre -- the ndrama o:f ideas.n Not all 

their plays dealt with the new woman, but all or them 

did raise questions , philosophical questions which 

stimulated the audience. vfuereas formerly p lot and 

action had been supreme, now it was the idea which was 

essential. In the period of' the 90s, a real turning-

point in the history of' the theatre, the old type of' 

play was best represented by the French dramatist 

Victorien Sardou, the stylistic heir of' Eugene Scribe , 

whose only use for a moral was as a tidy means of' 

sewing up the plot. The new type of' play culminated 

in the plays of' Bernard Shaw , in which action , if' 

there be any, is entirely subservient to idea. 

Before Shaw appeared on the scene, however, Jones, 

Grundy, and Pinero monopolized British theatre. As 

there were no important native playwrights at the 

time, they monopolized the American theatre as well. 
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sardou was also popular, though representing a dying 

tradition. 

Jarvis was a great admirer of' Jones, Grundy , and 

Pinero. The very popularity of the new drama seemed to 

lend support to his theory of' artistic evolution. He 

disliked Sardou , who represented to him a grade of' 

human development that had now been surpassed . 

Henry Arthur Jones (1851-1929) insisted that he 

was not a conscious disciple of' Ibsen. But Ibsenism was 

an ever-present fact , and the new playwrights could 

not ignore the climate which had set in. Although the 

stage was for Jones a platform f'or social criticism, 

there remained a strong element of' melodrama in his 

work. But his realistic dialogue and his ability to 

create dramatic tension show considerable skill. The 

reason his plays are not often revived today is that 

he was content with pointing out discrepancies within 

the framework of the Victorian moral code, without 

challenging the code itself. Thererore his ideas have 

comparatively little ir~act on present- day audiences. 

Arthur Wing Pinero \18~5-1934) also played a part 

in making the theatre respectable and attracting a 

fashionable and intellectual audience . His plays are 

particularly noteworthy f'or the admirable parts they 
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provide ~or women; and they demand sympathy for women, 

who in those days were judged by stricter standards 

than men . Again , the verdict of time has been severe 

because his plays are too firmly "of the period ." 

Sydney Grundy (1848-1914) is not generally classed 

in the same rank as Jones and Pinero. His plays tend to 

be melodramatic and sentimental, and in addition he did 

not subject realistic s ituations to any deep analy sis; 

rather, he handled them conventionally. However he was 

cunspicuous in his own day as one o f the f irst dramatists 

merely to present realism on the stage. 

In a review of Jones's drama , The Masqueraders, 

Jarvis shows his appreciation of the new school of 

plays. nit has been claimed by many critics who for 

lack o f idea rush into cheap and easy blame, that we have 

too much of the sex problem ber ore us in the drama . I 

dif £ er .•. The sex problems , the rights, duties , and 

freedoms o f women, wives and husba nds, contain the vital 

questions of the era. On these points s o ciety is 

hovering over the course that leads toward gradual 

ref" ormation. The 'new woman' is as inevitab le with 

us as death and taxes •.• she exists throughout the 

world, determined to have her own way in regard to such 

freedoms, practices, and professions as may seem more 
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irable to her than the carrying-out of the time
deS 

r~d duties. And the difficulty for men lif they bono Q 

h onest) lies - in this fact, that there is much to are 
be said by the new woman that has reason in it. n 

Later on in the same article, he writes, nThe 

plain truth is that there are thousands upon thousands 

of women who through nmltitudinous causes are 

unhappy in their marriage; and that they will seek 

satisfaction in greater freedom is as certain as 

tomorrow•s sunrise. Our praise or blame is useless. 

We are spectators. u But Jarvis '. s personel opinion, 

"useless 11 though it may be, agrees with Jones • s main 

point: nf-/Iarriage means more than words and •rights~, 

and the new wom~n will still continue to learn the 

old, old lesson, that she is intended to be a fixture 

in the home -- and, in many ceses, that the worst 

forms of married unhappiness are preferable to the 
20 

loathsomeness of change." Still, Jarvis probably 

would have agreed that there were some women capab le 

of living up to new freedoms. 

Pinero's best-known play is The Second Mrs. 

Tangueray, a role made famous b y Madge Kendal (184o

l935) · This play was controversial because it 
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presents a "loose-minded womann in a sympathetic 

light. Jarvis felt that it was a highly moral play. 

The heroine is nintroduced to the consecration of 

marriage and is in process of being led by her love 

for husband and step-daughter to a higher and firmer 

life. But in spite of all these advantages and her 

own endeavors, the dreadful past rises up once more 

the whole thing ends in misery and despair, and the 
21 

inevitable wages of sin are paid ." 

An interview with Mrs . Kendal offered the 

opportunity for Jarvis to express his own ideas about 

the play by presenting l"Irs. Kendal's side of' the 

controversy, which he supported. He asked all the 

"right" questions , and allowed her to speak for herself. 

This was important, for, in keeping with what seems to 

have been a prevalent custom of the era, the critics 

had attacked Mrs . Kendal first , and the play second. 

During this period Bernard Shaw was principally 

a critic, and was not yet known in America as a 

dramatist. He relt that Jones was superior to Pinero , 

on the grounds that his pictures of' men, women , and 

society were true to life, whereas Pinero merely 

"flattered them with reflections of their own 

imaginings.n Of' course Shaw himself was to emerge as 

a far more important and revolutionary f'igure in the 
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theatre than either Jones or Yinero; still, they had 

prepared the way for him. Unfortunately by the time 

Shaw's plays began to appear on the New York stage, 

Jarvis had stopped writing reviews. It is interesting 

to conjecture what Jarvis's reaction to Shaw's 

radicalism and undeniable genius might have been. One 

is tempted to think that he would have liked Shaw. 

As Shaw explains in the preface to his corres

pondence with Ellen Terry \pub~ished in 1~31), there 

was a new concept of' acting being developed, to 

correspond with the new concept of play-writing, at 

the enu of' the century. At the forefront of the move-

ment were Henry Irving tl~3e-l90~) and Ellen Terry 

( lD4"f-l920) • Shaw felt that Irv1ng, although a great 

actor, lacked intellect, and had no idea of the 

difference between a good play and a bad one. .L'hus he 

inhibited Ellen Terry's superior genius and prevented 

her from taking her deserved place as the greatest 

interpreter of the new theatre. 

Jarvis was another admirer of Ellen Terry, at least 

as much for her qualities as an ideal woman as for her 

talents as an actress. Irving he also admired; in the 

l~~Os his retarding influence upon the progress of the 
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theatre was not yet apparent. Besides, this is a 

moot point which J a rvis might never have agreed with . 

Like almost everyone else, Jarvis praised Beerbohm 

·rree \ lo.?j-1'717), the brilliant English actor . He also 

admired the Kendals , and defended them in print against 

the atta~K~ launched against them by the press. 1ne 

production of The Se cond Mrs . Tangueray led to demands 

from certain quarters that a law be passed to forbid 

the importation of f oreign talent into the U .S. Jarvis, 

with his cosmopolitan views 8 nd Anglophile preferences , 

naturally opposed this, and considered it the doing of 

the large number of unemployed actors who were dis-

gruntled because the Kendals always played to full 

houses. 

Jarvis warmly lauded the American actress Kathryn 

Kidder (1868-1939) in the play that made her famous , 
22 

Sardou's Madame Sans- Gene . About Victorien Sardou 

(1~31-l90b) himself, Jarvis had little to say that was 

good . He once wrote that the better- known plays of 

Pinero , Grundy , and Jones contained, individually, 

more cleverness tha n any three of Sardou•s . His 

Gismonda was nothing but na story of lust and blood-

shed without a single redeeming ray, and more absolutely 
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without a moral than a monkey-cage . 

Bernard Shaw, incidentally, was so opposed to 
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sardou and everything he stood for that he coined the 

word Hsardoodledom" to epitomize and to ridicule the 

concept of' the piece bien faite . But it was not quite 

so eas y to ridicule the actress whose name was always 

associated with that of Sardou -- Sara Bernhardt \l045-

l~23), for whom many of his plays were written . 

Jarvis assenteci to the g eneral opinion o f' Bernha rdt 

as a gi·eat actress , but f elt that her talent b elong ed 

to a s&vag e, pre-Chri s tian age. She was the exact 

opposite of Ellen Terry , specializing in the portrayal 

of "the really d a ngerous 1-Joman who refuses to disappear ." 

And 11 what would the name o:r Sardou be without Sara 

Bernhardt? She can take one o r his s eries of pictures, 

give a real li:fe to his rsituations' ' , and cut down his 

text until the play is a mere harness-ra c k f or her own 

talents. This combina tion can f ake the world fro m end 
2h 

to end -- and, by the way, do it a g ood deal of harm." ' 

The 1-11 rench stage was markedly different f rom the 

English at this period , and Jarvis looked askance at most 

of its productions. In his interview with Mrs. Kendal , 

J arvis s ays, " But the pub lic c 8 nnot like Mrs. Tangueray • 



Vulgarity checks sympathy . Could not the play be wade 

still ffiore effective by introducing some refinement 

that would win the spectator?u 1-'lrs . Kendal replies , 

"And where , then , would the moral be? The moral 

would be nil . ~ am not here to incline people tow&rd 

•liking' the nature of a former courtesan . ~ui te the 

reverse . I leave that to the ?rench stage, with its 
25 

l anguishing Camilies who die so touchingly that the 

audience goes away more than half in love with refined 

vic e . " rrhis is typical of the almost superstitious 

Vi c torian attitude toward a good deal of French art , 

which is today judged not so much immoral as amoral . 

But to Jarvis , and to the majority of Victorians , 

amorality was ouite as harmful as immorality . For 

this reason , he disliked Prevost 1 s classic , Manon 

Lescaut , about which he "I;Jrote "I vlould be glad to point 

out its moral - cnly I never could find that it 

c ontained any - sa.ve , perhaps , tha.t moral which total 

absence of moral ~ay give rise to ••• to describe 

Nanon might seem to explain it , and to explain might 
27 

seem to corintenance or even condone it •• !' 

Along with his interest in the theatre went the 

old and eternal question , "How far does the indi vid-

uality of genius identify itself with the character 
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personated? • •• ~e never knew what unhealed grie~s and 

secret emotional torrents may help to rush one soul 

into seeming indentification with another . " In his 

article on Ellen Terry Jarvis discusses this question . 

Those who deny the ability of one soul to identify 

itself' with other individualities unconsciously 

confess their own mediocrity , Jarvis feels . -~-Ji th 

"the great ones o.f the sta.ge" , the faculty is real , 

and the actor is the character . Eawin Booth , 

Eleanora Duse , Sara Bernhardt , George Macready , and 

Ellen ~erry have all possessed this ability . In a 

later article (1e96) he credits Olga Nethersole (187 0 -

1951) , then playing the role of Camille , with this same 

"genius of' the stage . n "ltJhat happens in the in:fini te 

mental mysteries when the il"'ldividual is f orcibly 

altered? In a true actor, where is the border- l&nd 

between genius and insanity1 The star of Olga Nethersole 
28 

has not yet reached its zenith . But wait ! n r,vait , 

indeed: until 1900 , when Jarvis joined the army of 

critics in condemning this same Nethersole for her 

portrayal of' Sapho . Through her intense characteriz-

ation , did she actually become F~nny Legrand -- the 
. 

Sapho of the title? Their deprecation of her 
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personally could not have been more savage had this 

actually been the case . Genius app~r ently is a dangerous 

commodity to its owner . 

Alphonse Daudet (1840- 1897) hed written Sapho in 

1884 , but it was not until 1900 that a stag e version by 

Clyde Fitch opened in New York . Sapho was just another 

French love story , permeated with the philosophy o~ 

71 c 1 est la _ vie'!; virtue is not rewarded , nor is vice 

punished . It is not a teatise , b ut an exercise on the 

portrayal of emotions . 

It is hard to understand the outcry Hb.i-ch g:;_-..eeted 

this play in New York. To the Victorian American mind , 

it was not so much Daudet who was at fault , or the 

director , or the male lead , but the leading l ady her

sel~ , who was the focus of a self - righteous and 

ridiculous canpai gn to h~ve the play banned , culrninating 

on her prosecution on the charges of crea ting a public 

nuisance . She was acquitted , a nd performance of the 

play wa s resumed , but the incident rer-J.a ins an ugly mark 

in the history of the American Tr1eet.re . 
29 

Jarvis , though not so severe as some rab id reviewers , 

nevertheless criticized the play and Miss Nethe rsole in 

particular . He tempered his remarks with the repe&ted 

observation that the play wa uno worse tl~an Camille , " an 

e a rlier role of Miss Nethersole; but it did not seem to 
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occur to him that Fanny Legrand was no worse than his 

own ~stelle Crosby, the heroine of She Lived in New ·York. 

tt h tt sapho, - · owever, did not die at the end of t h e story, 

and this rnade a trernendou.s dif' ~-- erence. 

thiS chapter. ) 

tSee Appendix to 

"No one thinks \the stage) should interpret any 

branch o:f religious thought, n Jarvis once wrote, " But 

society needs it to sustain or improve conditions 

which religion and fashions have succeeded in producing . 

The welfare of society does require th2t so-called 
30 

ills o.f life be so1netirr.tes shown to have good results . u 

For the ordinary man, the theatre wa s first and foremost 

anrelaxation rest-cure . " "The demand of a high- pressure 

business nation is relaxation. To the ceaselessly 

active brain that cannot sleep the only rest is, very 

often , another form of activity . I"lental alertness 

does no harm . lt is the f·ever called 1 worry 1 which 

kills . And in the inf'ini te variety of' New York • s 

~heatres the a a nger o i the one idea is averted ••• No 

medicine ever discovered is so v&luable to New Y ork 
3l 

as its reputable theatres . n 

As drama critic for Leslie's Weekly , Jarvis 

c overed everything from variety shows to opera to the 
11 

new theatre" . Because of Leslie's heterogeneous 
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readership, he occasionally had to descend from his 

own customary "high level of' existence" to portray 

some of the more mundane aspects of life. In his 

descriptions of the variety stage ~in "Relaxation Rest

Cure"), the spectators at the Larchmont Regatta (in 

"Yacht-Racing"), the seaside ( 11 ".:i thin Sound of the 

Sea 11
), and the sidewalk tamale-vendors ("Tamale! Tamale! 

Hot T&male !"), Jarvis gives superb prose-s napshots of 

scenes in and around New York City . Color and eclat 

are his strong points, and these short articles are 

unrivalled documentation of everyday life in the great 

city at the end of' the century. The trivia of newspapers 

and weeklies sometimes give the reader more of an intuitive 

understanding of a past age than a whole stack of' text-books. 

Even yachting rouna its way into Jarvis 1 s philosophy. 

In extending his views on art to the domain of sport and 

crar-tsmanship, he shows a f'eellng f'or the beauties of 

sailing which can well be understood by anyone who has 

ever worked with his hands. It is a pride in personal 

&chievement , an appreciation of good tools; the c&rpenter's 

esteem for a well-balanced hammer , the musician ' s sense 

of gratitude for a fine instrument. His philosophy is 

summed up in this paragraph from an article lamenting a 

recent tendency in the sport toward the designing and 



building of "racing -machines" rather than real yachts: 

" •.. the b est racing, which in Ameri ca means the 

fastest, will -b e conf ined to t h ose who can afford to 

build comparatively unsalable boats and to b e ready to 

lose, with the attendant expenses, twenty or thirty 

thousand dollars ..•• 'rhe great majority of the ablest 
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yachtsmen are closed out from contests in which their 

manly skill ought, properly , to be present ••• the fastest 

craft will ••• still f urther depart f rom that wholesomeness 

which formerly allowed the qualities of a safe cruiser 

b • d • th th .p .p • ' It 32 
to be com 1ne Wl os e OJ. a J.J.rst- class racer~- ; -

r again, in nThe Opening of' the Yachting Season" : 

" ••• as a sport yachting needs no meretricious aids , 

and ..• in its simple charms lies its eternal strength. 

Glorianas may come and Wasps may go , but the love of the 

sea goes on forever ••• Paid crews; craf ts be ing driven 

from one race-course to a nother, owners following by 

rail, and no sociability anywher e -- t h is is not the 

sort of thing that yachting lives upon . It is e xciting , 

of' course, but yet seems to alter the French phrase, 

c'est laguerre, mais, ~ n'est pas magnifique; because 

it is almost entirely professional, and the re&l glory 
33 

of' yachting issues from personal effort . '-~ 
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But even in this unwholesome over-specialization, 

Jarvis the evolutionist and optimist discerns a redeem

ing feature . rr ••• much as we deplore the way the major

itY of the best yachtsmen are now, to coin a phrase , 

invented off' the course , 1...re cannot blind our eyes to 

the possibilities in improvement which the machine may 

eventually bring to the yacht . '! 34 

It may be seen from the foregoing review of his 

aesthetic philosophy , that Stinson Jarvis , with his 

evolutionary views ; his rscogn1tion of sex , cautious 

though it may be; his willingness to forgive 1....reakness; 

and his belief in the ide&l while allowing for a sliding 

scale of V£lues; belonged to the most progressive and 

enlightened segment of Victorian opinion . 



Appendix to Chapter 3 

Regarding the Sapho Scandal , it has been thought 
best to reprint Jarvis ' s own words . 

8.5 . 

Miss Nethersole is not the first wo"'Tlan who has been 
apparently willing to s£crif'tce some of her reputation 
to the demands of avarice . It is as bad to pretend to 
be wicked for gain as to be really wicked for profit . 
diss ~ethers ole need not be e.shar":!ed of "~auhon , for it 
is no worse than ncamillell and a lot of other plays 
that reve8l the desrad&tion of an abandoned woman end 
the p&thetic repentance thst generally comes at last . 
rut she is blameable, or somebody who re0resents her ~ 
at fault , for having permitted the publication or alarm
ing announcements re6&rding the nBstiness of "Saphon , 
with the evident purpose of attre: cting those v-Tho always 
seek to gratify their appetite for tbe depraved . It 
would not be t'air to charge 1v1is s .r ethers ole vJi th having 
done this , but she can hardly escape criticism .for having 
permitted it to be done , not in her behalf as an artist , 
but in behalf of the box- o~fice receipts . The misfortune 
of it all is that she is bound to suf'1'er in the end , both 
in reputation and in purse , ror the rush or the vulgar to 
see something unusually wicked bids fair to cease as soon 
as it is disclosed that the play is not more immoral than 
a dozen others that have been run with more or less suc 
cess in rTew .r.ork during the present season , while it is 
less entertaining than almost any other drawati c product
ion of the wi nter . It is a gre&t mistake that so excellent 
an actress as Miss ethersole could not have won new 
triumphs this year in some really beautif'ul and charminff 
character -- one , for instance , like "Barbara Frietchie' , 
in which Julia I-'larlowe charme d her admirers anew . l· e 

hEre said that Mis s Nethersole will not pror1t b~ ~he 
reckless and d isgus ting adv ertisements of "~apho ' , f or , 
while this sort of exploitation has attracted one kind 
o~ crowd , it has driv en away the larger cliente l e whi ch 
respectabili t y , in i n c r e asing numbers , is c ontributing 
to our best theatri c al performanc es . I advise my re&ders 
not to bother about ttsapho" . If' any o f them are in search 
of the sensational and the wicked they will find nothing 
worse in "Sapho " than they ha v e seen in "Camillen . It 
does not compare in wantonness with "Zaza" · it is not 
calculated to make one laugh , or to contribute in any way 
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to a sense of comf'ort or enjoyment; and it lacks, therefore, 
all the essentials of success. For the reader who enjoys 
the clean, refined, amusing , and recreative drama , there 
is only one 1-1ord to say regarding "Sapho" -- don 1 t waste 
time to see it.- The only good that can come out of the 
perfor:nance is the possibility that it can teach 1"liss 
Nethersole to avoid such things in future , if she wishes 
to maintain the hold she has always had on the admirers 
of her conceded talent. 

( fran:: 11 The Drama -- ' Sapho ' Not ~-Jorth Seeing", Leslie's 
Jeekly , XC ( 1-larch 3, 1900), p. 171. ) 

:vhile I believe that nothing is gained to the public 
or the performers by such a play as "Sapho", still there 
is no denying the truth of what 1-1anager Eurnh2.m said from 
the stage at wallack 's, when he spoke in defense of Miss 
Nethersole , and declared that she had been haled into 
court upon the contemptible complaint of a yellow news
paper (i.e., New York Times) whose editors claimed that 
their action w.s_s taken f'or morality 's sake, but who were 
simply seeking advertisement of their publication at her 
expense. I have said, and I rer-ea t, that "Sapho Tf is no 
worse than ''Camilleu, and when the editor of the paper 
which is raising the outcry against "Sapho" asked me for 
my judgment regarding it I said that 11 1 Sapho' is not half 
as destructive to the morals of the community as a dozen 
Tenderloin resorts, whose electric lights bid defiance to 
decency within a stone's throw of Wallack 's". If the news
pE._pers of' New York are really anxious to improve its morals , 
they should apply their time and talents to the closing of 
these conspicuously immoral places, whose open doors and 
fl~ing electric lights invite the youth of our city and 
the visiting stranger to plague-spots of moral corruption. 
Hiss Nethersole , with all her brilliant talents, will 
suffer per-mo.nent loss of re;>v.t2tion b-;/ t2king up the worst , 
rather than the best, things in the dT·ama. ...~fter al·l, it 
is the public taste to which she appe2ls, and for the time 
being she is pL·ufi ting by ner , venture. If ""G.u.e ye.L...L.OW 
JOurnals had J.eft her a.Lone, "Sa!J.no·•, on 1. ts mer1 ts, wouJ.d 
have had a very short-lived run, f or from every standpoint 
of just dramatic criticism it is not a successful play. 
From the standpoint of the b ox- offi ce it may seem otherwise. 

( from "Talk about the Drama", Leslie 1 s Wtekly ,XC ( 11/far~h 10, 
1900), p. 198 .) 
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Chapter 4: SCIENTIFIC PHILOSOPHY 

It is fortuitous that the Arena article yields a 

list of Jarvis ' s favorite authors -- authors to whom 

a good many Arena readers themselves would have been 

partial : Charles Darwin , A . B . Wallace , E . H. Haeckel , and 

T . H. Huxley , a l l biologists ; Herbert S p encer , philosopher ; 

and 1·Iax rJluller , orientalist and philolog ist . All of' these 

i nfluenced his own thinking . 

One of the difficulties i n writing about Jarvis ' s 

ideas is that his studies were not confined to any one 

particulap f i e l d . He was i nterested in virtually everything. 

Pe rhaps it would be best at the start , however , to mention 

Herbert Spencer ( 1820 - 1903) , because Jarvis thought in 

terms of a Spencer- like philosophy, one which is assimil

ative and agglutinative , like a gig&ntic waste- disposal 

unit that can comprehend any subject b y milling it do1.-vn 

to a r ine , homogeneous dust . Spencer believed that the 

scientific discoveries of his day , especially those of' 

Darwin , could be worked into a philosophy appli c able to 

any b ranch of' knowledge politics , psychology , sociology , 

anything . This philosophy is known as "cree.tive evolutionn . 

Most nineteenth- century philosophers were so accustomed 

to the venerab le theology, that when Darwin re- assessed 



and disproved a small part of that dog ma , they were 

overcome b y cerebral panic. Those who accepted the 

findings the philosophical Darwinists -- could only 
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replace the old_ God with a new one, Nature or Evolution . 

This is a theologicBl concept in that it takes on a 

~ersona of its own , and , like the old one, touches 

every part of existence; everything runs according to 

Its plan . T~ ... ere is nothing in Darwin's theories to imply 

or warrant such an interpretation, and had his supporters 

not taken this attitude , his opponents would not have 

felt q~ite so intimidated, and the acceptance of his ideas 

might have been easier for a larger number of people. 

vfuat Jarvis did was to apply the Darwinian idea to 

t he province of mind-sc ience , which encompasses psychology , 

hypnotism, and psychic science . "Nr. Jarvis insists that 

the strictest science must extend its own methods into 

immeteri a l reg ions ••• He gives an aid to the science of 

evolution such as it has not enjoyed since Darwin died . 

In fact , 1.rhile carry ing it on, he s&tisf'actorily explains 

the ascent o~ life on the great point where Darwin was 

entirely in the dark -- or, in other words , he takes up 

the thread where the great naturBlist dropped it, and 

carries it further . 11 1 



In Darwinian terms the processes o~ evolution 

.!- ~ ltt t represen0 a graaua ascen of Evolution follows 

a course tow&rd· "higher levels of existencen. But there 

is a regrettable ambiguity in such expressions, which 

has led to unwarranted interpretations so prevalent at 

the end of the nineteenth century that they are today 

only beginning to be dissipated . But it is not the theory 

of evolution i tsel.f that contains this flaw within it: 

simply, the moralistic bias o:f the age encouraged the 

making of value-jud3~ents. To illustrate this point it 

might be proritable to analyze any one o.f the phrases 

used in evolutionary jargon, f'or example, "the ascent o.f 

In what sense has the evolution ~rom one-celled 

org&nisms to man been an ascent? This can be answered 

in a purely quantitative way. Man , :for example, is a 

conglomeration of millions upon millions o.f entities each 

equivalent to a one-celled organism. In qu&.nti tati ve 

terms, then, man is more the_n a one-celled organism. He 

represents an increase, or asceht. Also, the tying-

together o f these myriad cells represents a complex level 

of organization a "higher" level of organization. And 

rnan is evolving to ever 11 highern levels; there is no reason 

why evolution should cease with man. 
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A closer comparison can be made between man and 

the ape . Darwin never said that m~n is descended f rom the 

ape, but that both man and the ape are descended ~rom 

the same hypothetical ancestor. Therefore in purely 

biological terms man is at the ssme level o f evolution 

as the ape. But Jarvis and most other intellectuals 

could not accept this the way it was meant ; thus arose 

the wide-spresd misconception about man's descent . vfuy , 

they asked, is man then at a higher level o~ development 

than the ape? 

vvha t is the meaning o f the term "higher leveltt? 

As has been indicated , this may be purely quantitative: 

man is "more complexu. Or it may be qualitative : man 

is somehoH "better". Or the term mf'_y simply be discarded . 

The modern biologist would have to discard the term 

entirely. Man is not in fact more complex than the ape; 

nor is men 's brain more complex than that of the ape . 

It is simply specialized to perform functions peculiar 

to the species -- so is the ape ' s brain . Just as a 

chimpe-nz ee cannot read a book, a man cannot swing through 

the tr·ee- tops. Nor can man be said to be "bet tern than 

the ape . If a chimpanzee is nlowerrr because it cannot 

communic ate , on a semantic level, with a man, why is not 

man 11 lower 11 if' he can...l"l.ot communicate on the semantic 
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level of an ape? The possibilities are endless. A 

grasshopp er could be said to represent the "highestn 

form of lif'e, because its ways are incomprehensible, 

its language unknowable, and its mind bey ond the scope 

of human understanding. Its culture and art are on a 

plane so much uhigher" than our own that our science 

cannot discover it because it cannot even h y pothesize 

what it would be looking for. These statements may 

be true, but how ridiculous they sound! Yet in some 

unaccountable way it no longer seems ridiculous when 

the positions of man and grasshopper are reversed . 

Many things may be . In science, man is concerned 

with what is . Of course not all the possible 

interpretations of the word ubetteru have been dis -

cussed above . But always these concepts must be 

interpreted in hum2n ways b y human minds, so that'tlegree 

of divinityu, "morality", ufitnessn and so fcrth can 

only be applied to humans, (in which case their 

application is debatable enough) . 

Perhaps the ape, and even the grasshopper, are not 

the best examples . 'There is the original extreme 

example of the one- called organism . Surely man is more 

complex, it would seem . But what is the complexity of 

the cell's relationship with its fellows? With other 

types of one-celled org&nisms? No one knows, of cours e, 

Bnd th ere .~·c re t l1e ns e of' t h e term 11 lower organism" is 
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a qualitative sense is unwarranted. And in a quant-

itative analysis, the fact that it is "on its ov-Jn", 

50 to speak, means that the one-celled organism is far 

more generalized than the corresponding cell which is 

part of man: a cell which cannot function on its own. 

Thus the concept of complexity as a basis of compar

ison loses its meaning: all living creatures are 

complex, or all are simple. 

Indeed, the only criterion a modern evolutionist 

can resort to for the purposes of comparison is the 

degree to which a species is adapted to its environ

ment. This is a purely observational consideration, 

and the inquiry must be operative over a long period 

of time. For it is the species rather than the 

individual organism, or even the individual population, 

v.rhich must be c onsidered , and this has to take into 

account the que s tion of rep roduction of the species. 

On the level of the individual, man is f airly success

ful, living over a wider rang e than most creatures, 

with a comparatively low infant mortality rate, and a 

comparatively long lii' esp an. But the species as a 

whole, now capable of wiping itself out along with all 

its food sources, can in a sense be regarded as being 

clos e r to extinction than many other forms of lif e 
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~hich are capable o~ surviving such a holocaust. All 

in all, man's record in the annals of evolution is no 

more outstanding than that of countless other species. 

Because o~ their failure to take an objective view 

the early evolutionists such as Spencer and his ~ollowers 

are far more dated and old-fashioned than most other 

schools of philosophy. Their ideas had been shaped by 

the attempt to comprehend new discoveries with old 

thought- patterns . Nothing but the astronomical increase 

of scientific data could create the new thought-patterns; 

we begin to know our subject. Its magnitude humbles us 

and we abandon value-judgment to non-objective studies. 

Anthropocentricity is indefensible today. 

Thus the real value of Jarvis's scientif'ic writings 

can be assessed . They are relevant to his other writings 

as they are relevant to the period, but as a workable 

philosophy for most modern readers, they have mainly 

curiosi t y value. Bearing this in mind , then, it must 

be admitted that The Ascent of Life is a most interesting 

antique. And it does contain many compelling ideas. 

But it is not a work of science in the modern under

standing of the word. 

Under the title "Prospectus o:f The Arena :for 1894 

Our Special Announcements -- A Chat about Some of the 

Good Things in Store for the Readers of Our Reviewu 
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there appeared , in December , 1893, a six-page article 

on stinson Jarvis. In connection with his f orthcoming 

Ascent of Life; The Arena was presenting an advertise

ment in the form of a review of the book , with a 

sketch of the author and his family background. A 

glance at this unique document is valuable in trying 

to understand the atmosphere which surrounded the 

publication of Jarvis's book . 

11 In issuing this work to the world," writes The 

Arena, tt -we are aware that it is the most peculiar one 

within our knowledge. Even if some of the author's 

deductions may afterward be found to be partially 

incorrect, the work will stand as a monumental 

contribution to modern thought •••• It is altog ether an 

appea l to the reason. With the exception of the facts 

given in reference t the experiments, the whole book 

is intended to be put interrogatively -- e ven when, 

as the author says , his own conviction leads him to 

speak with certainty; so that, even if some deductions 

be found to be in part erroneous, the auth8r 1 s 

judgment is protected by his avoidance of all dogmat-

izing and by his friendly request that the reader 

shall come with him, both as companion and critic, to 

join in this search for knowledge in a hitherto 
2 

trackless region. 11 
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It is clear that the publishers would want to 

create an interest in the work; still, the laudatory 

tone is so intense, and in this case sounds so sincere, 

that the researcher is perplexed. Perhaps the truth 

is that the intellectual climate of the time was 

extraordinarily open-minded, more so than today. 

It can be seen in the w6rks of countless authors, who, 

like a child with a new toy, were so stimulated by 

the new scientific revolution that they lifted all 

restraints from their powers of imagination. In this 

way, many valuable ideas were first conceived. Jarvis's 

work itself contains many admittedly fascinating points. 

Today science has to a large degree g one to the opposite 

extreme, in which disciplines are so rigidly defined 

and full of minutiae that a scientist may not gain any 

sort of overview at all. 

The s a me intensity can be seen in the following 

passage from the "Prospectus": "There is a total absence 

of mystery about the work -- in fact it is clear in 

several places that the author even dreads the idea 

that a desire for mystery or peculiarity may be imputed 

to him. And it is partly in the convincing frankness 

With which he endeavors to remove all idea of the 

supernatural, and to explain every necessary item, 
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that he wins the reader. ? or the sake of publishing 

discoveries which will undoubtedly advance to an 

enormous extent the cause or truth and the knowledge 

of the world , he is obliged, with strangers, to p~rtly 

place reputation at stake. On this point his boldness 
3 

for truth's sake is much to be cornmendt::d." 

.M.nd 1'1!ha t \vere these revolutionary findings? 

F.-irs t of' all , Jarvis f'orrnula ted a theory of "how 

evolution evolve:s.n At the time, the :!:lechani cs of' 

genetics were unknown. It was Jarvis's belief that 

"certain conditions of' the parental mind, either at the 

time of conception or during the period of gestation, 

influence and alter the shape and disposition of the 
4 

offspring," or in other words, rtprenatal influencesu 

are the agency of evolution. Despite the fact that a 

whole new science of' genetics has grown up since Jarvis's 

day, his ideas on the subject are not to be shrugged off. 

For example, if the foetus can be altered through an 

alteration of the body-chemistry of the mother, as with 

thalidomide; and if the brain is cs~able of bringin..;; 

about certain biochemical changes, as many modern 

scientists believe is the case with schizophrenia; 

then the possibility that some prenatal influences 

proceed from the mother's conscious or unconscious mind 

may be a real one . Still, any influence of' this sort 
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~ould be only incidental to the major factor o~ genetics. 

This is as true of animals as it is of humans, 

Jarvis claims. "Every seemingly perfect apparatus which 

animals possess for providing fooa, for attack, defence, 

or flight will be understood ••• At the time of mating 

and breeding, the sexual v anities are always at their 

highest; and tt is at this time that the 1'ernale possesses 

in an extraordinary degree that faculty for mental 

picturing ••. At this time she seeks to be continually 

in the society of the male and to continually look at 

him. It is a season of craze, and, as with all nature's 

creat iveness , of delight -- with extravagant attempts 

at allurement on one side, and on the male side with all 

those curvetings, trumpetings, and general shows of 

bravery which mark the male sexual vanities. 

"These periods supply the only times at which the 

female exhitits such an evident delight in regarding 

the male . Before these periods , and between them, she 

avoids his direct gaze ••• 

"At this period .•. the craze is f'or more strength , 

or more beauty , or more activity , or more of any other 

quality peculiar to the species ••• No matter how hideous, 

according to some critics, the male may be , he is, by 

a kind dispensation of nature, for once considered 
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beautiful, and he is not only pictured over and over 

ag~ in by the i maging faculty of the f e male, but he i s 

also reproduced in the offspring with any physical 

peculiarities which the fema le magnif ie s in her craze 
5 

and fas cinati on . 11 

The foregoing passage lends insight into J arvis's 

views on women ( q . v. Chapter 3). Bor it is woman 1 s 

propensity for idealizing the love-ob ject that is the 

veh i cle for evolution! Her "mental picturing" is to a 

certain extent objective -- bu t depending up0n what her 

ideals are, and how important a part they p lay in the 

i maging , the child will represent an "ascent" to a 

lesser or greater exten t . Thus the vital i mportance 

of 11 value 11 in art -- since the father must possess 

qualities worth idealizing , and the mother must know 

how to idealize, art must ever point the way and provide 

the model. Haeckel had shown that retrog ression in 

evolution was possible, and the idea that this could 

happen in man was behind Jarvis's aesthetic philosophies . 

If a species delights in cunning, this quality 

will continue to evolve -- and it is the female which is 

the agent . Thus the fact tha t Geoffrey Hampstead's 

mother was a Tartar (literally} is the key point toward 

understanding his character -- the ideal was provided by 
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hiS father, a British nobleman. To wh2t extent did 

he provide a his;h i.deal? To what extent was his 

mothe r willing or able to appreciate it? These are 

appropriate questions. But note that it is the mother 

who is the active agent in all this -- a belief remini-

scent of one aspect of' Bernard Shaw's "Lif'e Force" 

concept. 

Wha t part does h ypnotism play in this theory? 

Simply, it is an important rese a rch tool. P owers whi ch 

are latent in every individual can be brought to the 

surfa ce and examined. And herein, Jarvis believed, lay 

the answe r to the riddle of man's future development. 

11 No systemn , writes Jarvis, " 1..-vhich nro-ooses to deal 
~ ~-

with life, whether it be r eligious or s cientific, can 

be s atisfactory or correct unles s it be e qually applic-

able to the whole of life , fr om the lowest animal 

grades to the highest spirituEtl ones.n 6 The development 

of psychic or spirituEl powers is the natural compl ement 

of the development or physi c al and intellectual powers. 

Hypnotism also provides the key to history , revealing 

that for ces which motivated the great men of record are 

identical with those whi ch in the ordinary man c an b e 

evoked only under hypnosis. 



At a time when hypnosis WES generally regarded 

with fear and superstition , Stinson Jarvis practiced 
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it himself . And he was no believer in animal magnetism, 

universal fluids , metalo- therapy , or other g~otesgueries 

of Anton Mesmer (1733 - 1815) . For their time , his 

ideas on the practic&l aspects of hypnotism were com

paratively scientific . 

A large section of the book is more or less empiri

cal in nature , setting forth the results of experiments 

which have demonstrated these powers -- experiments 

performed by himself and by others . These provide most 

interesting reading , but need not be gone into here . 

The point is that Jarvis has taken these manifestations 

of psychic ability ·as an indication of ma.nkinci ' s potenti 

alities for development , and has been concerned in his 

other philosophi c al writings with how these potentialities 

may be realized . 

A brief review of' the ideas of his fa v orite au thor s 

will indicate how much he owed to them . Spencer and 

Darwin , of course , provided the theoretical justification 

and inspiration for his theories. Alfred Russell ~al1ace 

(1823 - 1913) was a naturalist who formulated the theory 

of itsurvival of the fittestu coincidentally with Dart-vin , 

half way around the world in Malaya . Unlike Darwin , 
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however, Wallace believed that man was diY~erent from 

other animals; forces other than natural selection have 

been at work in his case -- spiritual forces . In 

Miracles and Modern Spiritualism , ( 1875 , . new edition 

l 896) , he gives the experimental evidence for his beliefs , 

disclaiming for them any connection with religious revel 

ation . 

Jarvis ' s thoughts are very similar , as is made clear 

in the follo1...ring passage , for example : n I do not of course 

mean to say that a lower- grade aniwal like , for instance , 

a tigress , must necessarily create in her mind any definite 

picture or concept of superior development ••• Nor do i 

suggest that she gives , as in the human cases , one thought 

to the f uture condition of her of~spring -- bec ause if 

she could do this , as the human has done it , she would 

ere this have been as highly developed as the human , and 

would be as little like the present form of a tigress as 

the human is like that intelligent poor relation the 

quadruped baboon . Thus , parenthetically , we will observe 

that all unimaginative animals , or rather those whos e 

imaginations only contrive devi c es for procuring f ood , 

etc ., will probably not rise beyond their present form , 

Which perhaps is now perfect for all their purposes and 



methods of living. They have no 'ideals' beyond their 

present methods."? In other words, the "idealn, or 

spiritual force, is operative only in the evolution 

of man, and perhaps some of his near-relatives. 

Ernest Heinrich Haeckel (1834- 1919 ), a German 

biologist - philosopher, believed that just as the 

highest animals have evolved f rom the simplest forms 

of life, so have the highest human faculties evolved 

from the souls of animals. 

This is another point which Jarvis assimilated 

into his philosophy: ths.t the eoul:·exists and is in a 
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state of evolution. In a short but interesting article , 

uAnimal lievelations" , he gives a few accounts of unusual 

cases in ~rihi ch animals incapable of reason have made 

unaccountably wise decisions. 11 It· h&..s been expls.ined,n 

he writes , uTha t wherever· there is a brain capable of 
~ 

experiencing an urgent necessity there is also a cor-

respondence of an immaterial kind through which knowledge 

may be acquired . 118 This animal soul may be the orig in 

of the soul of man , he conjectures. 

The influence of Thomas Henry·Huxley (1825- 1895) 

is seen in Jarv~s's underlying tenet that morality was 

not an end in itself, but only a ~eans toward the advance-

ment of mankind -- a utilit&rian concept. Jarvis makes 
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thiS expecially clear in his explanation of the Druids' 

role in the development of morality in The Price of Peace 

(q.v. Chapter 5 of the present study). Huxley was of all 

these writers perhaps the most fully aware of the relevance 

and importance of what he was doing. With his belief 

in utilitarianism went a belief in causation -- the idea 

that every phenomenon has a de.finite cause. "If there 

is anything in the world which I do firmly believe in, 

it is the universal validity o.f the law o.f causation, 

but that universality cannot be proved by any amount o.f 

experience 11
• (Essays, IX, p. 121). The statement is an 

admirable example o.f philosophical integrity. Realizing 

that despite their value, metaphysical concepts are not 

open to any logical proof, Huxley has the discretion to 

leave it ~ at that. 

Jarvis obviously accepted utilitarianism and causation; 

they are at the roots o.f all his writings. A very striking 

example o.f this is his explanation o.f love. Jarvis writes, 

"The effects of the phase which in lo1--rer grades is called 

'passion' and in its more evolved conditions is called 

'love' ••• has been acknowledged to be the most coercive 

one that is known to its possessor-- when its possessor 

is normal. The reason ••• cannot be said to be entirely 



hidden from us ••• various persons have marshalled 

nroof to show that a genius is always the offspring .. 
of a love-marriage not necessarily born in the 

atmosphere of wealth, education, and refinement, or 

in the sometimes artificial wedlock, but always and 

only in the holiness of nature ••• At the present time 

a variety of genius is born daily into the world, but 
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this human wealth was almost unknown until woman ceased 

to be a toy and high grades of love began to influence 

creation. The natural evolution of passion into love, 

which is the greatest outcome of animal ex~stenc&, is 

illustrated in every portion of its advance in its 

effects upon generation. The great book lies open for 

all to read. And love's place in nature cannot long 

remain a secret when nature's best proofs -- its results 

are studied. u9 

Huxley also pointed out that atheism was philosophically 

untenable, but that agnosticism, the subordination of 

faith to evidence and reason, was the only really logical 

way of dealing with religion. He wrote of "the passion-

less impersonality of the unknown and unknowable which 

science shows everywhere underlying the thin veil of 

phenomena" (Life, I, p. 239). 

substitute for deity . 

Causality was the agnostic's 



It would appear that this was Jarvis's personal 

outlook as well; and he quotes Hux.le_y to shovJ that he 

is justified by science itself in advancing scientific 

methods towards the discovery of the 11 soul attributesn 

and the proper study of religion. In Chapter 5 of the 
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present study it will be seen that Jarvis viewed organ

ized religion with scorn and distrust. But he did have 

religious convictions. 

What these were is suggested by his interest in the 

writings of MUller. Friedrich Max MUller (1823 - 1900) 

was an Anglo-German orientalist and philologist. He was 

a great authority on the religions and mythology of the 

East, and under his direction a staff of competent 

scholars prepared the fifty-one-volume translation of 

The Sacred Books of the East. He himself translated the 

Rigveda from the Sanskrit, and was well-versed in the 

philosophies of India and Japan. Many of Jarvis's ideas 

come directly from Indian philosophy, ror instance his 

conception o.f music, which he calls nthe language of the 

soul's phases, any one of which is producible by the 

music that is the language of such phase.nlO These 

11 languages" are e qu..i..valent to -r,he well-known ragas of 

Indian music. 



The Ascent o~ Life was endorsed by the American 

rneosophical ~ociety, and this suggests another link 

with India. Not only were the world headouarters o~ 

the Society located in Madras (as they still are), but 

theosophy itsel~ is basically an Indian concept; in 

fact it is really a sophisticated -rorm of Hinduism . 
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The Arena , having a somewhat Christian bias, claims 

of The Ascent of Life that "After its perusal there can 

be no more necessity ~or agnosticism ••• it shows that 

this must mean continued suffering. nll But this is a 

subjective judgment: the book may "show" this to some, 

but does not actually state it . Theosophy and its analogues 

provide a meeting ground for agnosticism and theism. 

Through the senses, beauty is revealed: this beauty may 

be called God , or it may not be given a name. 

not matter : it is there. 

It does 

Another indication of Jarvis's interest in Eastern 

· religion is his professed admiration for Sir Edwin Arnold ' s 

The Light of Asia, an epic poem on the life of Gautama, 

Prince of India, the Buddha . This interest in the religions 

of the East is worth noting, for it is indicative of 

Jarvis's wide scope o~ interests at a time when such 

subjects were but little known in the West . Indeed it 

is this unmistakable joy of acquiring and utilizing the 



most varied knowledge that makes The Ascent of Life 

a beautiful book. For it is that: sometimes pompous, 

sometimes ponderous, but always sincere, and overwhelm-

ingly earnest. 

1894 might be called Jarvis's annus mirabilis. 

He was at the zenith of his career as a writer, and 

probably receiving more recognition than at any time 

before or afterward. He was writing not only for The 

Arena, but for Leslie's, The Youth's Companion, and the 
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New York Tribune . In the same year as The Ascent of Life, 

She Lived in New York, its fictional counterpart and 

probably the best of all his books, was published. He 

himself appears to have reckoned The Ascent of Life his 

magnum opus, and its reception must have pleased him 

and given him a sense of fulfillment; and over the next 

four years The Arena was to print five more of his essays. 

Be spent the last third of the ye&r in ~urope , where 

his r eputation was such to allow him to meet at least 

some of the intellectual lights of London and Paris . 12 

~he Arena published two photographs o f the thirty-

nine year old Stinson Jarvis, one in the "Prospectus" 

and one as the frontispiece of The Ascent of Life; both 

were evidently taken at the same sitting. They show an 

extremely handsome, stalwart man, confident, and with a 
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bint of humor in his expression. An intelligent fore

head is emphasi~ed by a far-receding hairline which is 

not at all unseemly ; what hair he has is dark and some

what wavy. The most extraordinary feature of his appear

ance are his eyes. The very long, curving upper eyelids 

remind one of classical Indian paintings , and add great 

penetration and depth to his expression. 

While The Ascent of Life may not in fact be the 

most important of his writings , there is no denying that 

it is the key to all of them. 



Chapter 5: HISTORICAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOP~I 109. 

Apart from a few articles in a specialized field, 

yachting history , Jarvis did no historical writing as 

such. The Price of Peace , a book he wrote in 1921, 

purports to be a history but is nothing of the kind, 

as shall be pointed out. But the fact that he prepared 

and wrote such a book indicates, among other things, 

a great interest in the study of history, along with 

a corresponding lack of understanding of its research 

tecbni oues • 

Among historians he professed the most admiration 

for the popular Dr . John Clark Ridpath (1840 - 1900) 

and later, Hubert Howe Bancroft (1832- 1904), whom he 

called "the most valuable historian of modern times.nl 

It is never made clear, however, precisely why he admired 

hidpath, unless a passage like the following can be said 

to reveal anything : "Readers will not have failed to 

note the grand width and depth (an article by Ridpath) 

gave to ordinary views", Jarvis wrote in an Arena essay. 

"The facts concerning the human being, from the earliest 

records to those of the present day, were marshalled in 

so masterly a way, and the mental grip on the whole mass 

was so far-reachin g and unique , that people must have 

perceived that they were gaining the benefits of a lifetime 



study." 2 It should be noted that Dr. Ridpath was the 

editor of The Arena at the time. 
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As for Bancroft, there is no indication as to why 

Jarvis considered him the gFeatest historian of modern 

times. It may have been simply because so much of 

Jarvis's data in The Price of Peac~ was derived from 

Bancroft's History of Mexico (in six volumes, 1883- 1888). 

Stinson Jarvis did however publish one essay on 

historical philosophy, entitled nThe Creative IViann , 

which, like all his other Arena contributions, abounds 

with thought-provoking statements. Again, this view 

of' history derives from his "ascent of' life" theory. 

He points out that there is a greater similarity 

between the philosophies of the historians Carlyle and 

Buckle than is generally thought. Carlyle believed that 

behind each great event of history was a hero , and that 

behind the hero was God. He was never satisfied until 

the individual origins of history could be discovered . 

To Buckle, man was the mere "result o.f historical forces"; 

he was a causalist to whom history was "only the lines 

of' an infinite and unalterable causation encompassing 

the world and bringing to pass whatever is done by the 

agency of men en massen . 



The question comes up: what is this "infinite 

and unalterable causationtt? Here again agnosticism 

and theism come to terms, for this causation may be 

considered to be an observable force (national desires 

and necessities; or the workings or heredity which 

produce a leader): Or it may oe considered to be the 

will of God , an unobservable force . Both are valid 

interpretations, for both a dmit that individual men 

produce nothing and are responsible for nothing. 

If the will of God is the basis for Buckle 's 

theory, then it is really not very different from 

Carlyle's. Jarvis challenges them both by asking, 

urn what historical crises has the will of God been 

manifested? Can you conf'idently point to one? If so, 

your conversational friend will probably call your 

attention to some terrible disasters which arose from 
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it. Perhaps you may thus point to some monarchy. But 

your iconoclastic friend will probably refer you to a 

loathsome system of parasitic adulation, in whi ch place 

and position went by favoritism and whimsical preference, 

and where advancement through personal merit was almost 

unknown. These ills, you think, could not be present in 

a republic; but when you point out these, your attention 

is directed to an internal rottenness in which justice 



and liberty are bought and sold by men who must make 

their fortunes during a short term of irres p onsible 

orf ice. You are then apt to smile at the idea that 

any of these represented the int entions of: God. 11 3 

Jarvis asks, "Is it necessary •.. that God's pur-

poses be brought to a culmination through trickery, 

perjury, manslaughter, and every kind or falsity? 

Personally, I feel totally unable to think this.u4 

He notes that christianity itself' has loosed more of 

this u p on the world than &ny other single movement in 

history. 

Here can be seen the sentiments which Jarvis 

eventually worked into his Price of Peace . In this 

early article they are stated more effectively, devoid 

of the extraneous · matter of' the Druids and their con-

spiracy. His rather unromantic appraisal of republics 

was to f'igure in his later essay, "America a Poweru, 

which will be discussed further on in this study . 
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His point is that history cannot be said to repre-

sent the will of God . It is the will of' man, carried 

in man 's soul. The soul as well as the body is subject 

to heredity and ascent, and those men in whom the "soul-

faculties" have been developed to the highest extent 

have been the ones who have shaped history: Jarvis is 
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back to his "ascent of life" theory . Napoleon , for 

example, was such a leader. "His Corsican mother bore 

him while she· attended her husband in his battles. 

The offspring was marked .for war in his mother 's womb . u5 

But no lasting benefit arose f'rom his meteoric career, 

and therefore Jarvis can see no trace of' the will of 

God in any of this. 

whether Jarvis was an agnostic or not, it is clear 

that he did believe in the necessity of' observation as 

a basis for philosophy. Like George Eliot , who trans-

lated Strauss 's Life of Jesus, he accepted the newly-

revived "Arian heresy" -- that even Christ was not divine , 

did not entirely represent the will of God . He called 

him uthe greatest man that ever lived ..• And whatever he 

1rras , or was not, he knew more than any other man . " 6 

How this view of history could be extended toward 

an understanding of contemporary polities , and how 

strictly Jarvis relied upon it for projections into the 

future, will be taken up next. 

Jarvis's essay, "America a Power" ( April , 1898), 

was intended to be a commentary on an earlier article 

by Dr . Ridpath (December, 1897). In this essay, "Shall 

th~ United States be Europeanized?" , the great historian 



-wrote that America had come to a crossroads ••• "The 

United States must gravitate rapidly towards Europe, 

or else diverge ~rom Europe as rar and as ~ast as 

- II possible. - What had prompted this comment was the 

unmistakable policy which the United States had re-
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cently set in motion in order to become a world power. 

The United States showing at the Portsmouth naval re-

views had been in ef'~ect a public announcement of' 

intent. "1-lith its interests in Samoa , its possibilities 

in Hawaii , its sympathy ~or Cuba, its protectorate over 

the whole of' South America" , asked Jarvis, "What pr in-

ciple now remains of' the old combination whose maxim 

was to be suf'f'icient unto itself', and whose ambition 

was to be able to explore the unknown recesses of' its 

own territory?n7 

Dr . Ridpath had suggested ~our major influences 

tending to alter the national outlook: commerce, or 

trade relations both domestic and foreign; accumulated 

wealth , or the position o~ American securities on the 

world market; social influence, or ties with the \'.realth 

and nobility of' Europe through international marriages; 

and government , which nalways encroaches and enlarges, 

does not look affectionately at man, but always af'f'ect

iona tely toward .form and the splendor o~ things.·" 
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Because o~ his insistence on applying the evolut-

ionary theory to every study, including politics -- a 

rault borrowed ~rom one o~ his ~avorite authors, 

Herbert Spencer-- Jarvis's political thinking, centering 

on America and its role in the world's ~uture, is hope

less ly naive. In "America a Power" he does make some 

perceptive observations. The inclination of his remarks 

places him well to the le f t o~ centre in terms o~ the 

poliw~cal thought o~ the time. But nis conclusion has 

~ittle to do with his original observations; it simply 

corresponds to that optimistic theory which seems to 

provide an answer to so many of his arguments. Unfort

un~~tely this tendency would only increase as the years 

went by, so that in his book The Price o~ Peace ll92l), 

which will be discussed ~ater, his conclusions bear 

pract1cal~y no resemblance to his observations. 

Jarvis discusses Dr. Ridpath's ~our influences one 

by one. About commerce there is nothing to say, because 

the cessation o~ commerce is impossible. As for accumu-

lated wealth, the bourse or the world has no nationality 

money is money . So this need not be considered either. 

Social influence, on the other hand, he deems auite 

important, i.1. that it could well bring the United States 
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into the European sphere . "There is only one world 

of fashion . It recognizes only those within its 

territory . Its dictum is that nobody can be somebody 

who remains with the anybodies . Will a love for the 

tenets of a religious sect , or the grandeur of the 

Jeffersonian simplicity , prevent the moneyed man from 

seeking a comparatively cheap prominence? ••• Has anyone 

remained entirely true to the earlier principles when 

his bank account reached seven figures? •.• a title has 

extraordinary value from certain points of view •.. It 

may give the most brainless ass a position that nothing 

else under heaven could provide him . n8 

Dr . Ridpath showed ways in which the U . S . Government , 

the fourth influence , was copying monarchical systems 

and wordings . The extinction of Jeffersonian democracy 

is just another proof' of the tendencies of' governments 
,, . 

to be carried away by a love for splendor . nJ.Vlany are 

crazy to make a bit of' his tory and have their names writ 

large on it . The hurried advancement of the navy tells . 

The nammers in the navy yards mark the pulse of' the un-

hatched Somebodies . Dr . Ridpath says the people are the 

saf'eguard -- that f'our - fif'ths o:f the nation are opposed 



to any momentous alteration; and that seems to be 

true of every individual of the four-fifths until 

he gets rich or can handle a spoke in the wheel of 

state. Tne p~opie? What people? Is it suggested that 

thiS country is in any way influenced or governed by 

the people? n9 

No; the working man 11 is told it is national and 

patriotic to agree to (tariffs) and remain poor in 
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order to give 'protection• to the wealthy manufacturers 

.... When the electioneering mechanisms of the money 

power are in good running order the use of the ballot

box is about as valuable as a wet squib. Practically, 

the money power and the government are Siamese twins, 

and it is difficult to see how individual opinion in the 

four-fifths majority can be counted on as a power in the 

present condition of affairs.HlO 

What had happenea to the United States is that the 

powers that rule, filled with the desire to be Somebody, 

had brought about uthe same old t hing -- the rulers 

and the ruled. And republi cs have hever been anything 

else, except in their early and village· conditions."ll 

The differences in the constitutions and practices in 

the countries o f the world are reduced to nothing more 
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than a choice of terms. But this cannot be criticized, 

says Jarvis the evolutionist, for it is the only form 

of national growth possible. The United States has 

abandoned its F·uri tan heritage, and "notice of' the South 

American protectorate has been served on the world ••• 

Not a soldier is added to the pay-roll. It simply goes 

by 'bluf'f' and the building of' ships. It is cheap, and 

the profits are beyond calculation. It is distinctly 

monarchical. It knocks the Puritan's tenth commandment 

sky-high in not only coveting but securing all it can 

grab. And, hypocrisy apart, \-Jho cares whether it is 

monarch ical, or un-Puritan, or anything else? It is 

good. nl2 

Of' course this is all to the ul timat.e good, for 

the money power will require statesmen to protect U.S. 

interests ab~oad. They will realize that 11 the only national 

pros perity is the welfare of the four-fifths, not that 

of the few." The enrichment of the manufacturers at the 

expense of the workers has had its uses -- but it will 

come to an end. This internal affair could be remedied 

easily. And here his argu ment takes a curious turn: nis 

it not a cause for thanksgiving that the selfishness of 

the controlling po1.-1er means security for the nation? 
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• • • 
There will be names to protec1;, amuit. ions to be 

forwarded, alliances to be ~ormed, alliances capable 

of holding the -world at bay; and thus the deliverer of 

the slave will give liberty to all. The nations a1·e 

now bent rorward, 11sten1ng. And ~rom the upper air 
13 

comes the sound o~ the rush o~ eagle wings.n 

"America a Powern is little more than well-

intentioned chauvinism apparently when writing on 

Amer1ca, Jarvls ~or convenience 's sake considered 

himself an Amer..~.can; his :family tree allowed him this 

liheT·ty. 

Other remarks on things American show little ~ore 

than this same well-intentioned chauvinism, the view or 

America as the world's hope. Evidently this view was 

held by nearly a~l Americans in those d~ys, no matter 

what their political persuasion. 

Although Jarvis's iisense o:f absurdity" apparently 

stopped functioning whenever the topic o~ America came 

up, he writes in nFemale Humorists and .American Humor" 

that " ••• the great moral use o:f the sense o~ absurdity ..• 

has done more to kill out error than all the arguments 

of centuries, and has made An0ricans a free people more 

than any Declaration of Independence that ever was 

signed. Humor ••. compassion, and a sense of decency 

help to form the composite religion in which an 
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American seeks to be valuable rather than holy." 
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Another political vie1r.r: "In England, anarchism, 

like other unrequired peculiarities, is caused to die 
15 

from an overwhelming sense of' its own absurdity ." 

Chauvinism and sentimentality are likewise evinced 

in his description of' the young American actress , 

Kathryn Kidder . "For those who have acquired a complete 

distrust of' the Parisian feminine physiognomies it is a 

pleasure to regard one that has some anchorage in it 

some principles fixed hard and f'ast; some internal 

refinement that shines through any pretended or real 

veneer and makes itself felt as of supreme value in 

human lif'e. This is one idea of' the American girl , who 

holds within her the future moralities of complete free -

dom, and who is now our best promise f'or the yet unborn 
16 

generations of' the future. 11 

There is no substance to these views. One must 

admit that Jarvis was not a great political thinker. 'fo 

be completely convinced, the reader is directed to his 

Price of Peace , which was to be his last book. 

" V.Jar and any killing of' human beings counted as 
nething in extending and maintaining the power of 
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the Druid Church, and attempts to understand human 
history are bound to fail if they do not include 
knowledge of this fact." (Stinson Jarvis, The Frice 
of Peace, p. 76) 

The thesis in this book is that the price of peace 

is mankind's abjuration, once and for all, of the rule of 

kings and priests. Together these parties have been at 

the root of all the wars in history, but since kings are 

in effect their agents, it is the organized religions of 

the world which are ultimately responsible . 

The reader prepares himself for a controversial 

text in support of this certainly valid argument . 

Instead, he is baf~led by the author ' s presumptuous 

tone and almost _totally fallacious reasoning . Indeed , 

a study of The Price of Peace belongs more to the realm 

of clinical psychology than of literature . 

Jarvis sees modern priests of all religions as the 

spiritual descendants of the ancient Druids , whose home 

was in the British Isles . The first Druid colleges 

were set up about 11 , 000 B . C., and almost from the 

beginning the Druid priests set out to colonize the 

rest of the world , the people of which were at that time 

l ittle more than apes . '' ••• the Church began its 

mental conquest or savages with singing and music . These 

priestly scientists treated Lire and Thought as part of 
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a vibration pervading nature. Through the exhibitions 

of traveling performers and by our own experiments we now 

know that mind can be influenced by other mind and by the 
1117 

vibrations of music. Next, the Druids invented languages, 

and sent emissaries to teach them to the various peoples 

of the world. In order to maintain secrecy, ever 

vital to their plan of world-domination, the Druids 

made these languages quite difrerent from their own, 

which were, according to Jarvis, Gaelic, Old Celtic, 

1~elsh, and Anglo-~axon (always referred to as Anglian). 

But, as a form of intellectual amusement, and to provide 

hints for educated men of the distant future, they left 

countless clues in the words of the new languages by 

Hhich they can be linked to the old. An expedition was 

even sent across the sea to America, intermarrying with 

the native women and bringing language, arts, and 

sciences to the Aztecs, Incas, etc. 

Kings have always been understood to be agents of 

the deity, and thus, like the "colonial" priests of 

the Hebrews, ancient Egyptians, uindus, and others, 

actually agents of the Druids, who there~ore never had 

need for an army of their own. Even heaven and hell had 

their origin in reality, Jarvis claims, representing 

Britain and Ireland, respectively. J i th the rewards 

of heaven and the torments of hell before them, the 
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people of the world slaughtered and were slaughtered 

bY the hundreds of thousands in the name of tqe deity , 

ul timately benefitting only the Druids and their a gents , 

k i ngs and priests , by extending and consolidating their 

power . 

Eventually it became clea r to the Druids tha t 

their true home was in unavoidable danger o f dis c overy , 

as their colonies grew ever more sophisti c ated and 

adventu rous . They also realized that they had over-

extendee themselves , and were no longer able to e xact 

tribute fro m their colonies . To solve these problems 

they eng ineered a project that would remove the last 

tang ible traces of their connection with the reli g ions 

and cultures of the world . " ••• the new system would 

have nothing to do with tribal and n a tional tribute , 

and the dues for deity would be p ersonally collected 

from each individual ; - - thus amassing a wealth such 
18 

as had never been known . 11 The Druids embarked upon 

their final great project -- the invention of Chri st 

and Christianity . 

11 As the fl/elsh makers of reli g ions had always 

used war when they deemed it useful , they sketched 

the c oming N. T . g od as having two opposed chara cters , 

so tha t the s a me deity could be use d f or both peace and 

war . In one of these characters he is a Mars who denies 

that he comes to bring peace , and as s erts tha t he comes 
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other character he is the ideal of humility, and, like 

the sheep, does not attempt to retaliate when abused . 

Both these teachings were necessary. The Church 

required that man should be submissive and humbly 

obediant, but also that they could be forcea into 

battle whenever war was desired. Owing to the supreme 

cunning of this arrangement, christians .. (s.i c) have been 

alternately controlled for peace and driven into war, 

, according to the needs of the moment . Even the recent 

Boer War seemed sancti~ied when the Arch Bishop of 

Canterbury issued a mellifluous prayer to the God of 
19 

Battles asking for success in this buccaneer project .H 

There is an important school of political and 

historical thought today which would find much truth 

in the roregoing passage. And cert&inly if this was 

true of the Boer War , it was the still more recent 

\-lorld :ifar JL in which Jarvis saw the strongest evidence 

for his theories. The war was almost certainly what 

prompted him to rewrite nThe Jarvis Letters" (1913-14) . 

He was now more convinced than ever that his knowledge 

had to be presented to the world . Thus , the book has 

a presumptuous , evangelistic tone, despite the fact 

that it was printed in a small quantity by a little

known publisher , and could not have enjoyed much more 
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than a local currency. "I simply call attention to 

these .facts , 11 writes the author at one point, uBecause 
20 

no argument is -necessary, or even possible ." 

Where did Jarvis get all his information about the 

ancient Druids and their thirteen-thousand-year 

domination o.f mankind? Jarvis explains, "The deceptions 

used in the stories that have controlled mankind will 

be .found entertaining •••• readers will see that these 

and many other deceptions were solely .for use , and 

Nere inte!'lded to be understood by the educated men or 

the dist ant future . So the writers o.f thehlble said, 

'There is nothing hidden which shall not be known'', 

and when this book (i.e., his own) publishes many 

historice.l .facts which have been carefully concealed, 

it carries out the intention or the Druid .fathers 
22 

thems e lves, as sho1-..rn by their writings." (p. vi.) 

In other words, Jarvis had '.found' this proo.f concealed 

in such ancient writings as the bible, the Iliad, 

the Odyssey , inscriptions in temples, etc. Jarvis 

does not think it strange that he is the first to have 

realized this. " Nothing has been taught in christian 

schools concerning the great Druid colleg es, and every 

reader will now see that there must have been a reason 

for such concealment. To explain the ancient Helsh 
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priests and their vast learning would also explain 

that these were the only men who could have written 

the bible and other scriptures. So we were taught 

that the Druids were hal~-savage ~anatics who were 
2.2 

quite unimportant in human history.u 

Richard H. Rovere has recently written that 

"there is in every people on earth a 1-veaknes s ~or 

23 
conspiracy theories o:f history." And it is a truism 

that in analy zing a passag e o~ literature, i:f one 

is looking for something, he will eventually :find 

it, although he may have to disregard the principles 

of logic in the process. These two statements explain 

Jarvis's method1 akin to that o:f the numerous writers , 

mainly in the 19th century, who have virtually 

manufactured the problem o:f the ShRkespeare apocrypha, 

or contrariwise, c~st doubt on Shakespeare's authorship 

of the plays. The situation is the same - a shadowy 

figure about whom little is known (Shakespeare, Druids), 

and a :few unwarra nted premises, will start a chain o:f 

reasoning that can end almost anywhere. Much of The 

Yrice of Peace consists of a tedious analysis o:f words 

~words, divorced from their me e.nings, as though they 

were nothing more than arbitrary groupings of letters. 
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The substance o~ the book consists o~ an Author's 

preface and about twenty pages at the end. The 

remainder o~ The Price o~ Peace is such an outstanding 

example o~ bad scholarship and ~aulty reasoning that it 

is really not wor·th criticizing point ~or point . Hund

reds o~ examples drawn ~rom languag e and symbolism are 

off ere d in an attempt to show the connections among 

the culture of ancient Britain and those o~ the Aztecs, 

the Hindus , the Javanese, the Greeks, the Romans , the 

Assyrians, to name a few . However, Jarvis*s under 

standing of philology is very limited and he has no 

right to draw such connections on the basis of the 

'evidence 1 he advances. Despite his interest in the 

writings of Max MUller, many o~ which deal with philology, 

it is apparent that in this case J a rvis's reach exceeded 

his grasp . One sign of his great self-confidence in 

linguistic matters is his habit, in this book, of de

liberately mis-spelling certain words, especially names, 

to indicate their supposed etymologies. In some cases, 

he may be technically correct, as in his spelling of 

"consacrate," but he still is not justified in 

arbitrarily using his own spellings. 

He does consult other author~. From these he takes 

only his observations; the conclusions are his own, and 
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so radically at variance with any other authority, 

that it is truly amaz1ng that he never questions him-

seli. · ~ndeea, _ on severa~ occasions he asserts that 

facts are t·acts, and there is no argument possible. 

~t seems hardly necessary to classi~y the many species 

of fallacy which are used to 'prove' Jarvis's theory. 

For he would use any type o~ fallacy in order to prove 

a theory which, in the final analysis, originated 

nowhere but in his own mind . Even the sources he does 

mention are very poorly cited, i.e., "(see Forbes)" , 

or even, "'Brancie'" -- and. there is no bibliography! 

Other sources consulted are Bancroft, Budge , Smiddy, 

and Anthon . Smiddy's book is the only one properly 
24 

identified. A researcher could probably identify the 

others with comparatively little dif'.ficulty, but this 

hardly seems worthwhile, because Jarvis merely drew 

isolated observations from the works o~ the various 

historians, but his conclusions are unconnected with 

these observations, except in his own mind . 

Typical of the bulk of the text is this extra

ordinary interpretation of the Song o~ Solomon : "rrhe 

name o~ SOL.O.MON" uses Anglian words and names him 

as the 'Sun Circle Man,' and his other name as 

'SUL.I.I~N' uses the Celtic SUL and names him as the 

'Sun Island Ivian . 1 Both these name the British priest-
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hood, and therefore Solomon is called the wisest of 

men. The so-called 'Song of Solomon ' is a dialogue 

between this Sun KIN.G who represents England and the 

Queen Venus ,Ireland). These two alternately praise 

each other, and incidentally fill the text with Church 

pictures; -- the whole or it being of trick and record. 

Here, Venus says, 'Behold, I am Black, 1 because I.r·eland 

was the Black Death land, endlessly ~ictured as the 

B~ack Field, and Celtic rulers were painted as s1tting 

in the Black Field , holding in the~r hands tne LILI 

which al1rrays named Venus and IJ.: eland. Here also the 

Church exp~ains th~t it is or both Engiand and Ireland, 

saying, 'I am the ROSe of SHA.RON and the LILI.' The 

R.O.S., the 'hed Sun Sign' , has always named England , 

the Sun country, and therefore it was made of dyed red 
25 

cotton and worn on the robes of the Assyrian sun kings .n 

And it goes on in a similar vein, as does the whole 

book. This tends to have a depressing ef; ect on the 

average reader, if he can get through it at all. 

A generous interpretation of The Price of ~eace 

will allow that its main point is the connection 

between states and religions, and religions and wars; 

Jarvis's fantastic story of the Drun Church must be 
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taken metaphorically . After al~ , while Jarvis may 

have been somewhat oblivious of reality , reality was 

not oblivious of him . If Jarvis c ommunicates l i ttle 

t o the reader , the fact that the book exists , an 

undenia'Jle truth , communicates more . But since most 

of the book is in itself meaningless , it cannot be 

analyzed on its own terms . This is what was meant 

earlier by the statement that an analysis of most of 

this book would fall within the realm of clinical 

psychology . When a philosophy has been proven unten

able it is no longer a philosopny . But although it 

may in itself bs valueless as a means of i nterpreting 

experienc e , it is not totally without some kind of 
' 

worth . When a charlatan is exposed , his wo r ds are 

discounted . Yet he must not be forgotten : an analysis 

of why he said what he did , when , where , and to whom -

and why he was believed - will provide concrete 

knowledge toward an understanding of the environment 

i n which he functioned , and the mind with which he 

functioned . In literary terms the bulk of Jarvis ' s 

book could only be c alled an ' unc onscious metaphor ', 

if literature will allow such a term at all . 

From a literary point of view, then, the book is 

an expression of the anger and frustration whi ch wars 

have brought on . The earlier '"Jar vis Letters 11 put the 
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emphasis on the Druids themselves, and sa±d little about 

war; but the experience o~ World War I influenced the 

revision greatly. The book also shows a disdain of 

organized religion , as being a hoax and an instrument 

of power . These are twentieth-century ideas, devastating 

to a man whose beliefs are anchored in the tradition of 

mid- Victorian British Canada . It is almost as though 

these conclusions were too disorienting for Jarvis to 

deal with them on a meaningful level . 

As lacking in logic as The Price of Peace may be , 

it was not ~ritten without a great deal of research and 

thought . That the research w~s inconclusive and the 

reasoning faulty does not change the fact that the book 

was the result of long study . Ezra Pound has written 

that uthe poet is the antenna o~ the race . u It was 

Jarvis's receptivity to the zeitgeist that made him 

write such a book , but , baffled by the changing times , 

he took refuge in the fantasies of his own mind without 

even being aware o~ it . Yet it was this same zeitgeist 

which l..Jas to produce Jaromir Hasek ' s Good Soldier S chweik , 

Ernest Hemingway's Farewell to Arms , and Joseph Heller ' s 

Catch 22 . It i s still growing in intensity today . 

However , Heller is not an idealist . His consplr

atorlal theory of h1story arrlves at t he concluslon , 

11 They are out to get me . . I The onl.y soJ.ution -- a realistic 

one -- is to be a c oward , i . e ., to save y ourself , because 
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in truth, no one else is intere s ted. Earlier in this 

century , Hemingway discovered this same 11 Themlf. His 

solution was diff erent; to confront the force, and to 

win or lose on your own streng th. It was not worthwhile 

living .. otherwise, being hunted, and running to no 

purpose, unable to live as a man must live. 

Jarvis's solution to the problem of "Them" is more 

idealistic, as is only to be expected from a Victorian. 

He believed, as Woodrow Wilson believed, or claimed to, 

that "They" were on their last legs, that the 1tJar to 

End All Wars had just been fought, and that organized 

religion and monarchy would soon crumble. America was 

the ideal, and democracy the spirit of the future. This 

in itself was the solution to the problem. It never 

occurred to him that "They" might be replaced by another 

11 Them". To J a rvis, the Boer War was evil, the Spanish-

America n War good. But was there any substantial 

diffe rence between them? In both wars many suffe red, and 

a select few benefitted enormously. The author's political 

n a ivete, which is touching in its sincerity, is exempli£-

ied in t he pass age in whicn he writes of America's role 

.for the future. 

nHow silly to try to make peace agreements with 
systems built for war! At the Peace Conference 
the United States proposed an agreement to make 
all future conquests impossible, and the repres
entatives of kings politely killed the proposal, 
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but they unintentionally made it . clear to the world 
that there can be no permanent peace as long as any 
k1nd of kingship exists. As loyalist Europe has been 
masterfu~ in ruling through the power of' false be
..Lie:fs, so.the United S Gates must b'=' masterf'uj_ in the 
smashing of t hose be liefs . The firs t champion of' 
human f'reetlom must libera te all -- not with armies, 
but simply by exposing the deceptions which have 
been sanctified. Legislation prohibiting all assertion 
as to agency for deity within the United States would 
sufficiently announce that the long ages of charlat
anism have ended . No one would consent to sit upon 
a throne after the United States had a cted on the 
proofs tha t every throne was built on fraud . The 
pawn in each loyalist army would know that all their 
fathers had been fooled f'or ages, and that they need 
not g ive their own lives for the support of consacrated 
humbug . Then there could be nothing left but the 
formation of republics, in which no desire fo r war is 
created, because they contain no clas s or k ing to be 
profited b y it.n26 

Surely, The Price of Peace ranks ~aong the most 

peculiar books ever published . It is a bit surprising 

that it was accepted by a publisher at all, but then, it 

has been said that nothing is · surprising in California . 

As strange as it is, there is very little in it tha t was 

not fore cast in Jarvis's earlier writings . It is the 

reductio ad absurdem of the t ype of book represented by 

the earlier Ascent of Life, a work which is far more 

subdued and detached. Logical errors a re not perhaps 

the fabric of which The Ascent of Life is made, but they 

are much in evid ence even there . As the public for a 

pseudo-scientific book is limited , but lavi sh in its 

praise of the rare bo ok which can really s et their meta-
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physical thoughts in motion, so the public for an out

landish book is still more limited, but the praise 

emanating from -people who will believe anything so long 

as it purports to be true, is loud and lasting. Reportedly 

there are many such people in Southern California . 

Jarvis's disdain for the tarradiddle and hocus-pocus 

of the various religious groups, particu larly with regard 

to the supposed shrines and aacred places in the holy Land, 

is clearly voiced in his first book, Letters ~rom East 

Longitudes (1875) . Geofrrey Hampstead (1890) presents 

the story of a man graced with superior mind and physical 

prowess secretly making fools of everyone he knows, to 

suit his own purposes . Compare this passage from The Price 

of Peace dealing with the Odyssey: 

" •• • the whole booK .•• is a continuous stream of 

praise of wise , godlike Odysseus•, and q:f his 

ability to play upon the heartstrings at will , 

and not only cause tears in others, but produce 

them himself over pure fiction . In other words, 

The ttoD . USSE . IA" 1.'\fas written by men who regarded 

their ability to deceive eloquently and pleasingly 
27 

as the most valuable asset of human li:fe . n 

Also in Geoffrey Hampstead Mrs . Lindon , a wealthy but not 

too intelligent society woman , is ttbled" continuously by 

other society women soliciting for rather dubious charities 
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under the aegis of a nprestige" church. Likewise, in 

gr. Perdue (1892), the wife of the good doctor is under 

the influence of a crafty High Church clergyman who is 

out for every penny she has. He has no qualms because 

it is "all for the good of the Church.n 

To the Victorian, hypnotism was the surrender of one 

mind to the superior 'will' of another. Jarvis was 

preoccupied with the idea that under hypnotism, a state 

of heightened receptivity, the mind could be advanced, 

and roan could reach a higher plane o:f evolution. It was 

assumed that the capability of exhibiting these 'higher 

powers' was within every man, but that it had to be 

'brought out' by one of stronger will. The modern view is 

that the hypnotist is more or less a complex mechanism 

in bringing the subject to a heightened state of 

relaxation in which all his energy is concentrated on the 

workings of his own mind. In the Victorian view, it is 

the power of the hypnotist which is of the essence. In 

the modern view, it is the subject, who must have the 

ability to relax, who is the crucial factor. It is known 

today that no special ' gi:ft' is need~d to become a 

hypnotist, merely training and the knowledge of certain 

techniaues. The gift, if any gi:ft there be, is in the 

subject, who must be susceptible to hypnosis. If he is 

not, there is no known 1 technique' by means of which he 

can learn this . 
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Jarvis perfopmed many experiments with hypnosis, 

and his cunclusions are given in The Ascent of Life. 

Here is still anotner parallel with The Price of Peace: 

the idea that man advances th:bough enslavement_, whether 

mental or physical -- the very rationale of colonialism, 

a typically Victorian idea. So Jarvis writes, 

"Any urging concerning the values o:f civilization 
seems a foolishness to the savag e whose :fathers 
have :for a thousand generations sought supremacy 
in rapine, scalping, reveng e, and killing. The 
alteration must come through a change in p ersonal 
desires. So the great changer, Story, was always 
used; and the Church eventually produced stories of 
human g ods who were identi:fied with the rec auisites 
of civilization, namely, kindness, forbearance, 
compassion and g entleness. Then men sought to be
come like the g ods •.• not because they knew or cared 
anything about s ocial improvement, but solely to gain 
post-mortem reward by imitating these stored deities. 
Their desires were changed. Th ey passioned to be 
different from what they had been. In this way the v 
were wisely led by stcry into ac auiring what civil
ization needs. In the course of centuries, the 
scheme succeeded. Latterly it was realized that in 
striving for a wholly fictional heaven, men had 
incidentally made this despised world a rather decent 
place to live in. It became known as a certainty 
that self control, kindliness and politeness are 
supremely desirable, not for any heavenly payment, 
but because without these there can be no civilization. 
~~is is the result of practical test, and is a 
permanent addition to wisdom, re cuir~Bg no f urther 
teaching concerning fictional gods.'' 

All in all, Jarvis believes that the Druids were indes-

pensible, unscrupulous as they were. There is no question 

that he admires these Druids, just as he adr ired another 

creation of his mind, Geo Efrey Hampstead. 
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Aside from the serious defects outlined above, 

there are pages t..rh ich admirers of Jarvis v.rill .find 

interesting and entertaining. Although there has been 

an undeniable deterioration o.f his powe,rs of thought 

and communi cation, readers will still recognize the 

stinson Jarvis of earlier writings , and will enjoy 

The Price of Peace by virtue of that fact, if f or no 

other reason. 
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Chapter 6: _:i'IC'l_liON 

Now that the ideas and philosophi~s of Stinson Jarvis 

have been reviewed , it will be possible to examine his 

novels on a deeper level than otherwise . But the fact 

remains that the novels of Jarvis are not really great 

literature . They lack the essential elements of univers

ality and timelessness , and ~vhile they are def'ini tely 

novels of ideas , the ideas themselves are neither very 

original nor profound . Yet the novels are on the whole 

comp e- lling and attractive . In this chapter an attempt 

will be made to sug6est why this is . 

The three novels Geoffrey Hampstead , Doctor ~erdue, 

and She Lived ;n New York , as well as the short story 

ttThe .Pride of l111argaret Alleyne" , were all written within 

the relatively short period of 1~90 - 1094 . Therefore the 

similarity in style and subject matter is not surprising , 

par ~icularly in view of the lack of intellectual growth 

evident even between two such widely- separated mileposts 

as Letters from East Long itudes (le75) and The Ascent of 

Life lld~4J . It was unfortunately impossible to provide 

direct quotations to illuminate the comments on Doctor 

Perdue and She Lived in New York . These books were 

availabl e to the present author several months ago , but 

owing to an unforeseen change in the policy of the United 
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states Library of Congress, they could not be re-obtained 

at the time o.f writing ~ vJ inter, lY6o). The library o f the 

Memorial University of' Newfoundland has not located these 

scarce books in any other collection. lt is hoped, now-

ever, that an aaequate introduction to Jarv1s's .fiction 

may be provided by an analysis o.f Geoffrey Hampstead , 

accompanied by somewhat less detailed references to the 

other works in light of that analysis. It will be seen 

that their similarities to Geo.f.frey Hampstead are greater 

than their differences. 

The rationale .for a good man of' superior qualities 

is easily encompassed in Jarvis's theories of creative 

evolution. He .fits in with nature's plan to improve 

mankind . The superior man who is evil is less easy to 

explain. Unlike Nietzche, Jarvis believed wholeheartedly 

that such an ubermentsch was as much subject to tradit

ional moral codes as any other man . 

Geoffrey Hampstead is such a character . It may be 

interesting to note that he is very mu ch like Jarvis 

himself; one might even venture a guess that this was how 

Jarvis saw himself, or wished to be seen; or that, in say

ing tr1here, but for the grace o.f God, g o Itt, he was 

secretly wishing that he could go that way someho1,r . J:t,or 

there is no question but that Jarvis has great afl'ection 
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for Hampstead; for all his evil , Hampstead remains a 

superior person . Hence the inten~ed conaemnation is 

somewhat mu~~led . 

This is equally true of ~stelle Crosby in She Lived 

in New York . A reading o~ Jarvis 1 s entire output points 

undeniably to the ~act that his intention in this book 

was to show the terrible consequences of sin. iJ.Tne g radual 

disintegration of Estelle Crosby is meant to provoke 

horror and disgust . Ye-c it is understanda ble why rrof . 

Beharriell calls the book nliberal and anti - puritan in 
l 

its view . " The author s conderrnation does not come through 

clearly ; he has too much a~i'ection for the character . 

He is unable to conceal it . Thus the moral element , meant 

to be supreme , is in f'act superfluous ; and the objective 

study of character and scene becomes the real strength o~ 

the book , and of the other two books as well . 

Geoffrey Hampstead is a bank clerk in Toronto , 

presumably a man about thirty years of age . A bank clerk , 

Jarvis point~ out with satirical intent , commands prestige 

in Toronto . Though he has neither family nor wealth , a 

bank clerk is admitted into society . His friend Jack 

Creswell , a clerk in the s~ne Victoria Bank , plays 

Copperf'ield to Ba..mps tead · s Steerf'orth . But it should be 

remembered that these bank clerks are a good deal older 
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than Dickens · characters . This msy be an indication 

of the somewhat boyish mentality of the author , who at 

rorty- one cmuld sti l l boast that he had won the bowling 

prize and been c aJ->tain of' two c ri c ket tearrs at s cl'1ool . 

Naurice Rank.Ln is an o ther character lntro duc ed 

early ln the story . His f ather had lost his money in 

a financial panic , and had died despondent and destitu t e . 

Haurice determined to c omplete his law studies , and 

eventually passed the bar examination . As the novel 

opens , he is almost penniless , but cheerful at his 

prospe c ts for the future now that he has finally beco~e 

a lawyer . lankin plays an important part in the novel 

from a structural standpoint , although he c annot be 

considered among the major characters . He serves a kind 

of Greek chorus regarding the unfolding events , but is 

directly concerned with few of them . Honest but shr ewd , 

tiankin is the only male character in the nove l who i s 

Hampstead ' s equal . Ultimately , as a lawyer , it is Rankin 

and no one else who seals Hampstead's fate . 

At the beginning of the book , fiankin knows Hampstead 

only as a nei ghbour in the same apartment building . 

Hrumpstead takes him out to dinner . A1~terwards , 1·ankin 

sits musing : ";so I hEve got another client , I perceive . 

That dinner today was a fee -- nothing else in the world . 
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I don't know that I a ltogether like my new client . he 
2 

evidently didn't get what he wanted . 11 

·rhroughout the novel h&nkin is aware o f· most of' the 

events, even present at many of them , but he remains 

always alooi .. . He is not colourless , but a character 

skilfully painted in pale shades . 

Jack Creswell is kind and good-natured , not espec-

ia~ly clever , pass i onately f'ond of' yachting , and utterly 

aevoted to h is f iancee , Nina Lindon , as well &s to 

hampstead . Creswell is Hampsteadrs victim from the start . 

The relationship is portrayed with eninent truth to 

reality . Creswell wants only to 6 i ve , nanrps lJeaa only to 

take . 

Nina is the daugh ter o r the very wealthy Jo s eph 

Lindon . Jarvis describes the Lindons and their domestic 

life with delicate but pointed irony . It is a life built 

totally upon appearances , and the Lindons are meant to 

epitomize Toronto high society . 

nMrs . Lindon was supr·emely her own mistress . 
This was not , perhaps , an ultimate benefit to her , 
but as she had nothing on earth to trouble about , 
long years of idleness and indulgence in every whim 
had led her to conjure up a grievance , which she 
nursed in her bosom , and on account or' it she excused. 
hersel_!" ror al..L shortcomings . •1•n1s was that sne was 
J..e r t so much w·i uhout ·the SOCl81JY 01" ~1r . Llndon . Oi ten , 
in the pauses between the excitements she c..~.-ea ted 
ror herself , tears of seli - pity would arise at the 
thought of her abandoned condition . The truth was 
that s he did not care any more for Lindon than 
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he did for her; but from the fact that she really 
did desire to have a husband who would see better 
the advantages of shining in society, the poor 
lady contrived to convince herself that he had 
been greatly wanting in his duties to her as a 
husband , that the affection was all on her siae, 
and that that aff'ection was from year to year 
quietly repulsed . Their domes ·tic bearing toward 
each otner was now that of a quiet neutrality . 
They always addressed each other in public as 'my 
dear,' and, if either of' them had died , no doubt 
the berea.ved one would have mourned in the usual 
way , on the principle of 1Nil de mortuis nisi 
bunkum . 1 n j 

clr . Lindon does not speak o~ his pedigree: he has 

none . Fortunately he appears to be no c:if:f'erent from the 

rest of Toronto in this respect . lie is a self'- made man , 

and his only interest in life is in acc~nulatin~ money . 

dis taste is entirely the product of imitation . In 

.L-J.atthe1.-r Arnold's nomenclature, Lindon is a philistine; 

but nearly all of Toronto society is like him . As one 

reviewer noted , tt ••• the reader vJho is not Canadian mus~ 

perceive plainly the linited worldliness of the provincial 

'highflyers' at fashion -- a limitation of which they 

are supremely unconscious . " 4 

Although he likes Jack Creswell, Lindon has sent 

Nina with her mother to ~urope for two years expressly to 

keeu her away :from the young suitor . As Lindon rerne_rks 

later in the book , "With her beauty and my money, she 



will make the big~est match of the day ... wben Nina 

marr~es , sir , she marries blood; nothing less than a 

dook, sir , -- ·nothing less than a dook 1,.;-ill satisfy l[e . 

5 
Anu I' 11 have a dook , sir ; mark my words ! " But al though 

she is capricious and fickle ~ Nina still has not met 

anyone in ~urope whom she likes more than Jack . She 

does like Jack ; she does not love him . 

Nargaret lvJ.ackintosh is Hampstead 1 s opposite number 

in the novel . She is the one character who falls shorn 

of being convincing , simply because Jarvis demands more 

or her th~n any one human being can provide . She is 

the ideal woman who has never existed in real lire . 

The daughter of a scholar or intellectual of some sort , 

like Jarvis: s own l'irst ~r-rif·e , she embodies intelligence , 

be&.uty , grEtce , nobility of' soul , and. everything else 

that the author believes is inherent in the highest 

str&- ta of' f'eroinini ty : rt the truly artistic woman . n In 

order to enable her to carry this heavy responsibility 

in tne novel , Jarvis has to muzzle her own feelings . 'ine 

resulting impression is that she has no feelings . ·till , 

her redeeming human attributes -- a good. sense of' humour 

combined 1...ri th a certaln ShT'cwdness - - sav e her from 

being a mere cardboard ~igure . 



Like all the other characters , har garet i s 

entranced (both litera lly and .f i gurat ively ) by Hampstead . 

In this c ase 1-:Lamps tead shares the sentiment . 

Hampstead himself is a most interesting hero . De

spite the .fact that he c an only be described in super l at-

ives , he manages to remain real . 'I'he same may not be 

said for the author•s explanation of how such a 

character c ame to be, as snal~ be seen later on ~n the 

present study. But Hampstead 's importance must not be 

underrated. He is one o.f Jarvis's archetypes. As 

Hargaret is the truly artistic woman, Hampstead is 

"the creative mann , "nature's priest" . He is all the 

more interesting because in his case something has 

gone -wrmng. Hampstead is the handsomest man in Toronto , 

p ossessed of remarkable strength and a g ility; he also 

commands a qu ick and penetrating intellect, and a will

power so g reat that he i' inds (even to his own surprise) 

that he can hypnotize others with no trouble . 

What is nwrong n with Hamp stead is reve a led in this 

early exchange between him and Cr eswell, when the latter 

states ni.f one does wrong he violates his own appreciation 

o f' right, and his gu-ilt can only be measured by the way 

he tramples on his conscience .•• " , to which Hampst e ad 

replies 11 'lhen , according to you Jack , a f ellow with no 

conscience woul d in human judgment have no guilt . " 6 
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This is Hampstead ' s problem . He has no conception 

of guilt . One fa culty , conscience , is twisted , 

malformed . The point of his relationship with Margaret 

is to prove that it is not altogether absent ; the 

potential f'or development is there . But certainly in 

a man so usuperior" other1.fise , it is strange to find 

this phenorrenon . 

How can it be explained? As has been sug.{es ted 

in earlier chapters of the present study , Jarvis puts 

a hi gh premium on the importance of heredity in 

character- development . In his novels it is a crucial 

element . rleredity indeed labours under a disproport 

ionate Qurden in this novel : it is the very key to 

Hampstead ' s character . But if' heredity is ever truly 

the key to a man's ch~racter , it certainly cannot in 

purely literary terms have the same rank as environ

mental factors . This is because environment is so much 

more interesting dramatically . Tbe ccnnection between 

environment -- actions and settings -- and chars.cter is 

dramatic and organic; the connection between heredity 

and character has to be narrative and static . 

has contrived Hampstead's origin so as to assure that 

her·edi ty would be clearly implicated . In f'act the book 

may well be considered a study in heredity , as it was 



by some reviewers: 7 a study of' the conseouence of' a 

most unusual match . 

In a rare mcod of candour , Hampstead reveals his 

background to l'1argaret Hackintosh and Maurice Rankin . 

He is the son of' a British nobleman who was f'or years 

assigned to the diplomatic service in Russia . On a 
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trip into the interior, presumably in the Caspian region, 

the elder Hampstead's party was attacked by a band of' 

Tartars . Fighting them off', Hampstead 1 s men also man

aged to rescue a rew of' tneir prisoners . 'The wild beauty 

of one of' the captives , a young Tartar woman , charmed 

the ~nglishman , and he literally bought her from the 

man in his group who had taken her . 

Bringing the woman back with him to Nosco1..r , he pur 

chased clothes for her , taught her the rudiments of 

western manners , and introduced her to society . Soon 

she emerged as the sensation of' all Moscow , on account 

of her dazzling beauty . Later when he returned to ~ngland , 

Hampstead took her with him . His parents were shocKed 

at rirst , but the glrl cnarrueu even tnem , and at last 

the Tartar and tne nobleman were legally married . ~vi thin 

less than a year Geoffrey was born . Only a few months 

later the young mother was killed in a riding accident . 
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The elder Ha~pstead remarried and fathered several 

more children . In time, Geoffrey be c ame the object of 

hatred and scorn among them. Hampstead went on & trip 

to nussia in search of his antecedents . ~ventually 

he located the village from which his mother had come, 

even i'inding his own uncle, a brother of' hers . Hampstead 

was horrii'ied ; the man was a cunning , drunken thief. 

£et i n his more lucid moments a trace or nis s1ster ·s 

beauty could still be discerned. Later Hampstead learned 

that his mother ' s mother had hers el:f been stolen. by the 

Tartars , &nd had origin&ted in some other tribe. This 

explained how it was that none of the other villaeo;ers 

had any of the same beauty. 

Finding himself cast out, ~r·.Jith even his own father 

turned against him , Hampstead determined to go to America 

to begin a new life. But his irrevocable link with the 

Tar tars could not be forgotten . In the novel it is 

sy~bolized by his ability to disjoint the third and 

fourth fingers of both hands , a feat which none o .f his 

father ' s family could perform , but which he had seen 

his Tartar uncle do habitually. 

Tnis tale is a ne cessary part of the novel , and 

is supposed to add to an understanding of Hampstead . 



But it has no organic connection with the plot, and 

in order to avoid any appearance of this, to set it 

off, Jarvis lessens its dramatic impact by letting 

Hampstead narrate it, rather than giving it the dramatic 

treatment . To be sure , the story is peculiar enough 

on its oHn account to hold the ree..der's interest; and 

while one suspects that the elder He..mpste&.d and his 

b~ide would have been interesting personalities, a 

development of their characters would have been extran-

eous to the novel as Jarvis saw it . At best their only 

connection with the plot could have been their personal 

influence upon the developing Han~ps tead. But this is 

not Jarvis's point at all; in his view the most important 

influence is biological . To avoid confusion he deliber

ately eliminates fvlrs . Hampstead before such personal 

inf'luence can take ef·fect; and this is also "'ihy he 

consciously prevents Georrrey's parents from coming alive 

as characters . 

In addition to the foregoing, there are a nu~ber 

of' minor characters who add atmosphere , and help the 

plot along . There are the Dusenalls , Charley , Emily , 

and their mother , a fabulously wealthy Toronto family . 

A cruise on Charley Dusenall 1 s yacht , the Ideal,serves 

as a framework for nearly one third of the story . 



Mrs . Priest is the landlady of the building in 

which Hampstead , Creswell , and Rankin a l l reside . 
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She is a Dickensian character who , for exampl e , avoids 

buying her o~m coal by taking one lump from every other 

flat in the building every morn1ng . ~he has a s on , 

Patsey , a young ur chin wh o smokes c igars . 

Detect ive Dearborn of the Toronto Police Department 

is che man who app rehends J&ck Creswell in the fast - paced 

closing section of the novel . He is the one character 

vJho is prirrarily a .function o.f the plot . But in a pass2~e 

describing the lawman ' s state of mind , the character is 

fleshed out enough to suit the requirements o.f his place 

in the novel . 

" •.. Mr . Dearborn , perhaps owing to the peculiar 
formation of his jaw , generally lost all idea of the 
respectability of a man as soon as he got on his 
trail . He might have the benefit of all doubts in 
his favor until the warrant for his arrest was placed 
in Mr . Dearborn ' s hands . After that , as a rule , 
the individual , whether acquitted or not at his 
subsequent trial , took no high stand in Hr . Dearborn's 
mind . If acquitted , it was only the result of 
lawyers ' trickery ; not on account of innocenc e . llr . 
Dearborn ... had that tenac ity of purpose that made 
every at t empt at escape see:r1 to double the culprit ' s 
guilt , and in a hard capture this supplied him with 
that 'gall which could meet and overcome the desperate 

nC) courage of a man at bay . 

According to Horgan • s account , when u-eol'i'rey Hampstead 

was reviewed , "the author was guessed at differently , 
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owing to the variety of detail in the book . He was 

suggested to be a banker, a 'society man' , a 'science 

professor ', and a lawyer, while all seemed to agree tha t 

he was a yachtsman . •9 J·arvis was attempting to write 

a number of different novels a t once, a common enough 

trait among those writing novels f or the f irst time. 

This eclecticism , and the leisurely circumstances 

unaer wh ich the book was written, influence its form . 

In a sense Geoffrey Hart1PStead is tvJo novels. The first 

is a nsociety novel,u discursive, panoraiTic, containing 

much description and character exposition, but little 

plot . Here is the anatomy of Toronto, the atmosphere, 

the conversation, the human types. Jarvis writes with 

good humour and mildly satiric intent in this section. 

tie does not criticize the society itself never in his 

life was he to do that -- but the people in it. Like 

most Victorians, he d oes not seem to see how much these 

people are the inevi tabJ.e products o1· their society . 

An ext ens ion oi' this exposition lS the long yacn ·tlng 

sequence in the middle of' the book. Al} the important 

characters are brought together, and the movement of the 

plot, which has not got very far as yet, is almost 

entirely postponed. There is also the ·specific yachting 



element, in the tradition of the Victorian sporting 

novel , or more precisely , the yachting novel. When 

viewed from this angle , the conversations and events, 

many of which have little relevance to t he plot as a 

whole , are seen as embellis~ments to the portrayal of 
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a sporting activity . As one reviewer put it, Jarvis 

nsails his boats in his book . " This provides vicarious 

pleasure f'or au thor and readers alike . 'I1his is the 

par t of' the novel in which most of Jarvis ' s philosophical 

ideas are advanced. The relationship between Hampstead 

and }1argaret begins to take shape . Jarvis was thinking 

in Rousseau-like terms 1...rhen he wrote this section: 

personalities , suddenly un.fettered by the demands of 

civilization, are supposed to emerge with new clarity. 

1ne techni que is to place a group of people in a natural 

setting , away .from the artificiality and hurry of city 

li.fe . I n a typically Victorian w2v , these characters 

manage to bring most of the city life along with them , 

but there is a certain amount o.f playful abandon which 

is new . One recalls Jarvis ' s lit tle column nv.Ji thin Sound 

of the Sea" , in this connection . 

The yachting sequence concludes with a breEthtaking 

trip from Charlotte , New York, to Toronto , in the midst 
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of a heavy storm . It virtually duplicates the real 

adventure Hhich Jarvis had experienced in 1872 , as detailed 

in the biographical section of the present study . 

Finally the plot rushes in , and the novel takes 

on a different cast entirely . This is a structural 

change , creating a second nnovel 11 very distinct from 

the first , or 11 societyn section . Geoff'rey Hampstead 

now becomes a novel of incident . One reviewer put it 

this vJay , perhaps a little severely: " rfue last half-

dozen chapters are very well done ; swift , concise , 

coherent , they show a decided ability for narration of 

irflprobable events , and serve to ef'f'ace the memory of' - ... 

the pages of puerile talk and platitudinous reflection 

of which quite two- thirds or the preceding chapters are 

made up .nlO Here there is little time to pause f'or 

reflection . So 4fldirectly does the p lo t speed on t o 

its inexorable conclusion , that the characters do t o a 

certain extent become puppets . 

There is nothing unusual about this exposition-

development- denouement structure of Geoffrey Hampstead , 

except that it is lopsided . By the time the yachting 

episode i s over , two- thirds of' the book have gone by , 



yet the plot development has barely begun . Had the 

plot been spaced more evenly , the tone oi' the nov e l 

wou~d hav e been morb c onsistent , and the charac ters 

wou~d n ot h a v e lost any individuality by being hurried 

through their paces in the closing chapters . On the 

other hand , the brevity and speed of those chapters 

imparts a journalistic flavour Hhich is most exciting . 

Jack and Nina hurry to Buffalo ; Hampstead hurries to 

sell stock; Nina hurries to Lockport; Jack hurries to 

Toronto ; Hampstead hurries to buy stock; Jack meets 

Nina secretly ; Hampstead loses his money ; Jack and 

Nina hurry to Oswego ; Hampste&d hurries to his room 

with the stolen money ; Dearborn hurries after Jack ; and 

so on . It really is hair- raising , with a constant feeling 

of' movement . Could Jarvis have maintained this atmosphere 

if' he had spaced the plot evenly ever twenty- eight chapters? 

Hardly ; taking into account the length of the book , 

the conditions under which it was written , and the fact 

that Jarvis was ntrying to write a number o.f nove l s at 

once , " he has done the only thing possible , as vJill be 

seen . 

The old serial novels of Dickens , Reade , Collins , 

et al ., demanded that each installment contain roughly 

the same amounts of plot and discussion as every other 



installment . Except f'or slightly more discussion in 

the exposition , and more plot at the climax, this 

tended to give an even , homogeneous tone to the novel . 

Jarvis , of course , wrote Geoffrey Hampstead in his spare 

time . It seems ~ikely that he began with the idea of 

a character , an archetype of his own predilections , 

around whom he freely 1/Jove a network or impressions 

and sketches oi' Toronto life . The plot , although well 

worked out , is extraneous to this , almost an afterthought . 

It would seem that Jarvis did not care how improbable 

the plot was so .long as there was one , to serve as a 

kind of· skele ton on wh1cn to nang the rest o r the novel . 

At the end all this must be cleared av-1ay somehol-v , and 

then the book can be declared officially over . 

But despite the fact that he himself was not writing 

serially, and did not want to write three volumes (for 

one thing , few publishers w§re accepting three- volume 

novels by 1890) , Jarvis was taking these long , rambling 

works , th~ dominant form of fiction for nearly a century, 

as his models. Possibly the influence was unconscious, 

but the vast majority of novels available at that time 

were in this form, and their example could hardly be 

avoided . 
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By today's standard , Jarvis ' s plot is complicated , 

but by the Victorian standard it is brief . The sort 

of rambling , discursive novel Jarvis began writing 

really demands a complicated and generally slow- moving 

plot , if the two elements of nsocietvtt and "incidentll 
v 

are to be combined homogeneously . Properly spea.king , 

in order to preserve the exciting six- chapter sequence 

and to maintain its tone in the context of' an other1rJise 

leisurely book , Jarvis would have had to make it a part 

of a much larger , far more complicated plot . This would 

have necessitated more characters , more description , 

more essays ; in short , a three- volQme novel . .-Vi thin the 

limits he set (378 pages) , the two elements do not auite 

fit together . It may be noted that ~Jilkie Collins , 

unlike Dickens or F~eade , vJrote many novels of' about that 

153ngth . But the only way he could make this practicable 

was by drastically curtailing characterization, descrip-

tion , and philosophy , in favour of' plot . 

At this juncture it might be illuminating to examine 

the plot itself' . The story opens with Creswell waiting 

for Nina to return from Europe , and eager f'or Hampstead 

to meet her . Not only does Hampstead meet her , but he 

is driven by something in his perverse nature to make her 
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fall in love with him . Although she has never been 

in love before , Hampstead finds that his desire is 

accomplished all too easily . At this point he immedi 

ately loses what interest he had in her . She has no 

pride in the matter , and continues to meet with him 

secretly . In this manner they carry on a clandestine 

affair . Good- natured Creswell loves them both and is 

entirely without suspicion . 

Heanwhile Hampstead 1'inds that he is f'alling in 

love with Margaret Mackintosh , ana that she loves him . 

This merely increases his aversion toward Nina . The 

Jachting cruise intensiries this situation , and Hamp

stead aetermines to be rid or Nina . Hampstead ' s con

tinuing coldness has made Nina realize the futility o.f 

her love and the shame of her position; in a very vague 

passage the reader, if he -vrants to , learns that she is 

pregnant . 

Hampstead is furious . He refuses to "make her an 

honest woman" , but instead tells her to marry Jack . 

She determines to do this , and gradually acclimates 

herself' to the new situation . when she tells Jack she 

wishes to marry him he is delirious with joy . Although 

he is refused by 1·1r . Lindon, Jack and Nina intend to 
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marry nevertheless , and in short order they are on 

their way to Buffalo . They meet a clergyman named 

Hatthew Simpson and he marries them . Nina imr:1ediately 

leaves for Lockport , New York , where she has friends . 

In order that her family should not be suspicious , 

she had told them that she was going to Lockport to 

begin with . Jack had supposedly gone to Halifax to 

visit his parents . 

Jack had paid the clergyman Hith a fi.fty - dollar 

bill , all he he.d at the tin~e . Going to pick up his 

change, he discovers that he has been swindled, that 

"hatthevJ Simpsonn was an imposter , and that he is there 

fore not legally married . Nina has already gone . Here 

Jack makes a fatal error . Instead of going to Lockport 

to see Iina , he returns to Toronto to speak to Hampstead 

about the matter . 

Hampstead ' s feelings .for Creswell have gone sour , 

although poor Jack is oblivious to this fact . Hampstead , 

because of his a.f.fair with Nina , has contempt for Jack . 

Hampstead is also in a bad .frame of mind because of the 

stock market . He had made ·ti>l.5 , 000 on a number of stocks , 

then thrown this and all his money into another stock • 

which was selling low because of the death o~ the president 

o.f the company . The:r•e 1.-.ras nothing at all wrong with the 
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stock , but shareholders had panicked momentari~y , and 

the price continued to d rop . Hampstead mort.::;Eiged 

everything he had ~ knowing that the price would eventu

ally rise and that he would make a fortune . 

At the time of Creswell ' s return to Toronto , Hamp

stead has begun to drink heavily . He finds that he 

cannot last through the panic because he does not have 

enough capital in reserve . After Jack tells him his 

problem, Ham~stead for~s a plan . Without going into 

detail here , it is a very clever plan to steal ~~0 , 000 

from the bank where he and Jack work , making it look as 

if Jack had done it . H~pstead takes the money just 

after Jack leaves the bank and boards a s chooner for 

Oswego , New York , where he is to meet Nina and be legally 

married . Naturally this circumstance makes it look as 

though he is trying to flee the country with the money . 

Hampstead had even contrived a way that Jack would be 

found with two of the stolen ~1 , 000 bills on his person . 

Detective Dearborn is on his trail , and boards a 

boat which he expects will be able to overtake the 

schooner which Jack is on . It is the stearrer Eleusinian , 

the ver}y boat lJhich had pulled the yacht across Lake 

Ontario earlier in the story . Nina is also on board this 

steamer , going to meet Jack at Gswego . 
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Not only does the ..t£leusinian overtake the schooner: 

the two boats collide . Dearborn jump s .from t he steamer 

to the schooner in order to arprehend Jack . Jack sees 

Nina on board the steamer , which i 's rapidly s inking . 

He g oes to rescue her , but Dearborn , thinking he is 

going to drown himself , holds him back . Be~ore their 

eyes the boat sinks , and Nina drowns, along with every

one else on board the ship . Dearborn was the only one 

who escaped . 

Jack is delirious . Meanwhile Rankin is engaged as 

counsel for him . After some skilful detective work in

volving l·'lrs . rriest and her son Patsey , Rankin realizes 

the identity of the real culprit , proves it to the jury , 

and Hampstead is convicted . lbe irony of it is t hat 

had he managed to ho~d on a few hours longer , Hampstead 

would have made far more than ~50 , 000 on the stock . The 

n ::: n who we.s holding the prices down, being the largest 

shareholder, was none other than I"'r . Lindon . The same 

day that Hampstead stole the noney, Lindon had let it 

be known that he was buying, and the price immediately 

rocketed . He had made at least ~100,000 that day . Fate 

had used ~w . Lindon as an unwitting instrument of vengeance 

upon Hampstead, who indirectly caused the death of Nina , 

Lindon ' s daughter . 
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Hampstead , tempered by six years in the penitenti

ar~ , decides to go to Paris to study medicine . His 

aim is to become a great surgeon . But in order to do 

this , he still faces the problem of how to get money . 

About that time , Margaret and her friends journey 

to Niagara Falls to see John Jackson and his dog sv-Jim 

the Niagara rapids . This tremendous feat will win the 

swirnmer about .~30 , 000 , according to the papex•s . Hankin 

is among the party watching the swimrrer struggle through 

the current . nHe v.-as nol·v· almost opJ.-osite them , and his 

face , set desperately , turned , during an instant in a 

quieter spot, toward the platforn . Margaret gave a 

piercing shriek , and fell back into Rankin ' s arms . At 

the next half- moment a huge boiling mountain , foaming 

up against the current in which the swimmer ' s body floated , 

struck him a terrible blow , and threw the dog back on 

top of . him . Both were engulfed . After a while the dog's 

. head appeared again , but Geoffrey Hampstead was ov er

whelmed in the 5edlam of' waters , whose foaming , raging 

madness ba-ctered out his life . Till And so the novel ends . 

Iv1argaret , distressed by Hampstead ' s imprisonment , 

had gradually vJithdrawn f'rom society . "Grave , pleasant , 

studious , thoughtful , she went on 1...rith her hospital -v.rork . 1112 
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Rankin's brilliant success brought him advancement 

in his profession ; it had been his f'irst court case . 

At the end he is the only one in the story who has 

prospered . He is the man who worked hard and remained 

aloof : the Canadian ideal? 

Jarvis ' s talent for dialogue is very much in evi-

dence throughout . lJ.Tf1e conversations are characteristic , 

often slangy , usually very natural . Typical is a long 

exchange amo~g several of the yacht passengers , of 

which a par•t is given here . 

11 Then he arose and grasped Charley in a vise
like grip , for though fat he was powerful . He 
·pinned the skipper to the deck and sat upon him . 

n ' Say , deo.rest ,' he cooed into his ear , ' At 
about v-rhat hour ~t-rill this hes.venly repast be ready? ' 

n ' 1:-ull him cff' - - sonebody !' groaned Charley . 
1I hate a man that has to be throv-m in the water 
to --' a thump on the back silenced him . 

n ' Eay I convey your coJ:l..rBnds to the Hinister 
of the Interior ,' asked his tormentor . 

11 ' Oh , my· ribs ! Yes . 'l'ell him to beg in at it 
at once . 1 

11 ' I don ' t mind if I do , ' said Nr . Lemons s agac
iously; and he disappeared do1.-1n the cor'panion- -vJay 
to interview the cook . 

" ' Ain ' t he a brick? ' said Charley , after Lerlons 
had gone forward . ' He ' s a regular one- er , that 
chap ! Give hirr his meals on time and he ' s the 
gMoest old sardine . By the way , let us have a 
sweepstake on the time we drop anchor in South Bay .' 

" ' v~e haven ' t any money in ·these togs ,' said 
Geoi'f'rey . 

n ' .Jell , you ' ll have to owe it , then . \•J e ' ll 
iMagine there ' s a quarter apiece in the pool . 1 tl3 
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v:Jhere Jarvis 's dialogue is sorrle\.--Iha t f'orc ed ' it is 

because he has chosen to use the dramatic rethod a bit 

beyond its capabilities. For example, like most 

Victorian novels, Geoffrey Hampstead is peppered with 

essays on various topics -- guilt, religion, evolution, 

and so forth. Because of' Jarvis's reluctance to write 

as author, however, sorre of these essays have to be put 

into the mouths of' the characters, decreasing the 

natural quality of the dialogue. This is the concession 

a dramatist must make when he wishes to displa.y the 

intellects of' his charac~ers while siiTultaneous~y 

expound~ng his own ideas . 

" I have sometimes thought,' said IvJ.argaret , 
'That if' happiness depends upon one's goodness it 
is not necessarily that goodness which we are 
taught to recognize as such. Goodness seems to be 
relative and quite changeable among different 
people . Some of' the best people under the Old 
Testament would not shine as saints under the New 
Testament , yet the older people were doubtless 
happy enough in their belief's . Desirab le observances 
neces .3ary to a IVJ:ohamrredan r s goodness are not made 
requisite in any European faith , and yet our people 
are not unhappy on this accotmt . Nobody can doubt 
that pagan priests were, and are, completely hapny 
when weltering in the blood of their fellow-creatures, 
and, if' it be true that conscience is divinely 
implantea in &11 men, that under divine guidance 
it is an infallible judge between good and evil, 
that one may be happy when his conscience approves 
his actions, and that there:r:ore happiness comes 
from God, hovJ is it that the pegan priest while 
at such work is able to think himself holy and 
to rejoice in it with cle8,rest conscience?' rr14 



one could hardly imagine a person in actual conversation 

saying , uDesirable observances necessary to a .:.•1ohamn:edan 1 s 

o·oodness are not made requisite in any ~uropean f'ai th . " 
0 

But this te chnique of the verbalized essay does yield 

the opportunity for e:frective irony ; a certain dramatic 

tension results Hhe:n each of' the various characters have 

a chance to play the theme of the novel solo espressivo 

at various places throughout the story , providing a kind 

of refrain , the full met=:ning of' l·Jhich is not fully uncler-

stood until the story is over; :for example , Hargaret·s 

words , 11 ii' it be true that conscience is divinely 

implanted in all men , thc..t unQer divine guidance it is 

an infallible judge between good and evil .•. how is it 

that the page:--..n priest while at s-c.lch Hark is able to 

think himself holy and to rejoice in it with clearest 

conscience?" Here she echoes CresHell , quoted earlier , 

who said , "If one Qoes wrong he violates his ov...rn 

apprecia~ion of' right , and his guilt can only be r1easured 

by the 1tJ&y he tramples on his conscience . u ;Ibis in f'ac t 

is the major theme of' the novel , and it is meant to be 

taktn as a question rather than an answer . 

Dialogue is part or the larger problem of character-

ization . For the purposes of' this discussion , tHo 

degrees of characterization may be described . Tne 



"plausiblen character is more than su.fficient in 

minor roles . Nrs . Priest , i"'or example , merely provides 

atrr.osphere , and assists 0ne plot . A few bold strokes 

are enougn ; motives are stylized or ignored entirely . 

~-Jhen a character is too f·antastic , too dull , too 

mechanically consistent , or too inconsistent ; when he 

is undir1erentlated. , or overl y idiosyncratic; in 

short , when he is implausible , then he is a failure in 

a novel of this type . The second degree is the ._. 

Hconvincingu character . In a psychological novel the 

personalities of the major characters must be analyzed . 

'.iheir actions and reactions must be in character , and 

i .f the reader cannot believe that such a character 

exists in real lirE., he must at leEts t be able to believe 

that suet a character could exist . r hen the character 

seems too much an idea, and too little a person , then he 

is unconvincing . At the same tirre he may still be 

plausible, in the sense cetaile6 above . 

I-...one of Jarvis's cLaractE",rs are in~plausible . 

Some are unconvincing, however . With regard to the 

question of dialogue, it is remarkable hol-J .far accurate 

and appropriate dialogue can go toward creating a 

plausible character. Wben improbable incident is an 
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in,portan t i'ac tcr in a story , an au thor must guard 

ae:ainst the incursion of "puppets'' if he wishes to 

maintain a sense of verisimilitude . Accurate and 

appropriate dialogue , even by itself, cBn provice a 

foolproof de~ense against this , ror it automatically 

creates & plausible cha~acter . Simple though this may 

sound , it cannot work unless the author understands 

how various types of people speak , and how to re- create 

that spee ch on paper , imparting to it a certain 

necessary stylization to conpensate for the loss of 

the direct impact of pitch , volume , tone quality , 

gesture , and facial expression . 

~here the author is attempting to creaLe a con

vincing character , however , accurate and eppropriate 

dialogue is not enough . l"~argaret Eackintosh is a case 

in point . her attributes are largely prsdetermined 

by her function in tne novel as a counterweight t o 

hampstead . UnC.er these circu..mstE.nces , Jarvis does very 

well with her -- he makes her p l ausible -- and , after 

a l l , it is a truism by now that in fiction the really 

g o od person is the most ineluctab l e of all character 

types . !11 ... 8.rgaret I S feel i ngs , her tragedy , may not 

emerge , but on the other hand she does not bore and 
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infuriate the reader as Dickens~ Esther Summerson does 

in Bleak .clause . If she is not a complete failure , it 

is dialogue t~ha t. s&.ves ner , the kind seen in this 

characteristic reJoina.er to Hamvstead : 

., ' 'l'a..L.Kint; or hous e-maia.s, ' said 11argaret, 
'I just met Mrs . whats-her-name --- you know, the 
little American with the German name; and she had 
just discharged one of her maids . She said to me , 
t'You know I have just one bre&k:fas t -- ice- cold 
wa ter and a hot roll; sometimes a pickle . Sarah 
s2id I'd kill ITyself , and in spite of everything 
I could say she would load the table with tea or 
coffee and stuff I don 't want . ' Last I got mad 
and I walked in with her wa~es up to date . I seid 
1 ~arah I guess we_had better part . You don ' t .fill 
the bill . 1 "I told her I v.rould try and get Sarah 
mysel.f , as I didn ' t object to her ideas in the 
matter of bre~k:fests . I have been looking for 
her and wanting some nice person to help me ~ind 
her . w'hat are you d.oing this af'ternoon? 'ttl.5 

Here Jarvis uses internal quotations in order to 

evoke all possible atMosphere of immediscy . lVIa.rgaret ' s 

speech is .full of' chatty expressions like "talk ing of' --", 

tf T.<t r t S - 1Q e·~, _ nr-. rre t1 v~ ..L 0 - .L - c.. . ' "you knoVJn , "~cill rr1ys elf'" , rrshe VJould" , 

n s tuf':f I don 1 t want" , and several more . .£1.eaders o i' 

Victorian literature sonetimes be3;in to believe that in 

those days pecple spoke with silver tongues , in ornate , 

rolling , ponderous phrases . Jarvis shows that they 

spoke very much the way modern people do . 

There is a gres.t deal of this sort of convers &tion , 

especi&lly in the first section of the novel , the 

nsociety" section . In fact , this talent 1or dialogue 



explains 'lrJhy all t h e characters have the re&d er r s 

sympathy and interest throughout, even }_argaret. It 

als o expla i ns why Geoffrey Hampstead , a eharacter who 

under other cir cumstances might appear far - fetched , is 

convinc ing : When he talks , he sounds l ike a real person. 

n r Jack , a man ' s soul is simply his power of 
imaging and desiring what he hasn ' t got . Once a 
day , more or less , his soul imagines his sweet
heart . If a poet , his soul combines the two . Or 
else it is the mi~oty dollar , or hunting , or 
something else . 1 ~~6 

Or , in a different vein : 

n ' Now , old man , unburden your mind . I know you 
want to tell me something , but do not be surprised 
if you find me asleep before you get your second 
wind . If you care for me , cut it short •.• Playing 
gooseberry with suc cess requires , a clever person ••• 
I don't think I'm quite equal to the c all for the 
tact and loss of individuality which the p osition 
entails . Ho1-vever , dear boy , I am q',;. i te aware that 
to introduce me to the lady of your heart as your 
particular f riend is the greatest compliment one 
fellow c a n p2y another - - all things considered . 
Don't you think so? Oh yes , I dare say ~tv-e will be 
a trio q~ite out o f t h e common . But , if she is as 
pretty as you s~y she is , I ' ll ha~~ to l ook at her , 
you know . Can't help looking at a handsome woman , 
even if she were hed g ed in with as many prohibitions 
as the royal f'amily. You'll have to get accustomed 
to tb at , of' course . 1 "17 

Jarvis's talent for descriptive writing strikes the 

reader from the very first paragraph of the novel . His 

writing has a truly visual quality . 

11 The Victoria Ban_k, Toronto, is on the corner 
of Bay and Front Streets , where it overlooks a· part 



of' the harbor larg e enough to gladoen the eyes o f 
the bank- clerks who are aquatic in their habits 
ana have time to look out of the windows . Young 
gentlemen in tattered and ink- stained coats , but 
irreproachable in the matter of' trousers and 
linen , had been known to gaze longingly and wearily 
down toward that strip of' shining vJa ter when hard 
fate in the shape of bank duty apparently remained 
indiffe rent to the fact that an interestinfl race 
was being rowed or sailed . n18 '--' 

These first sentences embody all that is best in 

J arvis ' s style : irony , g ood descriptions and euphony . 

Note the mo ck - poetic tone imparted by such expressions 

as "aouatic in their habits , " "irreproachable in the 

matter of trousers and linen , '! 11 strip o.f shining 1r1ater:,'! 

and "hard f'ate in the shape of' bank duty . n 'rhey are 

ironic because they are grandiose out o.f proportion to 

what they describe . Jarvis seems to be suggesting that 

the bank- clerks take themselves very seriously indeed , 

but that they do not warr&nt it . If they think they 

deserve the grand treatment , they shall get the grand 

treatment , and if humour results then the point is 

made . This technique is reminiscent o.f 'Thackeray , an 

author J &rvis admired . 

At the same time , the paragraph (i s -s omewha-t d e s -

cript!ve. "The Victoria Bank , Toronto .•. on the corner 

of' Bay and Front Streets •.• overlooks a part of the 

harbor •.. tt ; " ••• bank- c lerks ••• l ook out of the windows ... 
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y oung gent l emen in tattered and ink- stained coats •.• 

irreproachable •.• trousers and linen ••• strip of shining 

water •.• rac e being rowed or sailed . " There is a grea t 

deal o f descr i pt i on in that one short paragraph . 

The on n a t e sentenc es , wi th the i r many qualifying 

phrases , a r e most euphonious . Tne sentenc es readily 

sug0 est rising and falling inr.l ect~ons or vo::Lce , ana 

pauses whi ch create a rhythmi c e.lement . ln adait.ion 

there are the words tnems e .l v es. Tnese were ~robably not 

selected consciously so mu ch as intuitively , by ear ; at 

any rate they do show de~inite patterns , further con-

tributing to the euphony . "Victoria ••. :;oronto •.. corner;rr 

rr •.• part ... harbor ..• large; r1 
n irreproachable in the matter 

of trousers;·' 11 longingly and wearily·. '! Note the 

similarity in sound among the wo ::~Js in each of these 

groups , one of' the elements contributing to what is 

known as 11 rollingn oratory . 

The paragraph given above was picked at random , but 

Jarvis uses irony, vivid description , and euphony through-

out the novel . Obviously the irony is absent in some 

places where a dramati c tone is required , as in this 

passage setting the stage for a romantic episode : 

11 They sailed on for some distance in open water , 
and then ..• corr~enced a sinuous course among STiall 
islands . The dusk of' the evening had still some 
of the light of day in it , but the moon was already 
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up and endeavoring to assert her power • . • As they 
g lided about, Geoffrey sometimes fa ced the curr ent 
with long , silent strokes tha t gave no idea o~ 
exertion foreign to the quiet charm of the s cene, 
and at other times the paddle dragged lazily 
through the water as he sat back and allowed the 
canoe to drift along on the curr ent close to the 
rocky islands . rhey floated past breezy nooks 
where ferns a nd mo ss es filled the interstices 
between rocks and tree roots , where tre es had 
g rown up misshapenly between the rocks , under wild 
creeping vines that drooped from the overhang ing 
boughs and swept the flowing water ... J:t'or Nargaret , 
there was enough in the surroundings to keep her 
silent . She had yielded her s elf to the full enjoy
ment of the balMy air and faint evening glows , 
changing landscape , a nd sound of' gurg ling water . nl9 

Vivid des cription is o~ten replaced by its stylistic 

counterpart , vivid conversation : 

n 'For goodness' sake , Geot'.frey , do behave 
better on the highway ! t~at will those women think? ' 

u ' Their curiosity will gnaw them c ruelly , I 
.fear . They are looking after us yet . I can see them .' u 

And euphony , while always present , is not always o.f t he 

expansive variety . ~ometimes it may have a ~aster tempo : 

nJa.ck hurried off' to the chambers , counted out 
the two thousand dollars which he had ·wished to get 
r i d of , and after taking a last look at the old rooms , 
he hurried to the Yacht Club . Here he put the 
val ises into his own skiff after changi ng his good 
clothes .for the old sailing clothes ••• Then , under an 
o l d s o~t- ~elt hat with holes in the top , he rowed 
down to the schooner , threw

2
his valises on board , 

and climbed over the side . " l 

Tne atmospnere nere is not created by the subject matter 

alone . J arvis uses short , cormon 'WOJ.·us , ana very stralgnt-

rorward rhetor ic. The a c cented syl_iabJ. es ra J. ..L more 
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frequently than in the grandiloquent description o~ the 

Victoria Bank . 

All these characteristics o~ Jarvisis writing --

irony , vivid description or convers ation , and euphony 

are found not only in his ~iction, but in many of his 

essays and re - views as well . •1 'or example, this passage 

f'rom one of' his yachting columns is colour~ul enough 

for a novel: 

"But you say there ct.re yacht- races to record? 
No , no ! let them 1rrai t ! '11he :first race for the 
l'rince 's m& tch cup was a mere walk- around 1~or the 
Vi~ilant , and you have seen her skim in first so 
often in New York that I want to suesk of' the 
oddities -- things not seen in Ame~ica -- to be 
observed as one looks at curious foreign beetles 
through a microscope . I want to speak of' the many 
hundreds of yachts , of their staunchness and sea
going ability , with their high bulwarks and stout 
rig~ing , which commend them to all lovers of 
ocean cruising ..• "22 

And so on . Literally hundreds of examples c an be found 

auite easily among the articles of 0tinson Jarvis . If the 

reader chres to re - exan1ine the auotations given in Chapters 

3 , 4, and 5 of the present study, he will see many passages 

whi ch create a picture, which sound v-ell, and which have a 

wry , ironic tone . 
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Stinson Jarvis's next work or fiction was the 

short story "The Pride or Hargaret Alleyne, 11 subtitled , 

"Glimpses at - a New England Family ." Here he presents 

the Alleynes , all "superiorn people who are somehow 

tainted: they all die yoQng. 

The story is narrated by a grand son of Margaret 

Alleyne. At the time he is writing , she has survived 

all of her children and her husband, has seen them die 

one by one. But she has borne the terrible tragedy. 

What has allowed her to survive? Her pride . Jarvis 

explains that pride, in its proper use, is not a sin, but 

a strengthening virtue. 

nThe Pride of l'•,Iargaret .Alleynen is a pathological 

tale, a text-book case of the Victorian malaise . Jarvls 

himself' seems to be aware o:f the .fact , and seems to be 

hinting that 111Iargaret Alleyne had in ef'f'ect killed all 

of' her beautif'ul children with her imperious pride. The 

death of' her last child, the youngest, Sidney , is 

described in somewhat more detail than the others. "A 

disappointment, a high spirit pampered, self-control 

abandoned, perh~tps an idea that his ruin was picturesque, 

a fall on his heaa rrom tne sadd~e , the worthless 

prophecy or a clairvoyant that he would not live the year , 

nerve for yachting gone , life become a .frenzy , and then, 

one day, when he was only twenty-nine, a gentleman came 
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in a cab from the club to say that Sidney hid b ecome 
23 

dangerously crazy and had attacked several . " He died 

within a few hours , of acute alcoholism complicated by 

an overdose of morphia administered by a doctor . 

Sidney ' s death is described with touching verisimil-

•t d tt h" 1 u e ••• lS face blanched and strained forward toward 

the opposite wall, with curiosity and fear in it . 

"And he said , under his breath: ' They must have come 

through the window . Now , mother, do you think they will 

do ~ny harm? ' 

ttrr c annot see , without my spectacles , what they 

are doing? ' said she , examining tbe wall . 

n ' There are six small monkeys , about the size of 

robins , sa-wing the pattern out of the vJall- pgper with 

little saws .' He was trembling with fear , but , with 

instinct strong in him , evidently ashamed to admit it 

to a wornan . " 24 

But certainly the most revealing sentence in the 

whole piece is Hargaret Alleyne ' s remark about Sidney ' s 

aeath . tt ' If people knew how in the last years of his life 

I laid awake expecting that boy to be brought home on a 

shutter or perhaps killed in some way that meant utter 

disgrace , they would know the relief it was that he 

died quietly in his home . 1 n
2.5rt is as though she had taken 
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it for granted that he, and all the others, would die. 

This vJas all right: "utter disgracen was a more important 

factor than mere life or death. 

This is not the only example of' Jc:.rvis's saying :more 

than he admits. At times he can be very subtle. In 

Geoffrey Hamps te&d it is perf'ec tly clear that Ramps tead' s 

growing hatred for Nina is caused by his own insecurity 

about Margaret. Since this is a psychological novel, it 

is not wrong to examine psychological motivations , The 

reader will see what the author barely hints at . ffor 

example, in the scene in which Nina adn-.: its that she is 

pregnant, &nd begs Hampstead to marry her: 

" ••• it seemed to him a most dastardly thing 
to sacrifice Margaretis life now to conceal his 
own wrong-doing . In the light o.f this idea, Nina's 
wealt;h and beauty suddenly became tawdry . lViargaret s 
nobility and happiness suddenly seemed worth dying 
for . They must not be wrecked in a moment of weak
ness . As if dispassionately, he laid before Nina 
the history of their acquaintance, and also his 
other obligations. heally , it p~aced hlm in a very 
awkward , not to say absurd, position. He wished to 
do what was right, but did not see his way at all 
clear. The only way was to e.f ' ace himselr entirely, 
and consider only what was due to others . Before 
the world he was engaged to :F·argaret, and had been 
so all along. She had his word that he would marry 
her . If' i -! ·~ere only 'his word' that had to be 
broken, that might be done . But was the happiness 
of 1·1argaret 's life to be cast asiO.e? vihich of' the 
two, was more innocent -- which, of the two, had 
the better right or duty to bear the brunt of the 
disaster?"26 
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Note that rather than quoting, J arvis paraphrases 

Hamps teadrs actual words , thus subtly caricaturing them . 

Th e inference _ is that Nina is vJeaker than Ii!Iargaret , and 

because Hampstead deliberately took advantage of' this 

weakness, his reasoning is hypocritical . The author's 

only comment on this is that u1be way ( Hampstead) effaced 

his own personality in this discourse was almost picture-

sque . Justice blind~old, with imparti&l scales in her 
27 

hand , was nothing to him . " 'i'he understatement makes the 

point . 

Jarvis's next book was Doctor Perdue , a se quel to 

Geoffrey Hampstead . Doctor Perdue has the defects of' 

most sequels , which are c f' ten written out of' aff ection 

for a chara cter , or moral considera tions , but are r a rely 

justif'ied from a literary standJ:.oint . An example of' 

this is the case of' Jerome Weidman ' s classi c of' the 1930s , 

I Can Get it for You Wbolesale . The hero- villain in this 

novel , Harry Bo g en , is totally unscrupulous , with neither 

the intellectual nor the picaresque quality that can make 

evil c~aracters easier to accept . At the end of' the 

novel he is more prosperous than ever . Out of' d elight 

with such an effective character , and a desire for 

justice , weidman wrote a sequel , 1rJhat 1 s in it for Ne? , a 
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comparatively little-known work, in which Harry Bogen 

continues his exploits and finally meets his doom. The 

trouble is that part of Harry Bogen s character is pre

cisely that he can always manage to avoid doom. When, 

at the end of the second work, he f'ails to take the 

steps he would have taken at any other time, his downfall 

fails to convince. 

Geoffrey Hampstead is a more sympathetic character 

than Harry Bogen, but a member of the same species 

nevertheless. Here, conversely, the creator feels he 

has been too severe with his character, and out of a 

similar desire for justice and delight with the character, 

he writes Doctor Perdue in ord~r to resurrec"G Hampstead 

from his watery grave and to emphasize his potential 

f'or g oodness. And ag F. in, it must be stated that Hamp

stead1s character is precisely that evil does predominate, 

and his resurrection f'ails to convince. The story of 

Ge offrey Hampstead was over when he drowned. Indeed, 

it really was over when he was convicted; structurally 

his death is superfluous. Noral justice clashes with 

literary ,justice, and "a house divided a g ainst itself 

cannot stand.H Incidentally, unlike Sir Arthur Conan 

Doyle several years later, Jarvis never explains his 

hero's miraculous escape. 
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The two books are described in ~organ ' s article , 

(and these are probably Jarvis's own words) : in the 

first , '' ••• the leading character provided a study of 

the mixture of good and evil in one person -- his finer 

points not, however , saving him from penitentiary in 

the end: and in Doctor Perdue is shown the same man 

after the chastening or grief and solitude had brought 

to the fron t the obscured nobility of his nature. In 

the two books taken to~ether, it was the author's wish 

to suggest that much may be hoped for , even in men who 

fall so very far from grace as Rampstead .''28 

Doctor Perdue is Hampstead ' s new name. He has 

accomplished his goal of becoming a surgeon , and is 

practicing in Paris. He has fame and wealth, but no 

love. The story opens with Perdue, out for a quiet 

ride through the Bois de Boulogne , bravely rescuing two 

English women from a runaway team of horses. These two 

are an elderly spinster , cliss Clement, and her beautiful 

niece, Cecilia. Perdue continues to see Cecilia after 

this incident, and falls in love with her. 

Cecilia is a character somewhat like Nina Lindon, 

but with a nastier streak in her nature. Jarvis, speaking 

as author more than in the previous novel, makes it clear 



that Cecilia is in love with Hampstead's noney more 

than anything else. Owing to a kind provision of' 

feminine nature, she herself' remains unaware of the 

true object ol' her af'f·ec tions for a while, and can 

experience a reasonable facsimile of love . But after 

the marriage her real feelings show themselves. ~fuat 
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is worse, she falls under the influence of a high church 

clergyman, the nearest thing to a monk that the Anglican 

Church can provide . His goal is to secure as much of 

her money \actually ~erdue's) as he can . The Perdues 

have set up house in a mansion belonging to the aunt , 

which is on the south coast of England, but the Doctor 

is frequently in Jaris . As 0ne separation between him 

and his wife grows more and more extensive , Perdue begins 

to spend more of his time in ~ranee . Tne marriage is an 

acknowledged fai~ure , and Perdue would let matters rest , 

were it not for the priest. Besides the f'ac t that this 

man is after his money , Hsmpstead feels a strong personal 

revulsion towards him . 

At about this time Miss Clement's dying sister , a 

Mrs . Iviackintosh , arrives with her daughter , who is none 

other than Nargaret Mackintosh . ~he meeting between her 

and Perdue is handled rather well by Jarvis , as is her 
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reaction to the knowledge that Perdue is married . 

Although Cecilia is "a wi.fe in name onlyn , Perdue must 

remain true . 

Shortly thereafter a yacht rull of old .friends 

.from Toronto sails into the harbour . A voyage to the 

Mediterranean is arranged , in which all o.f the characters 

take part . All the Toronto men are .friends o.f tiampstead , 

except f'or one , and this one betrays him to Cecilia when 

they are some distance at sea . She promptly reruses to 

see him or speak to him . 

Tne conclusion is that Cecili& ccnveniently dies , 

and Hampstead and Nargaret are united at last . The defects 

o.f Geoffrey Hampstead are to some extent magnified in 

this novel . The plot is even more far - .fetched . IVIargaret , 

under even gre~ter emotional stress , remains the same 

perfect being . '11ors t o.f all , Perdue himself is not enough 

of a character to motivate the entire novel , as he is 

intended to do . ~erdue is supposed to be Hampstead , but 

he is not . One cannot, for example, imagine Perdue saying 

that he would rather run than f'ight , as Hampstead does 

on p . 55 o.f the earlier book . Perdue is one step .further 

removed .from reality than Hampstead . Obviously with the 

extinction o.f evil came a corresponding reduction o.f his 



perception and mastery over p eople. Hampstead could 

never have allowed Cecilia to do to him what she did 
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to Perdue. In short, erdue is a duller man than Hamp

stead in both senses of the word. tle is not so clever, 

nor is he so interesting . But, as ,das said of f'.!largaret 

earlier, he is at least 11 plausible", because he talks 

like a re a. l person; so that while his impact is dif'i·use, 

he does have the reader's sympathy. 

Despite its shortcomings, Doctor Perdue is still 

well worth reading, for the same reasons that Geoffrey 

Hampstead is . It has that same clever, confident prose 

style, the interesting if superficial discussions about 

everything under the sun, and beautiful scenic description . 

Like the earlier work, Doctor ~erdue may &lso be looked 

upon as a yachting novel, in the genre of William Black 

~ld4t3-le9ts) ana Cl.s.rk hussell (lcH~--l911J • .Another point 

in its favour is that Doctor Ferdue is more gracefully 

structured than Geof'frey Hampstead. The plot is not so 

e ~ citing as that of its predecessor, and does not depend 

on speed for its efeect. Consequently it can be spread 

out more evenly , and Jarvis has learned to budget his 

narrative and descriptive sections so that he can speak 

as author when he needs to. There is no need to put most 

of his ideas into his characters' conversations. (For a 

contemporary review of Doctor ~erdue, see the Appendix to 

this chapter .) 
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Jarvis's final novel, She Lived in New York , is no 

different in style from the others . It does, however, 

represent a structural advance. It is far more economical, 

and its dramatic impact is greater . She Lived in New York 

is the story of Estelle Crosby, a young and beautiful 

woman trapped in an unhappy marriage. The plot is very 

simple. A young man falls in love with her, and she is 

persuaded to "break her marriage vow." Her association 

with this man and his Bohemian friends leads to her 

gradual degradation and disintegration, culminating in 

her suicide . Her husband, whom she had rejected, had 

gone to another city and made a fortune; but he comes 

back, continuing to attempt a reconciliation until the end. 

- In Geoffrey Hampstead one part of the book is all 

character and no plot, and the other part is all plot and 

no character. In She Lived in New York Jarvis succeeds 

in combining a .fast-moving story with true, docunentary 

description. The characters seem to be rea] people . 

The description of a masked b ll at Madison Square G&rden 

could have come out of the pages of Leslie's 'irJeet:ly . The 

scene in which the spurned Mr . Charles Crosby steals 

back to his apartment for a last look at his sleeping 

wife, her beautiful form clearly discernible through the 

sheets, is honest enough to touch readers of' any generation . 

The pictures of' ~Stelle , drinking , dancing, -posing as an artist'S 

model , all explains what Pro.f. Beharriell meant when he 



described She Lived in New York as "daring, but delicately 

done." The present author questions whether Jarvis meant 

to be daring; rather, it is suggested that he was merely 

being naive, believing that any unpleasant truths he told 

were justified by his greater purpose. 

Estelle does not emerge as an evil figure, however, 

It has been noted that Jarvis maintained a tolerant 

attitude in his reviews and philosophical writings, 

rarely condemning. He has the seme attitude toward the 

people in his books. ~rr1atever Jarvis 1 s purpose, no 

character in this novel can tr~ly be called evil. 

One of the most amusing paragraphs Jarvis ever 

wrote -- although the humour is unintentional -- is a 

description of an anti-Aesthetic novel which he adrired . 

"The story of the &.esthetic era was told in one novel, 

a marvellous record of a womanis intuitions, called 

' Hiss Brown . 1 It was written by a girl h&rdly out of 

her teens who still signs herself Vernon Lee. She told 

of those people exactly as they were ; and in the 

surprises and shocks of a healthy- minded girl one bec ame 

acquainted with the unparticularized disgust which the 

authoress herself' had evidently felt .n 29 rt is amusing 

because, f'ar from being a "heal thy-minded girln "hardly 

out of her teens,n Vernon Lee, whose real nsme was 
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Violet Paget , was a twenty-eight year old lesbian who 

~rrote Nis s Brown t l8t;4) out of malice and personal 

spite ~or the leaders of the Aesthetic movement , most 

of whom she knew personally . It was her only novel , and 

undoubtedly the worst thing she ever wrote ; Henry James 

c alled this book "a dep l orab l e mistake . " 

But it was apparent l y with simi l ar intent that Jarvis 

wrot e She Li ved in New York . As has been shown in the 

cnap~er on Aestheti c Criticism , J a rv is saw i n the 

Aestheti c movemen~ ~ne germ o f t h e retrogression of 

c ivilization . .tiere is his stor:r c.f a tv-oman who got caught 

up in that movement , or at least in its fringes , and of 

her terrible retrogression . 

Hov1ever Jarvis could not hope to produce the same 

e:f.fect , because his disposition was so diff·erent from 

Vernon Lee ' s . Jr.:>vis ' s concept o.f the "aesthetic woman" , 

mentioned in Chapter 3 , could almost have been taken 

straight from Miss Brown; even the style is siwilar . 

Possibly he had recently read the book . But his own 

Estelle Crosby is not that "aesthetic woman" . If she 

were not good to begin with , then her downfall would 

have no meaning; and it would lack credibility if this 

goodness were not evident in smme ways even at the end . 

In fact her suicide is an pCt of charity . Mr . Crosby 
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still loves her, but she refuses to degrade him by 

rejoining him . She entrusts her illegitimate child , 

a little girl- , to him . As soon as she knows the child is 

safe and happy with Crosby , she commits suicide , sensing 

that her continued existence would only be a source of 

shame and disgrace to the child . 

Estelle is beauti~ul , and possessed of a sharp wit . 

All in all , she is really an aFpealing character , and 

Jarvis cannot be overly severe with her . In this sense 

she is like Hampstead . Vernon Lee had no aff ection in 

her book for anyone tainted with the Aesthetic virus . 

Besides all this , Jarvis probably had had very little 

first - hand contact with the personalities of the move~ent . 

He provides the hackeyed picture of irr~oral artists and 

their shameless models . It is interesting to compare this 

picture Hith the one given in Trilby , by the English 

writer George Du:i·~aurier , v-Tho actually knev-r the artist ' s 

life . Trilby poses for artists , but she's none the less 

innocent f'or it . 

She -Lived in New York is the least pretentious of 

Jarvis 1 s books . It was meant to be a sort of companion 

volume to The Ascent of Life . There was little need to 

philosophize or to judge , merely to demonstrate , consequent

ly it is only about half the length of either o!' the pre-
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ceding novels. The feeling of brevity is strengthened 

because it is ~ast-paced. The entire story unfolds with 

the speed of the last chapters or Geof.frey Hampstead, 

yet the characters move entirely under their own steam. 

There is an organic relationship between plot and 

character; the plot is simple and constructed according 

to the personalities involved. 1t never seems that the 

charac~ers act in a certain way because the plot aemanas it. 

For example, if Estelle is attracted to the artists, 

it is because she is young, innocent, but with a sensual 

nature, and her husband is middle-aged, dull, with no 

interests other tha!l business. Later, Hhen Charles 

leaveE ~stelle, ~or the first tiTie realizing the extent 

of her vices, it is only because she ridicules him and 

he cannot bear it. 

The book is moving and powerful, and it provides a 

wonderfully graphic description of New York at the close 

of the nineteenth century. It certainly deserves to be 

read. 

It is un~ortunate that Stinson Jarvis did not 

publish more novels, f'or this is Hhere his real talent 

lay. His novels are free of hackwork -- he left that for 

certain of his magazine and newspaper contributions. 

But the novels represent what he wanted to write about, 



and were not written to earn his living . Perhaps 

others will turn up in manuscript when Jarvis's papers 

are located . 

His strength does not lie in his power as a 

philosopher . At best , his philosophical writings must 

be regarded as the views or a typical C&nadian or 

American intellectual of' the time . His ideas are a 

potpourri of' all the current trends, :from creative 

evolution to feminism . If' he is to be remembered , it 

will have to be on the basis of his talents for descri~tion , 

dialogue , and character portrayal , as well as his 

confident , witty style . In the novels he often writes 

like a man slightly amused by everything . As he 1.-vould 

have said, he had the nsense of absurdity" , which 

unfortunately abandoned him in many of' his essays . 

Jarvis should be reco3nized at least in C&nada for 

his part in Canadian literature . One ca~Dot say that he 

was influenced by any previous Canadian writers , and it 

is even more certain that no subseq~ent Canadian writers 

were influenced by him . But he was influenced merely by 

being born ana raised in this country , and by writing 

about what he knew . Torontonians would be delighted 

with his affectionate and knowing portrait of' their city 

in its younger days , if' they only knew of it . His 
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occasional remarks dealing with Canada strike a topical 

note today , .for example where he writes that "Nina .•. 

had had an English boarding- school .finish . She could 

have told the general course of the Ganges or the 

Hoang- Ho , but she had no idea in '.-Jhat direction she was 

going on her own lake to Oswego . In English schools 

Canada is a land not worth learning about , ~nd where 

hardly any person would live voluntarily , People go 

about chiefly on snow- shoes , and it is easy in most places 

to kill enough game .for dinner .frorr: your own door- step . n30 

Studies like the present one have their purposes ; 

they help to proviae historic detail and commentary upon 

an author ' s work ; but more than this , the books them-

selves need to be read to be appreciated . ;J.lhe view has 

been expressed that Jarvis is worth reviving ; at present 

it is doubtful whether anyone can disagree with any 

justi1'ication . Now this .forgotten Canadian author must 

be evaluated by others . 



Appendix to Chapter 6. 

"A l'S~uDO-Al•lE--;.ICAN 1\0VEL . tt The Chicag o Tin~es , ( ~lebruary lt3, lt59 3. ) 

' Dr . Perdue,' by Stinson J&rvis, is announced by the 
publishers , Laird & Lee of' Chicago, to be. the second 
of their prize novels, and that this one like the first , 
has been awarded a prize of ·:Pl ,O OO cash, offered by 
them for the 1 best original American novel submitted 1 

be tHe en 1\IJ.ay 2 ana Sept. 30, lo~2. Under these circum
stances there are certain things which one is justified 
in expecting f'rom the novel, and these things are not 
found. It would seen: tha~t a novel to be called •American ' 
in the largest sense should contain in its pages something 
about America and the Americans, to the extent of' having 
part of the scene and at least a representative character 
selected f'rom that ccntinent and its people. But the only 
Americans in the cast or characters are Canadian, and even 
they di.sclaim to their English rri.enc:ts the accusation 
tna--c they are American. And as to the scene, the story 
never gets any closer to the shores of this continent 
than the Azore ~slands, and then only by the accident 
th~t the pleasure yacht that carries the party is blown 
considerably to the west o~ its intended course. Up to 
this pojnt the ~erits of' the novel ~eve net entered. 
As a matter of f&ct , it 1"rins no gre&ter favor when that 
feature is considered. The characters are neither types 
nor exceptions. They are simply exaggerations . The girl 
I:argare t, who is ti1e onl~ female in the lot, whom it is 
possible to :feel any hui'1an interest, is an impossibility. 
Years befor,e the opening of' the story she has been engaged 
to erdue, 1....rhen he lived in Canad&. under another name, 
and at the same time has been ' bon camarade' with a crowd 
of' the good .fellO\•JS of' 1.-ihom he was one. Nov-J , after six 
years in the penitentiary for embezzlement , he turns up 
in England, marries a girl who cares not for him , but for 
a nonk of' the .t!.pis copalian church who is vowed to celibacy, 
and in a short time his former love appears as the ward 
of' his wife ' s aunt and companion. Hargaret conceals his 
past record, and ~hen the other members of the old crowd 
come in their magnif'icent yacht they also join in the 
concealment. This much will do . But it is in the relations 
which exist between l:Iargaret and the f'our men that the 
impossibility occurs. She is a pure , honest, and generous 
girl , 8.§-ainst whom no one has ever cast e_ slighting thought, 
but she kisses her men rriends with entire indiscrimination 
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and disreg&rd for the number of spectators, and that 
is one of the milder exa~ples of the many things which 
prove the impossibility not only that such a story could 
be told of England as it is witn any consistency, but 
thht even the most unchaperoned districts of AFierica 
could not be its habitat . As a matter of fact , the story 
is in no irJay better than the chec:pest and most indif'f·erent 
kinds of' .2Jnglish novels . It is u1.fortunate that it should 
be issued and possibly even circulated with a label on 
it that it took a prize as the best American novel sub
mitted , and the Most charitable thing to believe is that 
it was the only one submitted in competition . 
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